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Abstract

Distributed shared memory (DSM) machines are becoming an increasingly popular
way to increase parallelism beyond the limits of bus-based symmetric multiprocessors
(SMPs). The cache coherence protocol is an integral component of the memory system of
these DSM machines, yet the choice of cache coherence protocol is often made based on
implementation ease rather than performance. Most DSM machines run a fixed protocol,
encoded in hardware finite state machines, so trying to compare the performance of different protocols involves comparing performance across different machines. Unfortunately,
this approach is doomed since differences in machine architecture or other design artifacts
can obfuscate the protocol comparison.
The Stanford FLASH (FLexible Architecture for SHared memory) multiprocessor provides an environment for running different cache coherence protocols on the same underlying hardware. In the FLASH system, the cache coherence protocols are written in
software that runs on a programmable controller specialized to efficiently run protocol
code sequences. Within this environment it is possible to hold everything else constant
and change only the cache coherence protocol code that the controller is running, thereby
making visible the impact that the protocol has on overall system performance.
This dissertation examines the performance of four full-fledged cache coherence protocols for the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor at varying machine sizes from 1 to 128 processors. The first protocol is a simple bit-vector protocol which degrades into a coarsevector protocol for machine sizes greater than 48 processors. The second protocol is the
dynamic pointer allocation protocol, which maintains the directory information in a linked
list rather than a bit-vector. The third protocol is the IEEE standard Scalable Coherent
Interface (SCI) protocol, with some enhancements to improve performance and some
extensions so that it can function properly within the FLASH environment. The fourth
protocol is a flat Cache Only Memory Architecture (COMA-F) protocol that provides
automatic hardware support for replication and migration of data at a cache line granularity.
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A framework is presented to discuss the data structures and salient features of these protocols in terms of their memory efficiency, direct protocol overhead, message efficiency,
and general protocol scalability. The protocols are then compared when running a mix of
scalable scientific applications from the SPLASH-2 application suite at different machine
sizes from 1 to 128 processors. In addition to these results, more stress is placed on the
memory system by running less-tuned versions of each application, as well as running
each application with small processor caches to show how the relative protocol performance can change with different architectural parameters.
The results show that cache coherence protocol performance can be critical in DSM
systems, with over 2.5 times performance difference between the best and worst protocol
in some configurations. In addition, no single existing protocol always achieves the best
overall performance. Surprisingly, the best performing protocol changes with machine
size—even within the same application! Further, the best performing protocol changes
with application optimization level and with cache size. There are times when each protocol in this study is the best protocol, and there are times when each protocol is the worst.
In the end, the results argue for programmable protocols on scalable machines, or a new
and more flexible cache coherence protocol. For designers who want a single architecture
to span machine sizes and cache configurations with robust performance across a wide
spectrum of applications using existing cache coherence protocols, flexibility in the choice
of cache coherence protocol is vital.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Early multiprocessors were designed with two major architectural approaches. For
small numbers of processors (typically 16 or fewer), the dominant architecture was a
shared-memory architecture comprised of multiple processors interconnected via a shared
bus to one or more main memory modules, as shown in Figure 1.1. These machines were
called bus-based multiprocessors or symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs), since all processors are equidistant from each main memory module and the access time to the centralized
main memory is the same regardless of which processor or which main memory module is
involved. Bus-based, shared-memory multiprocessors remain the dominant architecture
for small processor counts.
To scale to larger numbers of processors, designers distributed the memory throughout
the machine and used a scalable interconnect to enable processor-memory pairs (called
nodes) to communicate, as shown in Figure 1.2. The primary form of this distributed
address space architecture was called a message-passing architecture, named for the
method of inter-node communication. (In the 1980s, a small number of architectures with
physically distributed memory but using a shared memory model were also developed.
These early distributed shared-memory architectures are discussed in Section 1.1.)

Proc
0

Proc
1

Proc
N

Cache

Cache

Cache
Shared Bus

Mem

Mem

Figure 1.1. A small-scale, bus-based, shared-memory multiprocessor. This architectural configuration is
also called a Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) or a Uniform Memory Access machine (UMA).
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Each of these two primary architectural approaches offered advantages. The sharedmemory architectures supported the traditional programming model, which viewed memory as a single, shared address space. The shared memory machines also had lower communication costs since the processors communicated directly through shared memory
rather than through a software layer. On the other hand, the distributed address space
architectures had scalability advantages, since such architectures did not suffer from the
bandwidth limits of a single, shared bus or centralized memory. Despite these scalability
advantages, the difference in programming model from the dominant small-scale, sharedmemory multiprocessors severely limited the success of message-passing architectures,
especially at small processor counts.

Proc
0

Mem

NC

Proc
1

Mem

NC

Proc
N

Mem

NC

Scalable Interconnection Network
Figure 1.2. A distributed address space, or message-passing architecture. Each node has a node controller,
NC, which handles communication via the network.

1.1 Distributed Shared Memory
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) is an architectural approach designed to overcome
the scaling limitations of symmetric shared-memory multiprocessors while retaining the
traditional shared memory programming model. DSM machines achieve this goal by
using a memory that is physically distributed among the nodes but logically implements a
single shared address space. Like their bus-based predecessors, DSM architectures allow
processors to communicate directly through main memory, and to freely share the contents
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of any memory module in the system. DSM multiprocessors have the same basic organization as the machines in Figure 1.2.
The first DSM architectures appeared in the late 1970s and continued through the early
1980s, embodied in three machines: the Carnegie Mellon Cm* [54], the IBM RP3 [38],
and the BBN Butterfly [5]. All these machines implemented a shared address space where
the time to access a datum depended on the memory module in which that datum resided.
Because of the resulting variability in memory access times, the name Non-Uniform
Memory Access (NUMA) machines was also given to these architectures. Although the
exact access time for a datum in a NUMA architecture depended on which memory module contained the datum, by far the largest difference in access time was between
addresses in local memory and addresses in remote memory. Because these access times
could differ by a factor of 10 or more and there were no simple mechanisms to hide these
differences, it proved difficult to program these early distributed shared-memory
machines.
In uniprocessors, the long access time to memory is largely hidden through the use of
caches. Unfortunately, adapting caches to work in a multiprocessor environment is difficult. When used in a multiprocessor, caching introduces an additional problem: cache
coherence, which arises when different processors cache and update values of the same
memory location. An example of the cache coherence problem is shown in Figure 1.3.
Introducing caches without solving the coherence problem does little to simplify the programming model, since the programmer or compiler must worry about the potentially
inconsistent views of memory.

Time
0
1
2

Processor 0
x=0, y=0 (cached)
x=1
y=y+1

Processor 1
x=0, y=0 (cached)
y=1
x=x+1

Figure 1.3. The cache coherence problem. For simplicity assume that x and y are both initially 0 and cached
by both processors. Without cache coherence the final values of x and y may be 1 or 2 or even
worse, 1 in one cache and 2 in the other. A cache coherence protocol ensures that the final value
of x and y in this case is 2.
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Solving the coherence problem in hardware requires a cache coherence protocol that
enforces the rules of the particular memory consistency model in use, and ensures that a
processor will always see a legal value of a datum. There are two classes of cache coherence protocols: snoopy-based protocols [36] for small-scale, bus-based machines, and
directory-based protocols [9][55] for more scalable machines. Chapter 2 details the cache
coherence problem on both small-scale and large-scale shared-memory machines, and
describes both snoopy-based protocols and the more scalable, and more complex, directory-based protocols.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the development of directory-based cache coherence
protocols allowed the creation of cache-coherent distributed shared-memory multiprocessors, and the addition of processor caches to the original DSM architecture shown in
Figure 1.2. The availability of cache coherence, and hence software compatibility with
small-scale bus-based machines, popularized the commercial use of DSM machines for
scalable multiprocessors. These DSM multiprocessors are also called Cache Coherent
Non-Uniform Memory Access (CC-NUMA) machines, the latter characteristic arising
from the use of distributed memory. All existing scalable cache coherence protocols rely
on the use of distributed directories [2], but beyond that the protocols vary widely in how
they deal with scalability, as well as what techniques they use to reduce remote memory
latency.

1.2 Cache Coherence Protocol Design Space
Commercial CC-NUMA multiprocessors use variations on three major protocols: bitvector/coarse-vector [20][30][60], SCI [7][14][32], and COMA [8]. In addition, a number
of other protocols have been proposed for use in research machines [3][10][39][45][61].
The research protocols are for the most part similar, with an emphasis on changing the bitvector directory organization to scale more gracefully to larger numbers of processors.
From this list of research protocols, this dissertation adds the dynamic pointer allocation
protocol to the set of commercial protocols, and quantitatively compares each of the protocols.
A cache coherence protocol can be evaluated on how well it deals with the following
four issues:
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Protocol memory efficiency: how much memory overhead does the protocol require?
Memory usage is critical for scalability. This dissertation considers only protocols that
have memory overhead that scales with the number of processors. To achieve efficient
scaling of memory overhead, some protocols use hybrid solutions (such as a coarse-vector
extension of a standard bit-vector protocol), while others keep sharing information in nonbit-vector data structures to reduce memory overhead (e.g., an SCI scheme). The result is
that significant differences in memory overhead can still exist in scalable coherence protocols.
Direct protocol overhead: how much overhead do basic protocol operations require?
This often relates to how directory information is stored and updated, as well as attempts
to reduce global message traffic. Direct protocol overhead is the execution time for individual protocol operations, measured by the number of clock cycles needed per operation.
This research splits the direct protocol overhead into two parts: the latency overhead and
the occupancy overhead. In DSM architectures, the node controller contributes to the
latency of each message it handles. More subtly, even after the controller sends the reply
message it may continue with bookkeeping or state manipulations. This type of overhead
does not affect the latency of the current message, but it may affect the latency of subsequent messages because it determines the rate at which the node controller can handle
messages. This direct protocol overhead is controller occupancy, or the inverse of controller bandwidth. Keeping both latency and occupancy to a minimum are critical in high performance DSM machines [25].
Message efficiency: how well does the protocol perform as measured by the global traffic generated? Most protocol optimizations try to reduce message traffic, so this aspect is
accounted for in message efficiency. The existing protocols vary widely in this dimension.
For example, COMA tries to reduce global traffic by migrating cache lines, potentially
reducing global message traffic and improving performance significantly. Other protocols
sacrifice message efficiency (e.g., coarse-vector) to achieve memory scalability while
maintaining protocol simplicity. Still others add traffic in the form of replacement hints
(e.g., dynamic pointer allocation) to maintain precise sharing information.
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Protocol scalability: Protocol scalability depends on both minimizing message traffic
and on avoiding contention. In the latter area, some protocols (such as SCI) have explicit
features to reduce contention and hot-spotting in the memory system.
The goal of this dissertation is to perform a fair, quantitative comparison of these four
cache coherence protocols, and to achieve a better understanding of the conditions under
which each protocol thrives and under which each protocol suffers. Through this comparison, this research demonstrates the utility of a programmable node controller that allows
flexibility in the choice of cache coherence protocol. The results of this study can also be
used to guide the construction of protocols for future, more robust, scalable multiprocessors.

1.3 Evaluating the Cache Coherence Protocols
The tradeoffs among these coherence protocols are extremely complex. No existing
protocol is able to optimize its behavior in all four of the areas outlined above. Instead, a
protocol focuses on some aspects, usually at the expense of others. While these tradeoffs
and their qualitative effects are important, the bottom line remains how well a given protocol performs in practice. Determining this requires careful accounting of the actual overhead encountered in implementing each protocol. Although message traffic will also be
crucial to performance, several protocols trade protocol complexity (and therefore an
increase in direct protocol overhead) for a potential reduction in memory traffic. Understanding this tradeoff is critical.
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of such an evaluation is performing a fair comparison
of the protocol implementations. Because most DSM machines fix the coherence protocol
in hardware, comparing different DSM protocols means comparing performance across
different machines. This is problematic because differences in machine architecture,
design technology, or other artifacts can obfuscate the protocol comparison. Fortunately,
the FLASH machine [28] being built at Stanford University provides a platform for undertaking such a study. FLASH uses a programmable protocol engine that allows the implementation of different protocols while using an identical main processor, cache, memory,
and interconnect. This focuses the evaluation on the differences introduced by the proto-
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cols themselves. Nonetheless, such a study does involve the non-trivial task of implementing and tuning each cache coherence protocol.
This research provides an implementation-based, quantitative analysis of the performance, scalability, and robustness of four scalable cache coherence protocols running on
top of a single architecture, the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor. The four coherence protocols examined are bit-vector/coarse-vector, dynamic pointer allocation, SCI, and
COMA. Each protocol is a complete and working implementation that runs on a real
machine (FLASH). This is critical in a comparative performance evaluation since each
protocol is known to be correct and to handle all deadlock avoidance cases, some of which
can be quite subtle and easily overlooked in a paper-design or high-level protocol implementation.

1.4 Research Contributions
The primary contributions of this dissertation are:
• A framework for the comparative evaluation of cache coherence protocols, and a
mechanism for carrying out that evaluation using the Stanford FLASH
multiprocessor as the experimental vehicle.
• Efficient implementations of three full-fledged cache coherence protocols for the
Stanford FLASH multiprocessor (bit-vector/coarse-vector, dynamic pointer
allocation, and SCI). Each protocol has support for two memory consistency
modes as well as support for cache-coherent I/O. The SCI implementation is
particularly interesting, in that while it is based on an IEEE standard, the specific
FLASH implementation presents new challenges, and implements many
improvements that are not in the standard.
• The quantitative analysis of the performance, scalability, and robustness of four
cache coherence protocols. This is the first study capable of performing an
implementation-based evaluation, where the architecture, and the applications can
be held constant, while changing only the cache coherence protocol that the
machine runs. Insight into the scalability and robustness problems of the four
protocols can guide the design of future protocols that may be able to avoid these
shortcomings.
• A demonstration of the potential value of a programmable node controller in DSM
systems. While there may never be a single cache coherence protocol that is
optimal over a wide range of applications and machine sizes, a node controller that
provides flexibility in the choice of cache coherence protocol may be the key to
building robust, scalable architectures.
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1.5 Organization of the Dissertation
This chapter began by describing the architectural history of multiprocessors and outlining the series of events that led to commercial DSM machines, most notably the development of directory-based cache coherence protocols. The design space of distributed
shared-memory cache coherence protocols was presented next, along with a framework
for analyzing coherence protocols. Section 1.3 described the problem of evaluating coherence protocols, and proposed a possible solution: the implementation of each protocol on
the flexible Stanford FLASH multiprocessor, and their subsequent comparative evaluation. This quantitative evaluation is the focus of this dissertation.
Chapter 2 discusses the role of cache coherence protocols in shared-memory machines,
and explains why the transition from bus-based snoopy coherence protocols to distributed
directory-based protocols is necessary as the machine size scales. Each of the four DSM
cache coherence protocols in this study are then introduced, with discussion of the directory organization, memory overhead, and high-level goals of each protocol.
Chapter 3 discusses the details of the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor architecture, particularly those architectural details that are exposed to the protocol designer. Implementing fully functional versions of four cache coherence protocols on a real machine is a
challenge, and Chapter 3 discusses some of the issues in designing correct coherence protocols for FLASH.
With an understanding of the FLASH machine, Chapter 4 returns to each of the four
cache coherence protocols and presents the particular FLASH implementation in detail.
For each protocol, Chapter 4 details the protocol data structures, the layout and description
of each field in the data structures, the network message types, the protocol dispatch conditions, and additional implementation considerations and resource usage issues. Example
protocol handlers are presented for each protocol in Appendix A, highlighting some key
aspects of that protocol. The chapter concludes with a table comparing each implementation in terms of handler counts, code size, and high-level protocol characteristics.
Chapter 5 describes the simulation methodology used in the experiments in this study.
The results in this research come from a detailed simulation environment, and both the
processor model and the memory system simulator are discussed in detail. Because both
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the applications and the processor count affect the protocol comparison, this research
employs a variety of different applications on machines ranging from 1 to 128 processors.
Chapter 5 describes each application, and explains how each application is simulated in
both tuned and un-tuned form. The application variety in this evaluation highlights different protocol characteristics, and evokes the relative benefits of some protocols.
Chapter 6 presents the results of comparing the performance, scalability, and robustness
of these four protocols on machine sizes from 1 to 128 processors, using the applications
described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 begins by characterizing some of the basic performance
metrics for these protocols (latency and occupancy for both local and remote accesses).
Then detailed breakdowns of execution time are shown for each protocol and each application, complete with an analysis of the major issues for each application, including
whether the most important characteristics are direct protocol overhead, message efficiency, or issues of inherent protocol scalability.
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings of this research and discusses both related work and
future research possibilities.
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Chapter 2
Cache Coherence Protocols
The presence of caches in current-generation distributed shared-memory multiprocessors improves performance by reducing the processor’s memory access time and by
decreasing the bandwidth requirements of both the local memory module and the global
interconnect. Unfortunately, the local caching of data introduces the cache coherence
problem. Early distributed shared-memory machines left it to the programmer to deal with
the cache coherence problem, and consequently these machines were considered difficult
to program [5][38][54]. Today’s multiprocessors solve the cache coherence problem in
hardware by implementing a cache coherence protocol. This chapter outlines the cache
coherence problem and describes how cache coherence protocols solve it.
In addition, this chapter discusses several different varieties of cache coherence protocols including their advantages and disadvantages, their organization, their common protocol transitions, and some examples of machines that implement each protocol.
Ultimately a designer has to choose a protocol to implement, and this should be done carefully. Protocol choice can lead to differences in cache miss latencies and differences in the
number of messages sent through the interconnection network, both of which can lead to
differences in overall application performance. Moreover, some protocols have high-level
properties like automatic data distribution or distributed queueing that can help application performance. Before discussing specific protocols, however, let us examine the cache
coherence problem in distributed shared-memory machines in detail.

2.1 The Cache Coherence Problem
Figure 2.1 depicts an example of the cache coherence problem. Memory initially contains the value 0 for location x, and processors 0 and 1 both read location x into their
caches. If processor 0 writes location x in its cache with the value 1, then processor 1’s
cache now contains the stale value 0 for location x. Subsequent reads of location x by processor 1 will continue to return the stale, cached value of 0. This is likely not what the programmer expected when she wrote the program. The expected behavior is for a read by
any processor to return the most up-to-date copy of the datum. This is exactly what a
Chapter 2: Cache Coherence Protocols
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cache coherence protocol does: it ensures that requests for a certain datum always return
the most recent value.
Proc
Proc
00

Proc
Proc
11

x=1

x=0

Proc
Proc
N
N

Write x

Cache 0

Snoopy Bus

Cache 1

Cache N

x=1

Memory

Figure 2.1. The cache coherence problem. Initially processors 0 and 1 both read location x, initially containing the value 0, into their caches. When processor 0 writes the value 1 to location x, the stale
value 0 for location x is still in processor 1’s cache.

The coherence protocol achieves this goal by taking action whenever a location is written. More precisely, since the granularity of a cache coherence protocol is a cache line, the
protocol takes action whenever any cache line is written. Protocols can take two kinds of
actions when a cache line L is written—they may either invalidate all copies of L from the
other caches in the machine, or they may update those lines with the new value being written. Continuing the earlier example, in an invalidation-based protocol when processor 0
writes x = 1, the line containing x is invalidated from processor 1’s cache. The next time
processor 1 reads location x it suffers a cache miss, and goes to memory to retrieve the latest copy of the cache line. In systems with write-through caches, memory can supply the
data because it was updated when processor 0 wrote x. In the more common case of systems with writeback caches, the cache coherence protocol has to ensure that processor 1
asks processor 0 for the latest copy of the cache line. Processor 0 then supplies the line
from its cache and processor 1 places that line into its cache, completing its cache miss. In
update-based protocols when processor 0 writes x = 1, it sends the new copy of the datum
directly to processor 1 and updates the line in processor 1’s cache with the new value. In
either case, subsequent reads by processor 1 now “see” the correct value of 1 for location
x, and the system is said to be cache coherent.
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Most modern cache-coherent multiprocessors use the invalidation technique rather than
the update technique since it is easier to implement in hardware. As cache line sizes continue to increase the invalidation-based protocols remain popular because of the increased
number of updates required when writing a cache line sequentially with an update-based
coherence protocol. There are times however, when using an update-based protocol is
superior. These include accessing heavily contended lines and some types of synchronization variables. Typically designers choose an invalidation-based protocol and add some
special features to handle heavily contended synchronization variables. All the protocols
presented in this paper are invalidation-based cache coherence protocols, and a later section is devoted to the discussion of synchronization primitives.

2.2 Directory-Based Coherence
The previous section describes the cache coherence problem and introduces the cache
coherence protocol as the agent that solves the coherence problem. But the question
remains, how do cache coherence protocols work?
There are two main classes of cache coherence protocols, snoopy protocols and directory-based protocols. Snoopy protocols require the use of a broadcast medium in the
machine and hence apply only to small-scale bus-based multiprocessors. In these broadcast systems each cache “snoops” on the bus and watches for transactions which affect it.
Any time a cache sees a write on the bus it invalidates that line out of its cache if it is
present. Any time a cache sees a read request on the bus it checks its cache to see if it has
the most recent copy of the data, and if so, responds to the bus request. These snoopy busbased systems are easy to build, but unfortunately as the number of processors on the bus
increase, the single shared bus becomes a bandwidth bottleneck and the snoopy protocol’s
reliance on a broadcast mechanism becomes a severe scalability limitation.
To address these problems, architects have adopted the distributed shared memory
(DSM) architecture. In a DSM multiprocessor each node contains the processor and its
caches, a portion of the machine’s physically distributed main memory, and a node controller which manages communication within and between nodes (see Figure 2.2). Rather
than being connected by a single shared bus, the nodes are connected by a scalable interconnection network. The DSM architecture allows multiprocessors to scale to thousands
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Figure 2.2. An example distributed shared-memory architecture. Rather than being connected by a single
shared bus, the nodes are connected by a scalable interconnection network. The node controller
(NC) manages communication between processing nodes.

of nodes, but the lack of a broadcast medium creates a problem for the cache coherence
protocol. Snoopy protocols are no longer appropriate, so instead designers must use a
directory-based cache coherence protocol.
The first description of directory-based protocols appears in Censier and Feautrier’s
1978 paper [9]. The directory is simply an auxiliary data structure that tracks the caching
state of each cache line in the system. For each cache line in the system, the directory
needs to track which caches, if any, have read-only copies of the line, or which cache has
the latest copy of the line if the line is held exclusively. A directory-based cache coherent
machine works by consulting the directory on each cache miss and taking the appropriate
action based on the type of request and the current state of the directory.
Figure 2.3 shows a directory-based DSM machine. Just as main memory is physically
distributed throughout the machine to improve aggregate memory bandwidth, so the directory is distributed to eliminate the bottleneck that would be caused by a single monolithic
directory. If each node’s main memory is divided into cache-line-sized blocks, then the
directory can be thought of as extra bits of state for each block of main memory. Any time
a processor wants to read cache line L, it must send a request to the node that has the directory for line L. This node is called the home node for L. The home node receives the
request, consults the directory, and takes the appropriate action. On a cache read miss, for
example, if the directory shows that the line is currently uncached or is cached read-only
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(the line is said to be clean) then the home node marks the requesting node as a sharer in
the directory and replies to the requester with the copy of line L in main memory. If, however, the directory shows that a third node has the data modified in its cache (the line is
dirty), the home node forwards the request to the remote third node and that node is
responsible for retrieving the line from its cache and responding with the data. The remote
node must also send a message back to the home indicating the success of the transaction.
Proc
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Cache
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0 1 2 3 4 5
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Scalable Interconnection Network
Figure 2.3. A distributed shared-memory architecture with directory-based cache coherence. Each node
maintains a directory which tracks the sharing information of every cache line in that node’s

Even the simplified examples above will give the savvy reader an inkling for the complexities of implementing a full cache coherence protocol in a machine with distributed
memories and distributed directories. Because the only serialization point is the directory
itself, races and transient cases can happen at other points in the system, and the cache
coherence protocol is left to deal with the complexity. For instance in the “3-hop” example
above (also shown in Figure 2.6) where the home node forwards the request to the dirty
remote third node, the desired cache line may no longer be present in the remote cache
when the forwarded request arrives. The dirty node may have written the desired cache
line back to the home node on its own. The cache coherence protocol has to “do the right
thing” in these cases—there is no such thing as being “almost coherent”.
There are two major components to every directory-based cache coherence protocol:
• the directory organization
• the set of message types and message actions
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The directory organization refers to the data structures used to store the directory information and directly affects the number of bits used to store the sharing information for each
cache line. The memory required for the directory is a concern because it is “extra” memory that is not required by non-directory-based machines. The ratio of the directory memory to the total amount of memory is called the directory memory overhead. The designer
would like to keep the directory memory overhead as low as possible and would like it to
scale very slowly with machine size. The directory organization also has ramifications for
the performance of directory accesses since some directory data structures may require
more hardware to implement than others, have more state bits to check, or require traversal of linked lists rather than more static data structures.
The directory organization holds the state of the cache coherence protocol, but the protocol must also send messages back and forth between nodes to communicate protocol
state changes, data requests, and data replies. Each protocol message sent over the network has a type or opcode associated with it, and each node takes a specific action based
on the type of message it receives and the current state of the system. The set of message
actions include reading and updating the directory state as necessary, handling all possible
race conditions, transient states, and “corner cases” in the protocol, composing any necessary response messages, and correctly managing the central resources of the machine,
such as virtual lanes in the network, in a deadlock-free manner. Because the actions of the
protocol are intimately related to the machine’s deadlock avoidance strategy, it is very
easy to design a protocol that will livelock or deadlock. It is much more complicated to
design and implement a high-performance protocol that is deadlock-free.
Variants of three major cache coherence protocols have been implemented in commercial DSM machines, and other protocols have been proposed in the research community.
Each protocol varies in terms of directory organization (and therefore directory memory
overhead), the number and types of messages exchanged between nodes, the direct protocol processing overhead, and inherent scalability features. The next sections discuss a
range of directory-based cache coherence protocols, describe the advantages and disadvantages of each protocol, show some basic protocol transactions, and cite real machines
that implement each protocol.
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Figure 2.4. Data structures for the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol. Each directory entry contains 1 presence bit per processor for machine sizes up to the number of presence bits. At larger machine
sizes each presence bit represents the sharing status of multiple processors.

2.3 Bit-vector/Coarse-vector
The bit-vector protocol [9] is designed to be fast and efficient for small to medium-scale
machines, and is the simplest of all the cache coherence protocols. An example bit-vector
directory organization is shown in Figure 2.4. For each cache line in main memory, the
bit-vector protocol keeps a directory entry that maintains all of the necessary state information for that cache line. Most of the directory entry is devoted to a series of presence
bits from which the bit-vector protocol derives its name. The presence bit is set if the corresponding node’s cache currently contains a copy of the cache line, and cleared otherwise. The remaining bits in the directory entry are state bits that indicate whether the line
is dirty, in a pending state, or in the I/O system, and potentially other implementation-specific state.
In systems with large numbers of processors, P, increasing the number of presence bits
becomes prohibitive because the total directory memory scales as P2, and the width of the
directory entry becomes unwieldy from an implementation standpoint. To scale the bitvector protocol to these larger machine sizes the bit-vector protocol can be converted into
a coarse-vector protocol [20]. This conversion is straightforward. Assume for purposes of
illustration that the bit-vector contains 48 presence bits. In the coarse-vector protocol, for
systems between 49 and 96 processors each bit in the bit-vector represents two nodes, for
systems between 97 and 192 processors each bit in the bit-vector represents four nodes,
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and so on. The coarseness of the protocol is defined as the number of nodes each bit in the
bit-vector represents. The bit-vector protocol has a coarseness of one. With 48 presence
bits a 64-processor machine has a coarseness of two, and a 128-processor machine has a
coarseness of four. For the coarse-vector protocol, a presence bit is set if any of the nodes
represented by that bit are currently sharing the cache line.
The protocol transitions for the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol are conceptually simple and very amenable to hardware implementation. Its simplicity is the main reason for
its popularity. The Stanford DASH multiprocessor [31] and the HaL-S1 [60] both implements a straight bit-vector protocol (the DASH machine only scales up to 64 processors,
and the HaL machine only scales to 16 processors). Although these machines implement
bit-vector at the directory level, they actually both have a built-in coarseness of four, since
each bit in the directory entry corresponds to a single node that is itself a 4-processor symmetric multiprocessor (SMP). In both these machines a snoopy protocol is used to maintain coherence within the cluster, and the bit-vector directory protocol maintains
coherence between clusters. The SGI Origin 2000 [30] implements a bit-vector/coarsevector protocol where the coarseness transitions immediately from one to eight above 128
processors. The next sections examine the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol actions in the
common case for processor read and write requests that miss in the cache.
Bit-vector/Coarse-vector Read Miss
On a processor cache read miss, a read request (GET) is forwarded to the home node for
that address. When the request arrives, the home node looks up the directory entry for that
cache line. If the directory shows the line to be uncached or to be cached read-only by any
number of processors, the bit-vector protocol action is the same, and is shown in
Figure 2.5. The home node simply sets the presence bit corresponding to the node number
of the requester, and responds to the read request with the data in main memory via a PUT
message. If however, the dirty bit is set in the directory entry, one and only one presence
bit must be set—that of the node which has the exclusive copy of the cache line. If the
dirty bit is set, the home forwards the read request to the owner of the cache line, as shown
in Figure 2.6. When the dirty remote node receives the forwarded read request, it retrieves
the dirty data from its cache, leaving the data in its cache in the shared state, and takes two
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Figure 2.5. A remote read miss to an uncached (clean) or a shared line. The original requester, R, issues a
cache read miss and a GET request is sent to the home node, H. H sets the presence bit corresponding to R in the bit-vector, and sends the requested data from its main memory back to R via

actions. First, it responds to the requester with the cache line. Second, it sends a sharing
writeback (SWB) message to the home. Upon receiving the sharing writeback, the home
node knows that the transaction was successful so it clears the dirty bit, sets the presence
bit corresponding to the original requester, R, and writes the updated cache line back to
main memory. The directory state now looks like the line is shared in a read-only state by
two nodes, the original requester, R, and the former owner, D, and the memory contains
the latest version of the line. The forwarding technique described in the dirty case is an
optimization that saves one network traversal. The alternate (slower) technique requires
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Figure 2.6. A 3-hop read miss with forwarding. The requesting node, R, issues a cache read miss and sends
a GET message to the home node, H. The home consults the directory, discovers the line is dirty,
and forwards the GET to the dirty remote node, D. D retrieves the line from its cache, leaving it
shared, and replies to both R and H.
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the home to send a message back to the original requester that tells it which node really
has the dirty data. Since implementing forwarding causes relatively little added complexity, most protocols use the forwarding technique.
Bit-vector/Coarse-vector Write Miss
Processor write requests are only marginally more complicated. On a write miss, a write
request is again sent to the home node. The home node consults the directory and handles
one of three main cases. In the first case, the line could be completely uncached in the system. This is the simplest case. The home node just sets the dirty bit, sets the presence bit
corresponding to the requester, R, and sends a data reply with the cache line in main memory. Pictorially the transaction looks exactly like the read miss shown in Figure 2.5 with
the GET message replaced by a GETX (GET eXclusive) and the PUT message replaced
by a PUTX (PUT eXclusive). In the second case, the line may be shared by multiple processors. As shown in Figure 2.7, in this case the home must send invalidation messages to
each node with its presence bit set, clearing the presence bit as it does so. When all invalidations have been sent, the home sets the dirty bit and the presence bit corresponding to
the new owner, R. Depending on the particular protocol implementation, either the home
collects invalidation acknowledgments and when it has received them all sends the data
reply to the original requester, or the home sends the data reply to the original requester
along with an invalidation count and gives the requester R the responsibility of collecting
the invalidation acknowledgments. In the third case the directory shows the line is dirty at
a remote third node. Just as in the dirty read case, the home forwards the write request to
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$
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PUTX
INVAL_ACKS

$$
$$
SS
SS

Figure 2.7. A remote write miss to a shared line. The original requester, R, issues a cache write miss and a
Get Exclusive (GETX) request is sent to the home node, H. H sends invalidations to each sharing
node, S, with its presence bit set in the bit-vector, and collects invalidations acknowledgments
from those nodes. When all acknowledgments have been collected, H sends the requested data
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Figure 2.8. A 3-hop write miss with forwarding. The requesting node, R, issues a cache write miss and sends
a GETX message to the home node, H. The home consults the directory, discovers the line is
dirty, and forwards the GETX to the dirty remote node, D. D retrieves the line from its cache,
leaving it invalid, and replies to both R and H.

the dirty third node as shown in Figure 2.8. When the dirty third node receives the write
request it fetches the data from its cache, and leaves the cache line invalid. Again, as in the
dirty read case, the remote third node takes two actions. First, it sends the desired cache
line back to the original requester. Second, it sends an ownership transfer (OWN_ACK)
message back to the home. Upon receipt of the ownership transfer message the home
knows that the transaction has completed successfully, clears the presence bit of the old
owner, D, and sets the presence bit of the original requester, R, who is now the new owner
of the cache line.
The protocol transitions for the bit-vector protocol and the coarse-vector protocol are
identical, except for one added detail for the coarse-vector protocol on write requests. The
coarse-vector protocol is the only protocol in this chapter that keeps imprecise sharing
information—the directory does not know exactly which processors are currently sharing
a given cache line. When a cache line is written, the controller must send invalidation
messages to each processor that has its bit set in the bit-vector. Under the coarse-vector
protocol, each bit represents more than one processor, and the home must send invalidations to, and expect invalidation acknowledgments from, each processor in that set,
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regardless of whether or not the processors were actually caching the line. This can cause
increased message traffic with respect to protocols that maintain precise sharing information, and it is one of the issues considered in Chapter 6 when looking at protocol performance on larger-scale machines.
Although it may result in increased invalidation traffic, the coarse-vector extension to
the bit-vector protocol keeps the directory memory overhead fixed by increasing the
coarseness as the protocol scales up to thousands of processing nodes. The overhead
remains fixed because the coarse-vector protocol adjusts its coarseness as the machine
size scales so that it always uses the same number of presence bits as the bit-vector protocol—each bit just represents a larger number of processors. Since the directory entry is the
only protocol data structure in the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol, it is very easy to calculate its memory overhead. Equation 2.1 calculates the memory overhead based on
64 MB (226 bytes) of local main memory to be consistent with the calculation of the memory overhead for the subsequent protocols. All calculations assume a directory entry width
of 64 bits (23 bytes) and a cache line size of 128 bytes (27 bytes).
 2 26 3
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2.4 Dynamic Pointer Allocation
The dynamic pointer allocation protocol [45] was the first protocol developed for the
Stanford FLASH multiprocessor. It maintains precise sharing information up to very large
machine sizes. Like the bit-vector protocol, each node in the dynamic pointer allocation
protocol maintains a directory entry for every cache line in its local main memory, as
shown in Figure 2.9. The directory entry again maintains state bits similar to those kept by
the bit-vector protocol, but instead of having a bit-vector of sharing nodes, the directory
entry serves only as a directory header, with additional sharing information maintained in
a linked list structure. For efficiency, the directory header contains a local bit indicating
the caching state of the local processor, as well as a field for the first sharer on the list. It
also contains a pointer to the remaining list of sharers. The remainder of the sharing list is
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Figure 2.9. Data structures for the dynamic pointer allocation protocol. The sharing information is maintained as a linked-list allocated from a shared pool of pointers called the pointer/link store.

allocated from a static pool of data structures called the pointer/link store that contains a
pointer to another sharer and a link to the next element in the sharing list. Initially the
pointer/link store is linked together into a large free list.
When a processor reads a cache line, the controller removes a new pointer from the
head of the free list and links it to the head of the linked list being maintained by that
directory header. This is exactly analogous to the setting of a presence bit in the bit-vector
protocol. When a cache line is written, the controller traverses the linked list of sharers
kept by the directory header for that line, sending invalidation messages to each sharer in
the list. When it reaches the end of the list, the entire list is reclaimed and placed back on
the free list.
Clearly, the dynamic pointer allocation directory organization is not as time-efficient to
access as the simple bit-vector organization. The additional complexity of maintaining a
linked list of sharers makes the dynamic pointer allocation protocol more difficult to
implement in hardware, but at the same time it allows the protocol to scale gracefully to
large machine sizes while retaining precise sharing information. The questions about the
dynamic pointer allocation protocol are whether or not the linked list manipulation can be
implemented efficiently so that the common protocol cases are fast enough to remain competitive with the bit-vector protocol, and whether its improved scalability translates into
improved performance at larger machine sizes. These are the issues explored in the performance results of Chapter 6.
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Unfortunately, the dynamic pointer allocation protocol has an additional complexity.
Because the pointer/link store is a fixed resource, it is possible to run out of pointers.
When the protocol runs out of pointers it has to forcibly reclaim pointers that are already
in use. To do this, the protocol chooses a pointer/link store entry at random, and traverses
its linked list until it reaches the end of the list. The link at the end of each sharing list is
special—it points back to the directory header which began the list, effectively making a
circularly linked list. The protocol follows this link back to the directory header and then
invalidates that cache line following the protocol’s normal invalidation procedure. As part
of the invalidation process, the pointer/link store entries in the sharing list are reclaimed
and returned to the free list for future use. By picking a pointer/link store entry at random
and following it back to the directory header, the hope is that by invalidating a single
cache line, the protocol can reclaim many pointer/link entries at once. In practice, this procedure may be repeated several times during a reclamation phase to further avoid the scenario of constantly having to perform reclamation.
Although dynamic pointer allocation has a pointer reclamation algorithm, it is still preferable to make the likelihood of running out of pointers small. Frequent reclamation can
have a high system performance overhead and may also result in the invalidation of cache
lines that are in the current working set of the processors and therefore will be immediately re-fetched. Two heuristics can delay the onset of reclamation, so much so that reclamation will practically never occur (it never occurs in any of the applications presented in
Chapter 6). First, as Simoni empirically determined, the protocol designer should size the
pointer/link store to hold at least eight times the number of sharers as the number of lines
in the local processor cache. Second, the dynamic pointer allocation protocol can make
use of replacement hints. Replacement hints are issued by the main processor when it
replaces a shared line from its cache. In uniprocessor systems, processors just drop shared
lines when replacing them, since main memory has an up-to-date copy of the cache line.
In DSM machines however, several cache-coherence protocols can benefit by knowing
when a line has been replaced from a processor’s cache, even if the line was only in a
shared state. Dynamic pointer allocation uses replacement hints to traverse the linked list
of sharers and remove entries from the list. Replacement hints help in two ways: they prevent an unnecessary invalidation and invalidation acknowledgment from being sent the
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next time the cache line is written, and they return unneeded pointers to the free list where
they can be re-used. However, replacement hints do have a cost in that they are an additional message type that has to be handled by the system.
Aside from sending replacement hints, the message types and message actions of the
dynamic pointer allocation protocol are identical to that of the bit-vector protocol. Read
misses and write misses in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol are conducted exactly
as shown in the figures in the preceding bit-vector section. The only difference between
the protocols lies in the linked list versus bit-vector directory organization and therefore in
how the protocol maintains the directory state when a message arrives. Of course, dynamically this can result in differences in the number of messages sent and differences in the
timing of those messages. While dynamic pointer allocation sends replacement hints,
these in turn can save invalidation messages that the bit-vector protocol may have to send.
At large machine sizes, dynamic pointer allocation still maintains precise sharing information whereas coarse-vector maintains imprecise information, possibly resulting in
increased invalidation message traffic.
Not surprisingly, the directory memory overhead of dynamic pointer allocation is the
same as that for the bit-vector protocol, with the addition of the memory required for the
pointer/link store. Simoni recommends the pointer/link store have a number of entries
equal to eight to sixteen times the number of cache lines in the local processor cache. To
hold a cache pointer and a link to the next element in the list, the pointer/link entry is 32
bits (4 bytes) wide. Assuming a processor cache size of 1MB and a pointer/link store multiple of sixteen, the pointer/link store of 128K entries takes up 0.5MB (219 bytes). Assuming 64MB (226 bytes) of memory per node as before, the memory overhead of the
dynamic pointer allocation is calculated in Equation 2.2.
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Figure 2.10. Data structures for the SCI protocol. SCI keeps a doubly-linked sharing list, physically distributed across the nodes of the machine.

2.5 Scalable Coherent Interface
The Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) protocol is also known as IEEE Standard 15961992 [44]. The goal of the SCI protocol is to scale gracefully to large numbers of nodes
with minimal memory overhead. The main idea behind SCI is to keep a linked list of sharers, but unlike the dynamic pointer allocation protocol, this list is doubly-linked and distributed across the nodes of the machine as shown in Figure 2.10. The directory header for
SCI (see Figure 2.11) is much smaller than the directory headers for the two previous protocols because it contains only a pointer to the first node in the sharing list.
To traverse the sharing list, the protocol must follow the pointer in the directory header
through the network until it arrives at the indicated processor. That processor must maintain a “duplicate set of tags” data structure that mimics the current state of its processor

Directory Header
Memory Line 0
Memory
State

Forward
Pointer

Memory Line n-1
Figure 2.11. The directory header for SCI. The SCI specification says the directory header contains 2 bits of
state for the memory line, and a single pointer to the first cache in the sharing list.
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Duplicate Tags
Cache Line 0
Backward
Pointer

Cache State

Forward
Pointer

Cache Line n-1
Figure 2.12. The “duplicate set of tags” data structure kept by each node in the SCI protocol. There is one
duplicate tag entry for each cache line in the local processor cache.

cache. The duplicate tags structure (shown in Figure 2.12) consists of a backward pointer,
the current cache state, and a forward pointer to the next processor in the list. The official
SCI specification has this data structure implemented directly in the secondary cache of
the main processor, and thus SCI is sometimes referred to as a cache-based protocol. In
practice, since the secondary cache is under tight control of the CPU and needs to remain
small and fast for uniprocessor nodes, most SCI-based architectures implement this data
structure as a duplicate set of cache tags in the main memory system of each node.
The distributed nature of the SCI protocol has two advantages: first, it reduces the memory overhead considerably because of the smaller directory headers and the fact that the
duplicate tag information adds only a small amount of overhead per processor, proportional to the number of processor cache lines rather than the much larger number of local
main memory cache lines; and second, it reduces hot-spotting in the memory system.
Assuming 64 MB (226 bytes) of memory per node, a 1 MB (220 bytes) processor cache
and a cache line size of 128 bytes, Equation 2.3 calculates the memory overhead of the
directory headers and the duplicate tag structure of the SCI protocol. Before discussing
how SCI can reduce hot-spotting, it is necessary to understand the protocol transactions
involved in servicing processor read and write misses. The next sections detail three SCI
protocol transactions: a read miss, a write miss, and a cache replacement.
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Figure 2.13. A remote clean (uncached) read miss in SCI. The home node, H, sets the memory state to
FRESH and sets its forward pointer to the requesting node, R. When R receives the
PUT_ONLY_FRESH message it updates its duplicate tag structure with a backward pointer to
H, a null forward pointer, and a cache state of ONLY_FRESH.

SCI Read Miss
On a remote read miss, the requesting node forwards the read request to the home as
usual. The clean case shown in Figure 2.13 works similarly to the previous protocols, but
the shared and dirty cases are slightly different. In the SCI protocol the home node only
keeps two pieces of information in the directory header, the sharing state of the line (clean,
shared, or dirty) and a pointer to the first sharer in the distributed linked list. In the clean
case, the requesting node R sends a GET message to the home node, H. The home consults
the directory header and discovers that the line is currently in the uncached or HOME
state. The home node changes the state of the line to FRESH, which is SCI’s terminology
for the shared state, sets the forward pointer in the directory header to point to the requesting node R, and returns the data from main memory via a PUT_ONLY_FRESH message.
When R receives this message from the home it knows that the line was previously
uncached and that it is now the only sharer of this cache line. Node R returns the data to its
cache and updates its duplicate tag structure with a backward pointer of H, a null forward
pointer, and a cache state of ONLY_FRESH.
In the shared case shown in Figure 2.14 the home responds to the read request with the
data from main memory via a PUT message, and changes its forward pointer to point to
the requester, R. Encoded in the PUT response is the identity of the home’s old forward
pointer, S. Once R receives the PUT from the home, it updates its duplicate tag structure so
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Figure 2.14. A remote shared read miss in SCI.

the backward pointer is the home node, the forward pointer is S, and the cache state is
QUEUED_JUNK. The QUEUED_JUNK state is an intermediate state in the SCI protocol
that indicates a new sharer has been added to the distributed list, but the list is not yet completely connected. In this case, node S does not have its backward pointer set to R; as the
old head of the list, S’s backward pointer is still set to H because it has no knowledge of
R’s read miss at this point. To rectify this, node R sends a PASS_HEAD message to node
S. The PASS_HEAD message instructs S to change its cache state to MID_VALID (or
TAIL_VALID if S was previously the only element in the list) and its backward pointer to
R, thus re-establishing the distributed linked list. S sends an acknowledgment message to
R to finish the transaction, and R transitions form the QUEUED_JUNK cache state to the
stable HEAD_VALID state. Note that this protocol sequence works regardless of the number of sharers currently in the distributed linked list, since new sharers are always added to
the head of the list. Still, a shared read miss in SCI requires four network traversals as
opposed to only two in the previous protocols. Moreover, requiring the requester to send
out additional requests after it receives the initial data response from the home runs contrary to the way some machines implement deadlock avoidance. The SCI specification
says that deadlock avoidance is an “implementation issue” and leaves it to the designer to
properly handle this case.
The dirty read case shown in Figure 2.15 is very similar to the shared read case above.
This time the home returns the identity of the dirty node, D, to the original requester via a
NAK_GET message, and the requester must send out an additional GET request to the
dirty node for the data. Unlike the other protocols in this chapter, the SCI protocol does
not implement forwarding, resulting in 4-hop dirty read misses rather than 3-hop misses.
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Figure 2.15. A dirty read miss in SCI.

SCI Write Miss
Write misses in SCI work in much the same way as read misses. In the clean case, the
protocol transactions look exactly like those shown in Figure 2.13, with the GET and
PUT_ONLY_FRESH messages being replaced by GETX and PUTX_ONLY_DIRTY
messages. Likewise the dirty write miss case is the same as the dirty read miss case shown
in Figure 2.15, with GETX, NACK_GETX, and BACK_PUTX messages replacing the
GET, NACK_GET, and BACK_PUT messages respectively. Just as in the dirty read case,
there is an absence of forwarding in the dirty write case.
The interesting case for an SCI write miss is the shared case shown in Figure 2.16. On a
shared write miss the home makes the original requester R the new head of the list and
returns the identity of the old head as in the read case. The requester R must then invalidate every entry on the distributed sharing list. In the previous protocols, the home node
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Figure 2.16. A shared write miss in SCI.
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contained the identity of every sharer on the list, and it sent out invalidation requests to
those nodes in a rapid-fire fashion. In SCI, however, it is the requester that is in charge of
invalidations and invalidation acknowledgments, and the requester only knows the identity of one (the first) sharer. The SCI protocol specification states that the requester must
send an invalidation message to the first sharer S1, then expect an invalidation acknowledgment from S1 that contains the identity of the next sharer in the distributed list, S2.
Thus, each invalidation/acknowledgment pair requires a round-trip network traversal!
Many SCI implementations have seen the shortcomings of this approach and have
amended it so that invalidations are passed serially from one node on the list to the next,
and a single invalidation acknowledgment is sent back to the requester when the end of the
list is reached [33]. There is a trade-off even with this improved approach. SCI still cannot
send invalidations to all sharers as quickly as the previous protocols, which can result in
higher write latencies for the SCI protocol. But SCI distributes the load of sending the
invalidations throughout the machine since each node in the distributed list sends an invalidation to the next in the chain, whereas in the previous protocols a single node, the home,
is responsible for sending all invalidation messages and receiving and processing all the
invalidation acknowledgments. Which approach is best depends on the memory consistency model and the contention in the memory system at the time of the write miss. These
issues are discussed further when looking at protocol performance in Chapter 6.
SCI Cache Replacement
Because SCI requires the system to maintain a duplicate set of cache tags, it does not
need replacement hint information from the processor. Instead, the protocol can determine
which cache line is being replaced on every cache miss by consulting the duplicate tags
structure. The line currently in the duplicate tags must be unlinked from its distributed list
to make way for the new cache line. This process is called cache replacement or cache
rollout, and is shown in Figure 2.17. If processor R wants to remove itself from the distributed list it must first send a message to its forward pointer, F, telling it to change its backward pointer to processor R’s current backward pointer, B. Once processor R receives an
acknowledgment for that transaction it must send a message to its backward pointer B telling it to change its forward pointer to processor R’s current forward pointer, F. Once R
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Figure 2.17. An SCI cache replacement, or rollout.

receives an acknowledgment for that transaction, it has officially rolled itself out of the
sharing list. Now imagine if several nodes in the sharing list are trying to do this concurrently. The corner cases and transient states start to pile up quickly, and the rules can get
quite complex. The official protocol specification dictates that nodes closest to the tail of
the list “win” in any simultaneous requests to rollout of the distributed list.
Having seen several example SCI protocol transactions, it is now easier to understand
how SCI can reduce hot-spotting in the memory system. In fact, the example of SCI distributing its invalidation requests is already one instance of this reduction of hot-spotting.
In the previous two home-based protocols, unsuccessful attempts to retrieve a highly contended cache line keep re-issuing to the same home memory module over and over again.
In SCI, the home node is asked only once, at which point the requesting node is made the
head of the distributed sharing list. The home node NACKs the requesting node, but the
requesting node retries by sending all subsequent GET messages to the old head of the list,
which the home encoded in the NACK message. Many nodes in turn may be in the same
situation, asking only their forward pointers for the data, as shown in Figure 2.18. Thus,
the SCI protocol forms an orderly queue for the contended line, distributing the requests
evenly throughout the machine. This even distribution of requests often results in lower
application synchronization times.
The distributed nature does come at a cost though, as the state transitions of the protocol
are quite complex due to the non-atomicity of most protocol actions, and the fact that the
protocol has to keep state at the home node as well as duplicate tag information at the
requesting nodes to implement the sharing list. Nonetheless, because it is an IEEE stan-
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Figure 2.18. The SCI protocol forms a natural queue when accessing heavily contended cache lines.

dard, has low memory overhead, and can potentially benefit from its distributed nature,
various derivatives of the SCI protocol are used in several machines including the Sequent
NUMA-Q [32] machine, the HP Exemplar [7], and the Data General Aviion [14].

2.6 Cache Only Memory Architecture
The Cache Only Memory Architecture (COMA) protocol is fundamentally different
from the protocols discussed earlier. COMA treats main memory as a large tertiary cache,
called an attraction memory, and provides automatic migration and replication of main
memory at a cache line granularity. COMA can potentially reduce the cost of processor
cache misses by converting high-latency remote misses into low-latency local misses. The
notion that the hardware can automatically bring needed data closer to the processor without advanced programmer information is the allure of the COMA protocol.
The first COMA machine was organized as a hierarchical tree of nodes as shown in
Figure 2.19 [21]. If a cache line is not found in the local attraction memory the protocol
looks for it in a directory kept at the next level up in the hierarchy. Each directory holds
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Figure 2.19. The original COMA architecture (the DDM machine) was a hierarchical architecture.
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information only for the processors beneath it in the hierarchy, and thus a single cache
miss may require several directory lookups at various points in the tree. Once a directory
locates the requested cache line, it forwards the request down the tree to the attraction
memory containing the data. The hierarchical directory structure of this COMA implementation causes the root of the directory tree to become a bottleneck, and the multiple
directory lookups yield poor performance as the machine size scales.
A second version of COMA, called flat COMA or COMA-F [53] assigns a static home
for the directory entries of each cache line just as in the previous protocols. If the cache
line is not in the local attraction memory, the statically assigned home is immediately consulted to find out where the data resides. COMA-F removes the disadvantages of the hierarchical directory structure, generally performs better [53], and makes it possible to
implement COMA on a traditional DSM architecture. It is the COMA-F protocol that is
presented in this section and the remainder of this text, and for brevity it is referred to simply as COMA.
Unlike the other protocols, COMA reserves extra memory on each node to act as an
additional memory cache for remote data. COMA needs extra memory to efficiently support cache line replication. Without extra memory, COMA could only migrate data, since
any new data placed in one attraction memory would displace the last remaining copy of
another cache line. The last remaining copy of a cache line is called the master copy. With
the addition of reserved memory, the attraction memory is just a large cache, and like the
processor’s cache it does not always have to send a message when one of its cache lines is
displaced. The attraction memory need only take action if it is replacing a master copy of
the cache line. All copies of the line that are not master copies can be displaced without
requiring further action by the protocol. To displace a master copy, a node first sends a
replacement message to the home node. It is the home node that has the responsibility to
find a new node for the master copy. The best place to try initially is the node which just
sent the data to the requesting node that caused this master copy to be displaced (see
Figure 2.20). That node likely has “room” for data at the proper location in its attraction
memory since it just surrendered a cache line that mapped there.
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Figure 2.20. In COMA the home node, H, must find a new attraction memory (AM) for displaced master
copies.

Extra reserved memory is crucial in keeping the number of attraction memory displacements to a minimum. [27] shows that for many applications half of the attraction memory
should be reserved memory. COMA can naturally scale up to large machine sizes by using
the directory organization of any of the previous protocols with the addition of only a few
bits of state. The memory overhead of the COMA protocol is thus the same as the memory
overhead of the protocol which it mimics in directory organization, plus the overhead of
the extra reserved memory. In practice, since the reserved memory occupies half of the
attraction memory it is the dominant component in COMA’s memory overhead.
Figure 2.21 shows a COMA protocol that uses dynamic pointer allocation as its underlying directory organization. The only difference in the data structures is that COMA

Memory Lines

Directory Headers Free List Pointer/Link Store
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag
Tag

Reserved

Tag

Figure 2.21. Data structures for the COMA protocol. COMA can use the same directory organization as
other protocols (dynamic pointer allocation is pictured here), with the addition of a tag field in
the directory header and some reserved memory for additional caching of data.
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keeps a tag field in the directory header to identify which global cache line is currently in
the memory cache, or attraction memory. Because COMA must perform a tag comparison
of the cache miss address with the address in the attraction memory, COMA can potentially have higher miss latencies than the previous protocols. If the line is in the local
attraction memory then ideally COMA will be a win since a potential slow remote miss
has been converted into a fast local miss. If however, the tag check fails and the line is not
present in the local attraction memory, COMA has to go out and fetch the line as normal,
but it has delayed the fetch of the remote line by the time it takes to perform the tag check.
Clearly, the initial read miss on any remote line will find that it is not in the local attraction
memory, and therefore COMA will pay an additional overhead on the first miss to any
remote cache line. If, however, the processor misses on that line again either due to cache
capacity or conflict problems, that line will most likely still be in the local attraction memory, and COMA will have successfully converted a remote miss into a local one.
Aside from the additional messages and actions necessary to handle attraction memory
displacement, COMA’s message types and actions are the same as the protocol from
which it borrows its directory organization. Depending on the implementation, COMA
may have some additional complexity. Since main memory is treated as a cache, what
happens if the processor’s secondary cache is 2-way set-associative? Now the COMA protocol may need to perform two tag checks on a cache miss, potentially further increasing
the miss cost. In addition, the protocol would have to keep some kind of additional information, such as LRU bits, to know which main memory block to displace when necessary.
To get around this problem, some COMA implementations keep a direct-mapped attraction memory even though the caches are set-associative [27]. This can work as long as
modifications are made to the protocol to allow cache lines to be in the processor’s cache
that aren’t necessarily in the local attraction memory. The COMA protocol discussed in
Chapter 4 uses this scheme.
Despite the complications of extra tag checks and master copy displacements, the hope
is that COMA’s ability to turn remote capacity or conflict misses into local misses will
outweigh any of these potential disadvantages. This trade-off lies at the core of the COMA
performance results presented in Chapter 6. Several machines implement variants of the
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COMA protocol including the Swedish Institute of Computer Science’s Data Diffusion
Machine [21], and the KSR1 [8] from Kendall Square Research.

2.7 Which Protocol is Best?
Having discussed four intriguing cache coherence protocols, the natural question that
arises is: Which protocol is best? In the past this has proved a difficult question to answer.
Often the virtues of each protocol are argued with an almost religious fervor by their supporters. The question is problematic because traditionally any given cache coherence protocol implementation was tied to a specific machine, and vice versa. Since each
multiprocessor hard-wired a cache coherence protocol, comparing protocols meant comparing performance across different machines. This approach is doomed since differences
in machine architecture or other implementation artifacts inevitably obfuscate the protocol
comparison.
Fortunately, there is a now a solution to the difficult problem of comparing coherence
protocols. The solution lies in the flexibility of the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor. Using
the FLASH multiprocessor as an experimental environment, it is now possible to put some
quantitative reasoning behind the search for the optimal cache coherence protocol, and
help answer the following questions:
• Is there a single optimal protocol for all applications?
• Does the optimal protocol vary with machine size?
• Does the optimal protocol change with application optimization level?
• Does the optimal protocol change with cache size?
• Can a single architecture achieve robust performance across a wide range of
machine sizes and application characteristics?
The next chapter details the FLASH machine and its protocol environment.
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Chapter 3
FLASH Architecture
To understand why FLASH offers the perfect experimental vehicle for coherence protocol comparisons, it is necessary to first discuss the FLASH architecture as well as the
micro-architecture of the FLASH node controller. This chapter begins with the FLASH
design rationale and follows with a description of the FLASH node. Particularly highlighted are elements of the FLASH architecture that support a flexible communication
protocol environment or aid in the deadlock avoidance strategy of the machine. A crucial
part of this performance study is that the protocols discussed here are full-fledged protocols that run on a real machine and therefore must deal with all the real-world problems
encountered by a general-purpose multiprocessor architecture. In the context of the
FLASH multiprocessor, this chapter discusses the centralized resource and deadlock
avoidance issues that each protocol must handle in addition to managing the directory
state of cache lines in the system.

3.1 An Argument for Flexibility
The previous chapter described four vastly different cache coherence protocols, ranging
from the simple bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol to very complex protocols like SCI and
COMA. While the bit-vector protocol is amenable to hardware implementation in finite
state machines, the task of implementing all-hardware SCI and COMA protocols is much
more daunting. Not only would the more complex protocols require more hardware
resources, but they would also be more difficult to debug and verify. In machines with
fixed, hard-wired protocols, the ability to verify the correctness of the protocol is a critical
factor in the choice of protocol. If the cache coherence protocol is incorrect, the machine
will simply be unstable. A machine is either cache-coherent, or it isn’t.
For this reason, commercial DSM machines usually employ the bit-vector protocol
because it is the simplest, or the SCI protocol because the IEEE has made it a standard and
ensures designers that the protocol is correct as long as they adhere to that standard.
Unfortunately, in practice it is difficult to verify a hardware implementation of either the
bit-vector or the SCI protocol. In addition, there is the larger issue of which protocol is the
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best protocol anyway? The scalability issues of the four protocols described in Chapter 2
are simply not well understood. The robustness of the protocols over a wide range of
machine sizes, application characteristics, and architectural parameters is an open question, and the main focus of this research.
Rather than fix the cache coherence protocol in hardware finite state machines at design
time, an alternative approach is to design a flexible, programmable node controller architecture that implements the coherence protocol in software. This was precisely the
approach taken by Sequent when designing their SCI-based NUMA-Q machine.
Figure 3.1 shows the cache state diagram for the Sequent SCI protocol. The details are not
important—note only that it is extraordinarily complicated! The SCI protocol is complicated enough that one could argue the best way to implement SCI is in a programmable
environment where debugging, verification, and future protocol optimizations are easier
than in an all-hardware approach.
The difficulty with designing programmable node controllers is doing so without sacrificing the performance of an all-hardware solution. This was the primary goal of the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor. The FLASH approach takes flexibility one step further and
embeds in the node controller a protocol processor capable of running multiple cache
coherence protocols. This flexibility allows the use of FLASH to explore the performance
impact of multiple cache coherence protocols on the same underlying architecture. The
next sections describe the FLASH node and the node controller architecture in detail.

3.2 FLASH and MAGIC Architecture
Figure 3.2 shows a high-level overview of a FLASH node. Each node consists of a
MIPS R10000 processor and its secondary cache, a portion of the machine’s physically
distributed main memory, and the FLASH node controller called MAGIC (Memory And
General Interconnect Controller). MAGIC is a flexible, programmable node controller
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Figure 3.1. The cache state diagram in the Sequent SCI protocol.
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that integrates the interfaces to the processor, memory, network, and I/O subsystems. The
bandwidth of each of the MAGIC interfaces is shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Bandwidth of MAGIC Interfaces (MB/s)a
MAGIC Interface
Processor
Memory
Network
I/O

Bus Width
64
128
16
32

Bandwidth
800
800
800
133

a. Assuming a MAGIC clock speed of 100 MHz.

The R10000-MAGIC interface is the 64-bit MIPS SysAD bus [64], which has a bandwidth of 800 MB/s. The processor manages its secondary cache, which is 1 MB in size
and is two-way set associative with a cache line size of 128 bytes. Like the processor interface, the memory interface is 64 bits wide and has a bandwidth of 800 MB/s, and an
access time to first double word of 140 ns. The MAGIC network interface is a high-speed
16-bit bidirectional link connecting to the SGI Spider routing chip [17], which operates at
four times the target MAGIC clock speed of 100 MHz, and therefore also has a peak bandwidth of 800 MB/s. The network routers have four virtual lanes and are connected in a
hypercube topology with a per-hop latency of 40 ns. For easy device compatibility, the I/O
interface is a standard 32-bit PCI implementation [37] with a peak bandwidth of
133 MB/s.
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Figure 3.2. FLASH machine and node organization.
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As the heart of the FLASH node, MAGIC is responsible for managing communication
both within and between FLASH nodes by running the appropriate communication protocol. Rather than hard-wiring a single communication protocol in hardware finite state
machines, MAGIC has a programmable core that runs software code sequences, or handlers, to implement the communication protocols. This flexibility enables FLASH to run
multiple communication protocols, including all of the cache coherence protocols
described in Chapter 2, message passing protocols, and specialized synchronization protocols. Flexibility also allows protocol designers to tune the protocol (or fix bugs!) even
after the machine has been implemented, and facilitates system performance monitoring.
Since all requests within the node must pass through MAGIC, the normal communication
protocol code sequences can be optionally augmented with performance monitoring information such as counters and latency timers to track otherwise hard to monitor system performance information [34].
As the node controller, MAGIC’s main job is essentially to act as a data crossbar, managing the transfer of data between each of its four external interfaces. MAGIC’s central
location and its data crossbar functionality dictate that performance is a key design criterion lest MAGIC itself become a bottleneck. One design alternative is to use a generalpurpose processor to implement the functions of the MAGIC chip. This would be an ideal
solution—let the complexity of the communication protocols be implemented in software
that runs on a commodity microprocessor acting as the node controller. The designers of
FLASH initially considered this option but discovered that it was too slow [29], especially
at moving long cache lines of data. At the other extreme, the “all-hardware” hard-wired
communication protocol approach was inflexible, and lacked the advantages of the more
flexible architecture. The key idea behind the design of MAGIC is an application of the
RISC philosophy: separate the data transfer logic from the control logic that implements
the communication protocols, and implement the data transfer logic in hardware to
achieve low-latency, high-bandwidth data transfers, and the control logic in a flexible,
programmable macro-pipeline to keep complex control decisions under software control.
Thus MAGIC is an exercise in hardware/software co-design, and the challenge lies in
meeting its strict performance goals.
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Figure 3.3 shows a detailed diagram of the MAGIC architecture. A message may enter
MAGIC through any of its three external interfaces: the processor interface (PI), the network interface (NI), or the I/O subsystem (I/O). These three interfaces are logically separate and act in parallel. When a message arrives, the interface splits the message into a
message header, and message data. All messages have at least a header, containing an
opcode, source node, destination node, and address fields, but not all messages may carry
data. The message header is placed in an interface-specific incoming queue, for subsequent processing by the control macro-pipeline. There are seven input queues in total, as
the network interface has an input queue for each of its four virtual lanes, and there is an
internal queue called the software queue which is the subject of Section 3.4. The message
data is written directly into one of sixteen on-chip cache-line-sized buffers called data
buffers. The data remains in the data buffer until it leaves the chip via one of its external
interfaces. The control pipeline directs the flow of the data in the data buffer by passing
around a buffer number in the message header. The data buffers are themselves pipelined
on a double-word basis, so that an outgoing interface unit can begin reading data out of the
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buffer while an incoming interface is still filling the buffer. The lack of data copies and the
pipelined nature of the data buffers yield the desired low-latency, high bandwidth data
transfers mandated by MAGIC’s data crossbar functionality.
Once the external interface separates the message header from the message data, the
message header is ready to flow through MAGIC’s control macro-pipeline. The first stage
of the control macro-pipeline is the inbox. The inbox is responsible for selecting a message header and associated address from one of the seven incoming queues, and generating a starting program counter (PC) for the protocol processor (PP), the next and most
important stage of the control pipeline. The PC is obtained by pushing the message header
through an associative hardware dispatch table called the jumptable. The matching jumptable entry contains the starting PC for the protocol processor as well as a speculative
memory indication. The idea behind the speculative memory indication is that for common operations like a local cache fill, it is crucial to start the memory access as soon as
possible. Instead of waiting for the protocol processor to initiate the memory operation in
the software handler, the inbox can make that decision earlier in the macro-pipeline based
on the message opcode and thereby lower the overall request latency. After passing the
program counter and copies of the message header and address to the protocol processor,
the inbox can begin scheduling the next message.
The second stage in MAGIC’s control macro-pipeline is the protocol processor. The
protocol processor is a dual-issue statically-scheduled 64-bit RISC core. For implementation ease it does not support hardware interlocks, restartable exceptions, virtual memory
(it has no TLB), or floating point operations. The protocol processor implements 32 64-bit
physical registers, two complete integer units, one branch unit, one load/store unit, and
one shifter. The instruction set is MIPS-based [24], with additional support for efficient
bit-wise operations and special instructions to access state in MAGIC’s other internal
units. The bit-wise operations include bit-field insert and extract instructions as well as
branch-on-bit-set and branch-on-bit-clear instructions, all of which occur frequently in
typical protocol code sequences. To reduce memory bandwidth requirements, protocol
code is kept in an on-chip 16 KB MAGIC instruction cache, and protocol data structures
are kept in an off-chip 1 MB MAGIC data cache. Both caches are direct-mapped, have
line sizes of 128 bytes, and are backed by normal main memory. To handle the current
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message, the protocol processor jumps to the program counter specified by the inbox and
begins executing the protocol handler at that location. The protocol handler is responsible
for updating protocol-specific state, and sending response messages if necessary. To send
a response, the protocol processor constructs a new message header and issues a send
instruction. The send instruction passes the header to the outbox which is responsible for
handling the mechanics of the message send. The protocol processor then issues a switch
instruction which blocks until the inbox hands it another message header, address, and
program counter.
The final stage of the three-stage macro-pipeline is the outbox, which receives send
instructions from the protocol processor and is responsible for placing the outgoing message header in the appropriate external interface output queue, and possibly blocking if
that output queue is full. All three stages of MAGIC’s control macro-pipeline operate in
parallel, allowing up to three messages to be operated on concurrently. This parallelism
decreases the load on the protocol processor and improves the effective controller bandwidth of MAGIC.
Once the message header has been placed in the outgoing queue of one of the external
interfaces, it eventually percolates to the head of the queue where the external interface recombines the message header with any associated message data by using the data buffer
specified in the message header, and sends the outgoing message out of MAGIC via its
external interface.
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To put it all together, Figure 3.4 shows a local read miss as it passes through MAGIC.
After the request for the cache line is issued on the bus, the processor interface puts the
request in its input queue and allocates a data buffer for that request. One cycle later the
inbox schedules the message in the PI input queue as the next to enter the control macropipeline. On the next cycle, the inbox pushes the message header through the jumptable to
get the starting program counter for the protocol processor, and initiates the speculative
memory read required by the local cache miss. The main memory access time of 14 cycles
happens completely in parallel with the remainder of the message header processing. The
protocol processor then jumps to the specified program counter and runs the local cache
miss handler which has a common case path length of 10 cycles. The final instruction in
the handler is a send instruction that returns the data to the processor via a PUT to the processor interface. The outbox spends one cycle handling the mechanics of the send before
delivering it to the outgoing processor interface logic. The processor interface becomes
master of the SysAD bus and re-combines the message header with the message data
arriving from main memory, placing the first double word of the data reply on the bus 19
cycles after MAGIC first received the cache miss. Note that this example also illustrates
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the use of data buffer pipelining, as the PI is reading data out of the beginning of the data
buffer while the memory system is still filling the latter part of the same buffer.
This section provides a high-level description of the path of a message as it travels
through MAGIC. The detailed workings of the MAGIC chip are beyond the scope of this
paper (a complete description can be found in [29]), but there are some details relevant to
the implementation of communication protocols in general and cache coherence protocols
in particular, which are important to the understanding of how cache coherence protocols
run on MAGIC and how they can run in a deadlock-free manner. The next section discusses several such detailed implementation issues.

3.3 MAGIC Subsystem Protocol Support
Many of MAGIC’s internal units have features that facilitate the execution of deadlockfree communication protocols, or have internal state that the communication protocol
needs to manage as part of the global system state. This section details these unit characteristics working from the external interfaces of MAGIC inward to the protocol processor
itself.
3.3.1 Processor Interface
The processor interface is MAGIC’s interface to the SysAD bus of the R10000. The
processor interface must manage processor-to-MAGIC requests such as cache read and
write misses, writebacks, and replacement hints, as well as MAGIC-to-processor transactions. The MAGIC-to-processor commands fall into two categories: replies to processor
requests for cache lines, and interventions. Interventions are unsolicited commands sent
from MAGIC to the processor and include invalidations, which simply mark a line invalid
in the cache if present, GET interventions, which retrieve the cache line from the cache if
present and leave the line in the SHARED state, and GETX interventions, which retrieve
the cache line from the cache and leave it in an INVALID state. Table 3.2 lists the major
processor-to-MAGIC and MAGIC-to-processor commands.
Absent from the list of supported interventions on FLASH is the ability to update a
cache line in the processor’s secondary cache. Recall from Chapter 2 that there are two
main classes of cache coherence protocols, invalidation-based protocols and update-based
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Table 3.2. Processor Interface Commands
Processor-to-MAGIC
Commands
GET
GETX
UPGRADE

REPLACE
PUTX
UNC_READ
UNC_WRITE
MAGIC-to-Processor
Commands
PUT
PUTX
UPGRADE_ACK
NACK
UNC_READ_RPLY
MAGIC Interventions
GET
GETX
INVAL

Description
Cache read miss.
A cache write miss where the processor cache does
not have the data.
A cache write miss where the processor cache has the
data in the SHARED state and just needs permission
to modify it.
Replacement hint.
Writeback.
Uncached read request.
Uncached write.

The data reply for a cache read miss.
The data reply for a cache write miss.
The acknowledgment for an upgrade request.
A Negative ACKnowledgment. The system could not
satisfy the request.
The data reply for an uncached read request.
Retrieve the line from the processor cache. Leave the
line in the cache in the SHARED state if present.
Retrieve the line from the processor cache. Remove
(invalidate) the line from the cache if present.
Invalidate the line from the processor cache.

protocols. FLASH supports only invalidation-based protocols because the secondary
cache of the R10000, like other modern microprocessors, does not support unsolicited
updates—in other words, only the R10000 can request that the system place new data in
its cache, the system cannot decide that on its own. The lack of update support is not critical for most coherence protocols, but the SCI protocol specification does call for updates
in certain situations. As discussed in the next chapter, the FLASH implementation of SCI
has to work around this problem in a clever way. Commercial SCI implementations imple-
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ment a third-level cluster cache under system control, and have the ability to update the
cluster cache, but not the main processor cache.
Because the PI supports bi-directional communication between MAGIC and the
R10000 it is easy to imagine race conditions. For example, what happens if an invalidation
request arrives for a cache line which currently has an outstanding read miss? These kinds
of decisions should ideally be under protocol control, as different protocols may wish to
perform different actions. To maintain this flexibility, the PI has two separate internal data
structures: the Outstanding Transaction Table (OTT) and the Conflict Resolution Table
(CRT). The OTT contains any currently outstanding transactions from the main processor,
of which there can be a maximum of four. Any time an intervention request arrives at the
processor interface, it searches the OTT to check for the presence of the same address. If it
is present, the PI consults the programmable CRT which outputs an appropriate action.
This programmability has proved useful. Consider the case where an invalidation intervention arrives for a line which has a currently outstanding read request in the OTT. The
CRT marks that an invalidation request has occurred and processes the invalidation normally. The question is what happens when the PUT reply shows up for the outstanding
GET? The answer is protocol-specific. The CRT shows that a PUT has arrived for a previous GET and that the line has also been invalidated in the interim. Under the bit-vector
protocol it cannot be guaranteed that the data in the PUT reply is safe to use, so the CRT is
programmed to output a NACK reply that is forwarded on to the processor. The NACK
reply indicates that the processor needs to retry the request if it still wants the cache line.
But under the SCI protocol a PUT arriving in this situation always has data that is safe to
use, so the CRT entry for this case is programmed to allow the PUT to be forwarded to the
processor, satisfying the cache miss. Sprinkling this type of flexibility throughout the
MAGIC chip makes things easier for a protocol designer and increases the likelihood that
MAGIC can run any kind of coherence protocol, even those with unforeseen message
interactions, such as SCI.
Another processor interface feature for protocol support is the fence count register. The
fence count register is the key to supporting relaxed memory consistency models in
FLASH. The R10000 has the ability to perform a memory barrier, or fence, operation in
the form of a sync instruction. A sync from the R10000 ensures that all previous requests
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have been completed. From the R10000 point of view this means it needs to make sure
that all of its internal queues are empty so that the system has seen all previous processor
requests. It then checks an external pin controlled by MAGIC called GloballyPerformed.
On a sync instruction, the R10000 stalls until the GloballyPerformed pin is asserted.
MAGIC asserts this pin only when the fence count register in the PI is zero. Any time the
processor interface receives a read miss or a write miss from the R10000 it increments the
fence count register. Read replies sent back to the processor decrement the fence count
register. Write replies may or may not decrement the register depending on the memory
consistency model currently being supported. Only when all invalidation acknowledgments have been collected on behalf of a particular write miss should the fence count be
decremented for that miss. If the coherence protocol is running under a weak consistency
model, the write-miss data reply will not decrement the fence count register. Instead, the
write-miss data reply is sent to the processor immediately, and a separate message is sent
to the PI to decrement the fence count register when all invalidation acknowledgments
have been collected. Because of the way in which the data reply and the fence count decrement are de-coupled, weak consistency models require the processor to issue a sync
instruction any time it wants to ensure that all of its previous writes are visible to the rest
of the system.
Finally, the processor interface has several features to support error detection, fault
recovery, and deadlock avoidance which are exported to the protocol level. To help detect
invalid memory references by the R10000, the PI is programmed to know the amount of
main memory on the local node. Any attempt to access a local memory address above this
value will cause the PI to set an OutOfRange bit. When the inbox schedules the message,
it passes the OutOfRange bit through the JumpTable and therefore has the capability of
calling a different handler based on whether the OutOfRange bit is set or not. In practice
the OutOfRange bit can be used to protect high regions of memory from access by the processor, acting as a firewall—even from the operating system! FLASH uses this trick to
protect sensitive protocol code and data from being overwritten by the main processor.
The PI also detects parity errors on the SysAD bus, and the inbox will dispatch a special
ErrorPC if the PI indicates a SysAD parity error. To aid fault recovery, the inbox runs a
special handler called the IdleHandler at a programmable interval that is responsible for
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making sure MAGIC is still functioning properly. One of its duties is to check timer values
associated with each entry in the PI’s Outstanding Transaction Table. If the IdleHandler
determines that the timer values have exceeded some time-out value, it can drop the system into fault recovery. An OTT time-out would indicate either a cache coherence protocol bug, or a serious hardware error somewhere in the system.
3.3.2 Network Interface
The network interface connects MAGIC to the SGI Spider routing chips. The network
implements four virtual lanes on top of one physical link. The cache coherence protocols
use these virtual lanes to implement logically separate request and reply networks. Lane 0
is the request network and lane 1 is the reply network. The remaining two lanes are used
for fault recovery and performance monitoring purposes. Using virtual lanes to implement
separate request and reply networks is the first step toward deadlock-free cache coherence
protocols. However, the mere existence of logically separate networks is not sufficient to
guarantee that the machine will not deadlock. The logically separate networks break any
request/reply cycles. As described next, other steps need to be taken to break reply/reply
cycles and request/request cycles.
Reply/reply cycles are broken simply by requiring that any cache coherence protocol
must sink all replies. In other words, the handler for a reply message must not generate
any additional messages (either requests or replies). But even with this requirement, protocols still need some hardware support from MAGIC to ensure that all replies are sunk.
Recall that all incoming messages allocate one of MAGIC’s sixteen data buffers. Each
message in MAGIC’s input queues consumes one data buffer, and messages with data in
MAGIC’s output queues also consume a data buffer. It is possible that an arriving message
is ready to be pulled off the network reply lane, but MAGIC doesn’t have a data buffer
available and thus is unable to accept the message. This breaks the rule that MAGIC
should always be able to sink replies. It is not guaranteed that a data buffer will become
free eventually, because MAGIC may have to send a message from its output queue to
guarantee this, but it is not guaranteed to be able to do that because the network could be
backed up by other nodes in the same predicament as this MAGIC chip. To solve this
problem, MAGIC implements the notion of reserved data buffers. Each network virtual
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lane may have a reserved data buffer that only it can allocate. This means that the reply
lane can always eventually pull an arriving reply message off the network by using its
reserved data buffer. This is qualified with “eventually” because at any point in time the
NI may have just used its reserved buffer for this purpose and thus it is not available. But
since this reply message is guaranteed not to send any additional messages, the data buffer
will become free as soon as the protocol processor handles the message. At that point, the
NI can re-use the reply lane reserved data buffer. Request/request cycles are broken, in
part, by the existence of a reserved buffer for the request lane as well. However, in the case
of request/request cycles more hardware support is required, and that is discussed in the
Inbox and Protocol Processor sections.
Like the processor interface, the network interface has support for error detection and
fault recovery. All network packets are protected by a cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
code. If the CRC check fails, the network interface sets an error indication, just as the processor interface marks an error when it detects bad SysAD bus parity. The inbox will dispatch the ErrorPC in response to a network header CRC error. To aid in fault containment
and recovery, the network interface also calculates a worker bit that determines whether
the source node of the message lies in the same partition, or cell, as the current node. Once
again the inbox has the ability to dispatch a different handler based on the value of the
worker bit. Certain cell-based operating systems [42] can use this ability to implement
firewalls on write operations to limit the ability of programs running in one cell to corrupt
critical portions of main memory in another cell.
3.3.3 I/O Interface
The I/O interface connects MAGIC to an industry-standard 32-bit PCI bus. MAGIC
acts as the PCI master. All messages received from the PCI bus are placed in a single input
queue read by the inbox. Incoming messages are either DMA read or write requests or
interrupts coming from one of the devices attached to the PCI bus. All DMA requests
fetch an entire cache line (128 bytes) of data and return it to a single entry on-chip
MAGIC I/O cache. The I/O cache is really just one of MAGIC’s on-chip data buffers, with
the actual buffer number dynamically allocated from the pool of free buffers.
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From the protocol’s perspective, the I/O system acts just like any processor in the system: it is capable of asking for, and caching, any cache line in the system. Normally this
would mean that any protocol data structure that reflects the “machine size” would need to
expand to accommodate twice as many nodes because now there is 1 additional I/O interface per processor. To avoid this problem, the I/O interface takes the simplifying action of
only requesting lines exclusively. That is, any line in the I/O cache has been fetched such
that no other cache (processor, or I/O) in the system may continue to hold that cache line.
This allows FLASH protocols to implement support for cache-coherent I/O by simply
adding an I/O bit to the protocol data structure, and setting that bit as well as the existing
owner field to the node number of the I/O system that requests the cache line.
The existence of the I/O bit does complicate some protocol cases. Normally if a cache
line is dirty somewhere in the system, and another processor requests that line, the protocol will notice that the line is dirty and retrieve it from the processor on the node indicated
in the owner field. However, with cache-coherent I/O the cache line may be either in the
processor cache or the I/O cache, depending on the value of the I/O bit. So the protocol
must check an additional bit, and send the appropriate message type (GET from I/O or a
normal GET).
3.3.4 Inbox
Recall that the main function of the inbox is to schedule MAGIC’s seven input queues.
Communication protocols impose some requirements on scheduling to ensure that deadlock-free protocols can be implemented on FLASH.
The first requirement is fairness. The inbox must ensure that at the hardware level, the
scheduling algorithm is fair and does not lead to starvation of any of the seven message
sources. The inbox meets this requirement by implementing a round robin scheduling
algorithm. The current highest priority queue is the queue immediately “after” the queue
last scheduled, as shown in Equation 3.1.
Highest Priority Queue Number = ( Last Scheduled Queue Number + 1 ) modulo 7
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While the fairness requirement is fairly basic, a much more interesting question is under
what conditions can the inbox schedule an incoming queue. Can the inbox schedule an
input queue as soon as the queue has a message available? The answer is maybe. The
inbox must also ensure that certain network output queue space requirements are met. Certain input queues may need to have a certain amount of guaranteed space available in one
of the four MAGIC network output queues to ensure that the machine will not deadlock.
For example the network request input queue requires space in the network reply output
queue because most requests need to send replies. If the inbox scheduled an incoming
request without space in the outgoing reply queue and the protocol handler needed to send
a reply, it would be stuck. The protocol processor could not just wait for outgoing reply
queue space to free up because the only way it is guaranteed to do so is if this MAGIC
keeps draining incoming replies from the network. Of course, MAGIC cannot drain
incoming replies from the network if the protocol processor is blocked, waiting for outgoing queue space.
The inbox solves this problem by preventing it from arising. Each of the seven interface
input queues has a programmable 4-bit vector associated with it that indicates whether it
requires space in the corresponding network output queue before it can be scheduled.
Table 3.3 shows how the bit-vector for each of the input queues is programmed for all
FLASH coherence protocols to date. Note that the NI request queue requires outgoing
reply queue space (lane 1) before it can be scheduled, avoiding the scenario outlined
above. Note also that the reply queue does not have any outgoing queue space requirements. This is a corollary to the rule that MAGIC must drain all incoming replies—
MAGIC must always be able to schedule incoming replies regardless of the state of its
output queues. If the bit-vector indicates outgoing queue space is required, the inbox actually guarantees that two slots are free before it schedules the message. This was a design
decision made to ease the job of the protocol programmer, since many coherence protocols
that include a common optimization called forwarding have incoming requests that need
to send two replies.
Finally, the inbox performs a critical address comparison function that allows the
MAGIC architecture’s control macro-pipeline to safely operate on up to three separate
messages simultaneously. Because of the pipelined structure of the inbox and the protocol
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Table 3.3. Output Queue Space Scheduling Requirements
Input Queue
PI
NI request
NI reply
I/O
Software Queue

Scheduling Vector
(lane 0, lane 1, lane 2, lane3)
(1, 0, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 0)
(1, 0, 0, 0)
(1, 1, 0, 0)

processor, and the fact that both can initiate memory operations, there is a potential race
condition between the two units. If both units are operating on two separate requests to the
same cache line, then it is possible that the inbox may initiate a speculative read operation
and that the protocol processor may initiate a memory write operation. In the absence of
any special hardware, the read initiated by the inbox may return the value of the cache line
before the protocol processor’s write, or it may return the value after the protocol processor’s write depending on the timing of the two requests. Because the control macro-pipeline is only an implementation optimization, its existence should never be visible to the
protocol designer. In other words, any memory read by the inbox needs to return the value
written by the protocol processor if such a case arises. To handle this case, the inbox performs a cache line-aligned address comparison with its current address and its previous
address (the one now in the protocol processor). If the two cache lines are the same, the
inbox delays any speculative memory operations until the previous handler completes.
This guarantees that the inbox will read any data written to that address by the protocol
processor in that handler.
There are times however, where this address comparison is insufficient. The address
comparison works if the protocol processor writes only the address contained in the message header. While this is true of all the cache coherence protocols discussed in this paper,
there are other protocols, including some message passing protocols designed for FLASH,
where the protocol processor writes to addresses not passed around in the message header,
and therefore the race condition between the inbox and the protocol processor persists.
The inbox solves the problem completely by including a wait bit in the jumptable. Each
handler has a wait bit associated with it that is set if that handler is one in which the protoChapter 3: FLASH Architecture
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col processor may write to addresses not contained within the message header. It is up to
the protocol designer to ensure that the jumptable is programmed with the proper wait bit
information. If the inbox ever dispatches a handler with the wait bit set, the inbox will
delay any speculative memory operations for the next message it handles until the protocol processor has finished executing the handler with the wait bit set. In effect the wait bit
indication is logically ORed with the results of the address comparison to determine
whether the inbox delays speculative memory operations to avoid the possible race condition caused by the presence of the control macro-pipeline.
3.3.5 Protocol Processor
The protocol processor runs the software handler that processes the current message,
and therefore naturally plays a key role in both the correctness of the coherence protocol
and the deadlock avoidance strategy of the FLASH machine. While the external interface
units and the inbox provide much of the hardware support needed to correctly run a coherence protocol, there are still a few things left to the protocol processor, and a few guidelines the protocol designer has to follow when writing code for the protocol processor.
The first requirement is that the protocol processor cannot block, nor can it poll, waiting
for space to free in any of the external interface output queues. As previously discussed
this can trivially lead to deadlock of the entire machine. This rule has different consequences depending on which output queue is in question. For both the processor interface
and I/O output queues this means that the processor and I/O system must be capable of
draining those queues without requiring further help from MAGIC. In other words, a protocol processor send to a full PI or I/O output queue is allowed to happen and temporarily
stalls the protocol processor. But because these queues must drain on their own, the protocol processor is guaranteed to be able to eventually complete the send.
The network output queues are treated differently. The protocol processor cannot send
to a full NI output queue. In most cases this is not an issue because the inbox guarantees
output reply queue space for incoming requests, and incoming replies do not send any outgoing messages. But, unfortunately, there are times when incoming requests need to send
one or more outgoing requests. The inbox cannot and does not require outgoing request
queue space for incoming requests because that would lead to deadlock. Instead, any
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incoming request that wants to send outgoing requests must check for space in the output
request queue within the handler. The protocol processor provides special load state and
store state instructions that allow it to access state in MAGIC’s other internal units. This is
how the protocol processor decrements the aforementioned fence count register in the PI,
and it is also how it reads the amount of space remaining in the network output request
queue. Since the inbox may be reserving output request queue space for some other handler that it has already scheduled, the protocol processor conservatively assumes that the
amount of outgoing request queue space that it can use is the amount actually available
minus the two slots potentially reserved by the inbox. If the handler determines that there
is enough available output request queue space then it is safe to send the outgoing request
and the handler is allowed to proceed. If the handler detects insufficient outgoing queue
space it must negatively acknowledge (NACK) the request. Since a NACK is a reply, and
outgoing reply queue space is guaranteed by the inbox for all incoming requests, it is
always safe to NACK an incoming request and convert it into a reply. The combination of
inbox scheduling guarantees, handler output queue space checking, and NACKs solve
almost all the deadlock avoidance problems encountered by cache coherence protocols.
Unfortunately, “almost” is not good enough. There is one more important case that
deserves some special consideration since the previously proposed solutions are not sufficient to provide a deadlock-free environment for cache coherence protocols. Consider a
write to a cache line which is widely shared throughout the machine. The write request
requires the protocol processor to send an invalidation to every processor which caches
the line. Since the write miss is an incoming request, and invalidations are outgoing
requests, the protocol processor is required to check for enough queue space to send invalidations. Since MAGIC’s NI output request queue is only sixteen entries deep, it is easy to
imagine situations where the protocol processor needs to send more invalidations than it
has available queue space to send. The handler does its best to maximize the number it can
send by reading the initial number of queue spaces available, sending that many invalidations, and then reading the number of queue spaces available again. This process repeats,
and is often sufficient to allow all invalidations to be sent and the handler to complete successfully. But this is not necessarily always the case. If the protocol processor reads insufficient queue space and it still has invalidations to send, what does it do? It cannot simply
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wait for space to free, for reasons discussed previously. It could consider NACKing the
write request, although it has already potentially sent out most of the invalidations
required for the write miss and it would have to be able to restart the request from where it
left off should the processor retry it. The real problem with the NACKing solution is that
the processor is not guaranteed to retry a NACKed request. If the processor never retried
the request, it would leave the protocol state for that cache line in some half-completed
transient state, and the protocol would either fail or require complex additions to detect
this case and reset the protocol state. MAGIC chooses a different solution: it allows the
protocol processor to suspend a handler by placing it onto a pre-allocated software queue,
the details of which are described in the next section.

3.4 The Software Queue
The software queue acts as a full-fledged MAGIC input queue, just like the input
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Figure 3.5. MAGIC’s control macro-pipeline, highlighting the role of the software queue.

queues from the processor interface, the four network lanes, and the I/O system. The
major difference between the software queue and the other input queues is that the software queue does not correspond to any MAGIC external interface. Instead, it is the protoChapter 3: FLASH Architecture
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col processor itself which places messages onto the software queue. The software queue is
simply a reserved region of main memory where the protocol processor can suspend handlers so that they run at some later time. The first element of the software queue is kept in
hardware in the inbox so that it can participate in the hardware scheduling among all seven
input queues (see Figure 3.5). Any time the software queue is scheduled, the handler is
responsible for moving the next element of the queue from main memory (cacheable by
the MAGIC data cache) into the inbox software queue head registers.
The software queue provides the last piece of the FLASH deadlock avoidance solution.
Any time a request has the capability of sending out more than one outgoing network
request, the handler must reserve a space in the software queue by incrementing the software queue count register, usually kept in a global protocol processor register by the
coherence protocol. If there is no space because the software queue is full, the incoming
request is immediately NACKed. In practice this case can be completely avoided by sizing
the software queue appropriately (64 to 128 entries). Once the handler reserves software
queue space it proceeds with handler execution as normal.
The classic use of the software queue is exemplified by continuing the earlier invalidation example. When the handler needs to send more invalidation requests out the network
and there is no more outgoing request queue space, the protocol processor simply places
the current request on the software queue. At some later time, perhaps even the next handler, the protocol processor will pick up where it left off. Using the software queue does
not cause any race conditions in the protocol because the directory is kept in a pending
state which causes any other requests for that cache line to be immediately NAKed. Only
the software queue handler can make forward progress on the state of the suspended cache
line. Once all invalidations have been sent, the software queue handler terminates normally without rescheduling itself. When the protocol receives all the invalidation
acknowledgments, the software queue count register is decremented, freeing the space the
original write request had reserved in the software queue.
All FLASH protocols, including message passing and specialized synchronization protocols use the software queue as a critical weapon in their deadlock avoidance strategy. It
is not only used to break request/request cycles as above, but it is also used to break
reply/reply cycles in protocols like SCI where despite the golden rule, incoming replies
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sometimes send additional messages. The Alewife machine from MIT proposed a similar
software queue idea to solve the deadlock problem, but in their implementation once one
message was placed on the software queue, all messages had to go to the software queue
because of ordering concerns. This presented a possible “machine slowdown” scenario
where once the controller started to schedule from the software queue it could never get
itself out of that state. The MAGIC software queue provides a highly flexible solution to
the deadlock avoidance problem without handicapping the rest of the machine.

3.5 Programming MAGIC
The previous sections detailed MAGIC hardware support for running communication
protocols. Although MAGIC hardware performs the useful tasks of handling the data
movement and implementing part of the deadlock avoidance strategy, the bulk of the work
still falls on the protocol designer in writing the protocol handlers for the protocol processor. The protocol code is still responsible for knowing the outgoing message send requirements, checking outgoing queue space when necessary, freeing data buffers, and
managing the software queue in addition to simply running the code that implements the
underlying protocol.
Worse yet, any mistake in managing these machine resources can easily lead to deadlock of the entire machine. Combined with the complexity of the protocols themselves, it
is easy to see that writing protocols is a difficult task and it is easy to get wrong. This
argues for flexibility and programmability in the protocol implementation, and that is the
main tenet of the MAGIC design philosophy.
The flexibility and programmability of MAGIC allows each of the four coherence protocols discussed in Chapter 2 to be implemented on FLASH, and ultimately leads the way
to a performance comparison of four drastically different protocols running on top of the
same multiprocessor architecture. The next chapter details the implementation of each of
these protocols on the FLASH machine in route to a quantitative analysis of their performance, scalability, and robustness.
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Chapter 4
FLASH Protocol Implementations
To fully understand the results of comparing the performance and scalability of DSM
cache coherence protocols using the FLASH multiprocessor as the experimental test-bed,
it is first necessary to describe the specific FLASH implementation of the four protocols
described in Chapter 2. Although Chapter 2 discusses the high-level data structures, memory overhead, and common transactions of each protocol, it does not present enough information to understand the direct protocol overhead of each protocol as it is implemented on
FLASH.
This chapter discusses the particulars of the FLASH implementation of the bit-vector/coarse-vector, dynamic pointer allocation, SCI, and COMA cache coherence protocols. Section 4.1 first details the FLASH protocol development environment, showing
how protocols are written and what tools are used in the process. With a clear picture of
this environment in mind, each protocol is described in detail, including the layout and
meaning of low-level data structures, global register usage, network message type and
lane encodings, and any unique protocol-specific requirements or special deadlock avoidance concerns. Examples of common protocol sequences for each protocol are given in
Appendix A. From this chapter the reader will gain a thorough understanding of each protocol implementation, and will then be ready for the comparison of performance, scalability and robustness of the protocols in Chapter 6.

4.1 FLASH Protocol Development Environment
Every cache coherence protocol developed for FLASH is written in C. The first step in
writing a new protocol is deciding what protocol data structures to use to store the directory and any other auxiliary information the protocol needs to maintain. These data structures are simply declared as C struct statements. The main purpose of the next four
sections is to describe these C structures and their fields for each of the four cache coherence protocols.
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After declaring the data structures for a protocol, the designer must declare the message
types that the protocol sends, and declare each type of message as either a request or a
reply. The choice of message type determines the lane the message will use in the FLASH
network, which has four virtual lanes. The lane used by a message has protocol implications, since point-to-point order is guaranteed between two nodes only if messages are
sent on the same virtual lane. A protocol can take advantage of this per-lane message
ordering to reduce its number of race conditions and transient states.
Once the protocol data structures and message types are well defined, the final step of
FLASH protocol development is to write the protocol handlers. The protocol handlers are
the code that the protocol processor executes when the inbox dispatches a new incoming
message. The number of protocol handlers varies between protocols, depending both on
the number of message types in the protocol and the number of other dispatch conditions
specified by the jumptable in the inbox. The jumptable can dispatch different handlers
based not only on the message type, but also based on the external interface from which
the message arrived (PI, NI, I/O), whether the address in the message is local or remote,
and a host of other conditions contained in the incoming message’s header and address, as
shown in Table 4.1. Each protocol handler must have an associated jumptable entry specifying the starting program counter (PC) value of the handler as well as whether a speculative memory operation should be initiated, and if so, what type of operation.
The starting PC in the jumptable is actually specified by the handler name, which is
converted into a numerical PC value during the protocol compilation phase. The handler
names for all the FLASH protocols are the concatenation of the incoming interface, the
local/remote indication, and the message type. For example, a local cache read miss triggers the PILocalGet handler since the incoming MAGIC interface is the PI, the
local/remote indication is local, and the message type is GET. A remote write miss satisfied by the home triggers a sequence of three handlers: PIRemoteGetX at the requester,
NILocalGetX at the home, and NIRemotePutX for the response back at the requester.
Some handler names append other information, for example NILocalGetX has two
variants depending on the consistency mode—NILocalGetXEager for EAGER mode
and NILocalGetXDelayed for DELAYED mode. Examples of some common handlers are shown in the individual protocol sections that follow.
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Table 4.1. Jumptable Dispatch Capability
Dispatch Criteria
PI-Specific
Major message type
Flavor

Header/
Address

Bits

Header
Header

3..0
5..4

Explanation

Header
Address

Ex: GET, GETX, PUT, PUTX
Ex: Instruction fetch, data fetch,
prefetch, or load link/store conditional
7..6
EAGER or DELAYED mode
40..32 Address node number == local node?

NI-Specific
Message type
Worker
Local/Remote

Header
Address
Address

7..0
N/A
40..32

I/O-Specific
Message type
Local/Remote

Header
Address

7..0
31

All Interfaces
OutOfRange

Address

varies

Consistency Mode
Local/Remote

Reserved Buffer

Header

Address Space

Address

Protocol ID

Header

Header Error

Header
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Standard message types
Used for OS protection between cells
Address node number == local node?

Only GETX, PUTX, Interrupt
Set if local DMA request

Set by incoming interface if memory
offset is larger than the amount of
physical memory on the node
63..60 Set if the buffer allocated with the
message is a reserved buffer for the
incoming interface
31..24 Can be from zero to three bits worth of
the address. Position depends on size of
the machine.
9..8
Programmable register in NI causes
dispatch of BadProtocolID handler if
protocol ID bits in message != register
N/A Network header errors, or parity errors
on the PI or I/O interfaces will dispatch
a special error handler
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Handlers
in C

Twine

PPgcc

Jump
Optimizer

fixStack

PPas/Linker

Final Protocol Code and Data
Figure 4.1. FLASH protocol development chain.

4.1.1 FLASH Protocol Development Tool Chain
The protocol handlers themselves are written in C and then pass through a variety of
specialized tools that produce the low-level protocol code actually run by the protocol processor. The FLASH protocol development tool chain is shown in Figure 4.1.
At the C language level, the protocol handlers are written with the help of some specialized macros containing inline protocol processor assembly language instructions that are
known to produce efficient code for certain common operations. The macros are often
protocol-specific and examples are given in the specific protocol sections below. The handler C code is compiled with a port of the GNU C compiler [49] called PPgcc. PPgcc produces a sequence of single-issue protocol processor assembly language operations for
each handler. Because gcc is designed for general-purpose C compilation, the protocol
code PPgcc produces is not as optimized for the protocol processor as it might be if it were
written directly in assembly language. To mitigate this problem, the output of PPgcc is
sent through a post-compilation optimizer called fixStack, that better understands the
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highly stylized protocol development environment. fixStack analyzes stack references to
find register value equivalences and makes less conservative assumptions than PPgcc
about address aliasing and register allocation. The success of fixStack is protocol-dependent, but in general fixStack is able to remove many stack operations (saving both the
original store and the subsequent load and its two delay slots), and shorten path lengths
after its copy propagation and dead code elimination compiler passes.
The straight-line assembly output of fixStack is then scheduled for the dual-issue protocol processor by Twine [48]. Twine was originally written for the Torch project at Stanford, but was adapted to be knowledgeable about the low-level scheduling restrictions
between protocol processor instructions. The output of Twine is then passed through a
jump optimizer that changes code of the form shown in Figure 4.2(a) to that in
Figure 4.2(b), and also shortens the path lengths of inline functions that return a boolean
value. The output of the jump optimizer is passed to an assembler (PPas) which produces
the final output of the tool chain—the protocol code that runs on the real FLASH machine.
As discussed in the next chapter, it is also the exact protocol code run in the FLASH simulator.
j
add

$label
$4,$5,$6

j
add

$label+8
$4,$5,$6

nop
nop

add
add

$7,$8,$9
$1,$2,$3

.
.
.
$label:
add
add

.
.
.
$label:
add
add

$7,$8,$9
$1,$2,$3

$7,$8,$9
$1,$2,$3

.
.
.

.
.
.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2. The jump optimizer Perl script eliminates a cycle from jump cases like those in (a) by replicating the target packet into the delay slot of a jump (if it is currently filled with nops), and changing
the jump target by 8 (1 packet).

The next four sections discuss the FLASH implementations of the bit-vector/coarsevector, dynamic pointer allocation, SCI, and COMA protocols. The C data structures,
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message types, jumptable programming, and low-level protocol handler requirements are
described in detail. Section 4.6 summarizes the number of handlers, code size, and other
characteristics of each cache coherence protocol.

4.2 FLASH Bit-vector/Coarse-vector Implementation
Figure 4.3 shows the C data structure for the directory entry in the bit-vector/coarsevector protocol. The FLASH bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol has 64-bit directory entries,
because that is the natural load size of the protocol processor. Since the directory entry
contains state information other than the presence bits, the presence bits account for only
48 bits of the directory entry1, and therefore FLASH can run the bit-vector protocol for
machine sizes of 48 processors or less. For larger machine sizes, the protocol must transition to the coarse-vector scheme.
Unlike commercial coarse-vector implementations such as the SGI Origin 2000, the
FLASH coarse-vector protocol takes advantage of the programmable protocol processor
and uses the minimum coarseness necessary for the machine size, as long as the coarseness is a power of two. When an Origin 2000 machine transitions to coarse-vector it
immediately uses a coarseness of eight. FLASH uses a coarseness of two for processor
counts between 49 and 96 processors, a coarseness of four between 97 and 192 processors
and a coarseness of eight between 193 and 384 processors. Since the coarseness of the bittypedef union Entry_s {
LL ll;
struct {
LL Pending:1;
LL Dirty:1;
LL Upgrade:1;
LL IO:1;
LL Unused:2;
LL MoreInvals:1;
LL RealPtrs:9;
LL Vector:48;
} hl;
} Entry;
Figure 4.3. C data structure for the directory entry in the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.

1. The directory entry actually has 2 unused bits, so the protocol could fully support a machine size of 50 processors before transitioning to the coarse-vector protocol. The current implementation uses 48 only because it is a “nicer” number.
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vector protocol determines the number of invalidation messages sent per presence bit,
having a larger coarseness than necessary will unduly increase message traffic and lead to
worse performance with respect to the same machine with a smaller coarseness value.
The fields in the directory entry for the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol are shown in
Figure 4.3 and described below:
• Pending is set if the line is in the midst of a protocol operation that could not be
completed atomically by the original request for the line. Common examples
include the collection of invalidation acknowledgments, or retrieving the cache
line from a dirty third node. If the Pending bit is set, all requests for the line are
NACKed.
• Dirty is set if the cache line is dirty in a processor’s cache or I/O system. If Dirty is
set, then the Vector field contains the identity of the owner rather than a bit-vector.
• Upgrade is used only in the DELAYED consistency mode. It is set on an upgrade
request that sends invalidations. When the last acknowledgment is received the
home node checks the Upgrade bit to decide whether to send an upgrade
acknowledgment or a PUTX to the requester. Since the home could always send a
PUTX, the Upgrade bit is just an optimization and not strictly required.
• IO is set if the owner specified in the Vector field is the I/O system on that node.
Since the I/O system always requests lines exclusively, the Dirty bit is always set
whenever the IO bit is set.
• MoreInvals is set if the protocol processor has to suspend a write request to the
software queue without sending invalidations to all the sharers.
• RealPtrs contains the count of the number of invalidation acknowledgments the
home expects to receive for the line. It is significant only during a write request
that sends invalidations.
• Vector is the main bit-vector (or coarse-vector) of sharers when Dirty is not set, or
it is the identity of the owner if Dirty is set.
The RealPtrs field deserves more discussion. While the home needs to know the number of invalidation acknowledgments to expect, it does not have to keep that information
in a separate field in the directory entry. Since the Vector field is always guaranteed to be
holding an identity at that point, only twelve bits of the 48-bit Vector field are being utilized (since FLASH scales to 212=4096 nodes). Packing the RealPtrs information into the
Vector entry would allow a larger machine size to run the bit-vector protocol before transitioning to coarse-vector (up to 59 processors in this case). The FLASH implementation
uses a separate RealPtrs field to simplify the implementation and reduce protocol proces-
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sor overhead during invalidations. These benefits outweighed the modest improvement of
being able to run bit-vector on a machine nine processors larger.
4.2.1 Global Registers
Each FLASH cache coherence protocol reserves a subset of the 32 protocol processor
registers as global registers. These global registers do not have to be saved or restored on
subroutine calls, and are persistent between handler invocations. Only the most frequently
used information is kept in global registers in an effort to maximize the number of free
registers available for the compiler (PPgcc). Generally, the resulting compiled code is
more efficient with more free registers available to the compiler. Table 4.2 lists the global
registers in the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.
Table 4.2. Bit-vector/Coarse-vector Global Registers
Register
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Name
procNum
header
addr
headLinkStart
accessTableStart
swQCount
memoryGlobals
h

Description
The node number
The FLASH header of the current message
The FLASH address of the current message
Points to the base of the entire directory structure
HW firewall support for some OS functions
The number of taken slots on the software queue
Pointer to a structure with more global values
Holds the current directory entry

The procNum, headLinkStart, and memoryGlobals registers are all read-only values set
at boot time2. The header and addr registers are set to the header and the address of the
current message every time the protocol processor performs a switch and a ldctxt to
context switch from one handler to the next. The memoryGlobals register points to
another data structure that holds global values. Organizing and accessing global values in
this fashion is one-cycle faster than loading values out of the global data section, and provides a compromise between access speed and using too many global registers. Because
protocol processor registers are a scarce resource, only the most performance critical variables are deemed worthy of global register status.
2. These values are still in protocol processor registers, so they are not technically “read-only”. But after boot, these values are never
written.
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4.2.2 Message Types
All FLASH protocols must have protocol handlers for both the local and remote variants of the seven processor-to-MAGIC commands listed in Table 3.2. The encoding of
these commands is fixed by the FLASH hardware, specifically the processor interface
(PI). The encoding and the number of network message types, however, are left up to the
protocol designer. The network message types for the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol are
shown in Table 4.3. Including the support for both EAGER and DELAYED consistency
modes, cache-coherent I/O, and uncached operations to both main memory and I/O
devices, the bit-vector coarse-vector protocol uses 36 network message types. Many of the
message encodings are carefully chosen so that the network message types have the same
lower four bits as the corresponding processor request (since the processor message types
are only four bits long while the FLASH network message types are eight bits long). For
example the MSG_PUT message type is the response to a remote read request. This message triggers the NIRemotePut handler, which is responsible for forwarding the PUT from
the NI to the PI to satisfy the cache miss. Because the lower four bits of MSG_PUT and
PI_DP_PUT_RPLY are the same (0xf) the protocol processor does not have to waste a
cycle changing the message type. Instead the very first instruction of the NIRemotePut
handler is a send to the PI.
Similar encoding tricks are used with the MSG_INVAL and MSG_INVAL_ACK message types. The message types are the same, so how does the jumptable know whether to
dispatch the NIInval handler or the NIInvalAck handler? The answer is that in the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol, invalidation messages arrive only at remote nodes, and invalidation acknowledgments arrive only at local nodes. The jumptable uses the local/remote
bit to know which routine to dispatch. Having the same message type for both
MSG_INVAL and MSG_INVAL_ACK saves a cycle in the invalidation handler.
The cache-coherent I/O support in the protocol also takes advantage of message encoding to re-use the same message types and the same protocol handlers as the base cache
coherence protocol. The FLASH I/O system makes only exclusive requests for cache
lines, and it only operates in DELAYED mode, meaning all invalidation acknowledgments must be received before the home node can return data to the I/O system. The
FLASH I/O system places the device number of the I/O device making the DMA request
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Table 4.3. Bit-vector/Coarse-vector Message Type Encoding and Lane Assignment
Message Type

Encoding

Lane

MSG_WB

0x00

Request

MSG_NAK_CLEAR

0x22

Reply

MSG_UPGRADE_DELAYED

0x03

Request

MSG_UPGRADE_EAGER

0x43

Request

MSG_INVAL_DELAYED

PI_DP_INVAL_REQ (0x04)

Request

0x34

Request

PI_DP_INVAL_REQ (0x04)

Reply

MSG_INVAL_ACK_EAGER

0x34

Reply

MSG_FORWARD_ACK

0x05

Reply

MSG_IO_FORWARD_ACK

0x15

Reply

PI_DP_GET_REQ (0x06)

Request

PI_DP_GETX_REQ (0x07)

Request

MSG_GETX_EAGER

0x47

Request

MSG_IO_GETX

0x17

Request

PI_DP_ACK_RPLY (0x08)

Reply

MSG_UPGRADE_ACK_EAGER

0x48

Reply

MSG_GET_FROM_IO

0x09

Request

PI_DP_NAK_RPLY (0x0a)

Reply

MSG_UNC_NAK

0x8a

Reply

MSG_IO_NAK

0x1a

Reply

MSG_GETX_FROM_IO

0x0b

Request

MSG_IO_GETX_FROM_IO

0x1b

Request

MSG_PUT

PI_DP_PUT_RPLY (0x0d)

Reply

MSG_PUTX_ACKS_DONE

PI_DP_PUTX_RPLY (0x0f)

Reply

MSG_IO_PUTX

0x1f

Reply

MSG_PUTX

0x2f

Reply

MSG_ACKS_DONE

0x11

Reply

MSG_SWB

0x14

Reply

MSG_UNC_READ

0x18

Request

MSG_UNC_WRITE

0x19

Request

MSG_UNC_PUT

0x1e

Reply

MSG_UNC_ACKS_DONE

0x20

Reply

MSG_UNC_READ_FROM_IO

0x33

Request

MSG_PIO_WRITE

0x38

Request

MSG_PIO_READ

0x39

Request

MSG_INVAL_EAGER
MSG_INVAL_ACK_DELAYED

MSG_GET
MSG_GETX_DELAYED

MSG_UPGRADE_ACK_DELAYED

MSG_NAK
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into the top two bits of the 8-bit message type. To increase code re-use, which has advantages for MAGIC instruction cache performance and code maintainability, it is desirable
for the message encodings to be arranged so that a DMA to a remote node can call the
same NILocalGetXDelayed handler that a remote write from the processor calls. This
is accomplished by having a processor GETX request and an I/O GETX request share the
same lower four bits of the message type (0x7 in this case), and have the next two bits differentiate processor and I/O requests. The jumptable can then dispatch the same protocol
handler for both message types (the top two bits are ignored by the jumptable since any
I/O device can issue a GETX).
4.2.3 Jumptable Programming
Including support for both cached and uncached operations from the processor, and
both DMA and programmed I/O support for the I/O system, the bit-vector/coarse-vector
protocol has 72 protocol handlers. The jumptable initiates speculative memory operations
for 13 of these handlers to minimize the request latency. Table 4.4 shows the handlers for
which the jumptable initiates speculative memory operations.
Table 4.4. Bit-vector/Coarse-vector Speculative Memory Operations
Handler
PILocalGet
PILocalGetXEager
PILocalGetXDelayed
PILocalPutX
IOLocalGetXDelayed
IOLocalPutX
NILocalGet
NILocalGetXEager
NILocalGetXDelayed
NIWriteback
NISharingWriteback
NILocalPut
NILocalUncachedPut

Op
Read
Read
Read
Write
Read
Write
Read
Read
Read
Write
Write
Write
Write
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Reason
Data for a local cache read miss
Data for a local cache write miss
Same as above, but DELAYED consistency
A local writeback
Data for a local DMA request
A local writeback from the I/O system
A remote cache read miss, now at the home
A remote cache write miss, now at the home
Same as above, but DELAYED consistency
A remote writeback, now at the home
Writeback on a 3-hop read, now at the home
Writeback from local read, dirty remote
Same as above, but for an uncached read
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4.2.4 Additional Considerations
Section 2.3 discusses the potential increase in message traffic associated with the transition from the bit-vector protocol to the coarse-vector protocol. The increase is the result of
imprecise sharing information in the directory entry, causing invalidations to be sent to
more nodes than are strictly necessary. The same imprecise sharing information leads to
another problem in the coarse-vector protocol—what to do about upgrade requests.
Upgrade requests are write requests from the processor where the processor has a
shared copy of the line in its cache. In this case the processor needs only a write acknowledgment from the memory system, since the cache already has the correct data. Upgrades
are an optimization since the processor could always issue a normal write miss (GETX),
though the access to main memory in that case would be unnecessary. Memory bandwidth
savings and, in the case of a remote write miss, network bandwidth savings are the fundamental advantage of using upgrades for write misses to shared lines. The bit-vector protocol dispatches upgrade protocol handlers for processor upgrade requests, but
complications arise in the coarse-vector protocol because of its imprecise sharing information.
For example, if the coarseness is four and the Vector field of the directory entry is 1,
then at least one of the first four processors in the machine has a shared copy of the data. If
an upgrade request arrives at the home from processor 0, is it safe to reply with an upgrade
acknowledgment? The home node cannot be sure that processor 0 has a shared copy of the
line, since it knows only that some processor in the first group of four has a shared copy. It
is true that in the common case, processor 0 does indeed have a shared copy, and the correct action is to issue an upgrade acknowledgment to processor 0 and invalidations to the
other three processors in the group. But via a more complicated protocol case, it is possible for this upgrade request to be arriving at the home when it is another processor in the
group, and only that processor, that has the shared copy.
What happens if the home issues an upgrade acknowledgment to processor 0 in that
case? The results are highly implementation dependent. On FLASH, that acknowledgment
would be turned into a NACK by the processor interface on processor 0, because for this
case to arise an invalidation message must have arrived while the upgrade request was
outstanding. The Conflict Resolution Table (CRT) in the processor interface tracks this
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event and converts the acknowledgment for that upgrade into a NACK. The processor will
then retry that upgrade as a GETX write miss. So at this point there is still no problem.
The problem is that when this GETX gets to the home node, the directory entry is now in
the Dirty state, and the owner is the requester! This is normally an invalid condition in the
protocol code because the exclusive owner should never be requesting the cache line that
it owns. The protocol could ignore this error condition and send the PUTX anyway, but
this may be undesirable because it could mask real protocol errors.
Unfortunately, this same case gets worse when the processor has the capability of issuing speculative memory references like the MIPS R10000 used in FLASH. With speculative processors, the original upgrade request above may get NACKed back to the
processor, but then never retried. If the upgrade request was issued speculatively then it is
possible for that to happen. At this point the directory entry says the line is Dirty and the
owner is processor 0, but processor 0 does not have the line and may never request it
again. This is a deadlock condition waiting to happen. The next request for that cache line
will be forwarded to processor 0, which does not have the line. That request will be
NACKed and retried, assuming that the line must be in transit back to the home from processor 0 (this transient case is quite common). However, in this case, the retried request
will again be forwarded to processor 0, NACKed, and retried again ad infinitum. Deadlock.
There are two solutions to this problem. The first is a complicated protocol change that
involves holding off invalidation messages if an upgrade is outstanding until the upgrade
response is returned. This change is necessary only for coarseness greater than one. This
change is non-trivial as it now requires state to be kept for the previously stateless invalidation sequence. The change may also affect performance since the system is holding onto
invalidations and therefore not completing other writes as quickly as it was under the bitvector protocol. The second solution is to simply turn off upgrades when the coarseness of
the protocol is greater than one. This is the solution adopted in the FLASH implementation. The FLASH system does not “turn off” upgrades literally, since the processor still
issues upgrade requests. Instead the Jumptable simply dispatches the GETX handler when
it receives an upgrade request from the processor. Recall that this is always correct, with
the only downsides being an increase in main memory and network bandwidth. The
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results in Chapter 6 show that for parallel programs running on large machines (coarseness
> 1) the FLASH network bandwidth is never a performance concern. The increase in main
memory bandwidth also has a negligible effect on performance as most codes are dominated by the occupancy of the protocol processor (controller bandwidth) and not memory
bandwidth.
If protocol processor latency is defined as the number of cycles to the first send
instruction, and protocol processor occupancy is defined as the number of cycles from the
start of the handler to the end, the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol in general has the lowest protocol processor latencies and occupancies of any of the protocols because it
employs only simple bit manipulations to keep track of sharing information. However, this
direct protocol overhead is only one of the components of overall protocol performance
and robustness. The coarse-vector protocol retains the low direct protocol overhead of bitvector, but loses precise sharing information which can increase message traffic in large
systems. This trade-off is at the core of the bit-vector/coarse-vector performance results in
Chapter 6.

4.3 FLASH Dynamic Pointer Allocation Protocol Implementation
Unlike the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol, the dynamic pointer allocation protocol
maintains two data structures to track sharing information. The first is the directory entry,
and the second is a block of storage for pointers called the pointer/link store. On read and
write requests, the home node allocates pointers from the pointer/link store to use as elements for a linked list of sharers that hang off each directory entry. On replacement hint
requests the home searches the sharing list and removes the requester, returning the list
element to the pointer/link store for future re-use. Because the directory entry serves as the
head of the linked list, in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol the directory entry is
referred to as the directory header.
The C data structure for the directory header in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol
is shown in Figure 4.4. As in the bit-vector protocol, the directory entry for the dynamic
pointer allocation is 64 bits wide. Each field in the directory header is described below:
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typedef union HeadLink_s {
LL ll;
struct {
LL Ptr:12;
LL Local:1;
LL Dirty:1;
LL Pending:1;
LL Upgrade:1;
LL HeadPtr:1;
LL List:1;
LL Unused:1;
LL Reclaim:1;
LL IO:1;
LL RealPtrs:12;
LL Device:2;
LL StalePtrs:10;
LL HeadLink:19;
} hl;
} Header;
Figure 4.4. C data structure for the directory header in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol.

• Ptr is the identity of the first sharer in the sharing list. The first sharer is kept in the
directory header as an optimization.
• Local is set if the local processor is caching the line.
• Dirty is set if the cache line is dirty in a processor’s cache or I/O system.
• Pending is set if the line is in the midst of a protocol operation that could not be
completed atomically by the original request for the line. Common examples
include the collection of invalidation acknowledgments, or retrieving the cache
line from a dirty third node. If the Pending bit is set, all requests for the line are
NACKed.
• Upgrade is used only in the DELAYED consistency mode. It is set on an upgrade
request that sends invalidations. When the last acknowledgment is received the
home node checks the Upgrade bit to decide whether to send an upgrade
acknowledgment or a PUTX to the requester. Since the home could always send a
PUTX, the Upgrade bit is just an optimization and not strictly required.
• HeadPtr is set if the Ptr field contains a valid sharer.
• List is set if there is any sharing list for this cache line. It serves as a valid bit for
the HeadLink field.
• Reclaim is set if the cache line is currently undergoing pointer reclamation. Pointer
reclamation is discussed later in this section.
• IO is set if the only valid copy of the cache line is in the I/O system of one of the
processors. Since the I/O system always requests lines exclusively, the Dirty bit is
always set whenever the IO bit is set.
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• RealPtrs contains the count of the number of invalidation acknowledgments the
home expects to receive for this line. It is significant only during a write request
that sends invalidations.
• Device contains the device number of the I/O device currently requesting this
cache line (if any).
• StalePtrs contains a count of the number of times the sharing list has been
searched on a replacement hint without finding the requester. The StalePtrs field is
only used when dynamic pointer allocation is used in conjunction with the limited
search heuristic for replacement hints.
• HeadLink is the pointer to the next element in the linked list of sharers. It points to
an element from the pointer/link store.
Many of the bits in the dynamic pointer allocation directory header have the same use
as their counterparts in the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol. The Pending, Dirty,
Upgrade, IO, and RealPtrs fields are all used in the same way in both protocols. The Local
bit is new to this protocol, although bit-vector essentially has a Local bit—it is just not distinguished from other bits in its Vector field. In dynamic pointer allocation the Local bit
plays a crucial role. Because allocating pointers from the pointer/link store and traversing
sharing lists are compute-intensive operations, it is desirable for local traffic to bypass this
extra complexity. With the Local bit, there is very little difference between the dynamic
pointer allocation and bit-vector/coarse-vector protocols as far as local traffic is concerned.
The reason for maintaining the first sharer in the Ptr field in the directory header is similar: avoid the pointer/link store as much as possible. Many applications have only a single
sharer at a time. With the Ptr field in the directory header, the dynamic pointer allocation
protocol can efficiently support single sharers, whether they are local or remote, and can
also efficiently support another common mode of sharing between the local node and a
single remote sharer. The Reclaim and StalePtrs fields are used only in special protocol
cases that are discussed in detail in Section 4.3.4.
The second data structure in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol is the pointer/link
store. Initially each element in the structure is linked serially to form a large free list. The
pointer to the first element in the list is kept in a global register in the protocol processor.
Read and write requests take the first element from the free list for use in the sharing list of
the requested cache line. Replacement hints remove an element from a sharing list and
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typedef struct PtrLink_s {
unsigned long End:1;
unsigned long Ptr:12;
unsigned long Link:19;
} PtrLink;
typedef struct PtrLinkPair_s {
PtrLink left;
PtrLink right;
} PtrLinkPair;
Figure 4.5. C data structure for the pointer/link store in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol. Each
pointer/link is 32 bits wide, but they are packed in pairs for space efficiency reasons.

return it to the head of the free list. The C data structure for a pointer/link store element is
shown in Figure 4.5 and its fields are described below:
• End is set if this is the last pointer/link in the sharing list.
• Ptr contains the identity of the cache containing a shared copy of this line.
• Link is the pointer to the next entry in the pointer/link store. If End is set then the
Link field points back to the directory header which began the sharing list.
Each pointer/link structure is 32 bits wide, and two such structures are packed into a
single 64-bit double word for space efficiency. The width of the Link field limits the
amount of memory per node since it must point back to a directory header. Since directory
headers are double word aligned, the Link field actually holds bits 21..3 of the directory
header address. This limits the directory storage to 4 MB per node, and since each directory header tracks 128 bytes of main memory, this in turn limits the amount of cachecoherent shared memory to 64 MB per node. This is not a limitation in the applications
presented in Chapter 6. If necessary, however, the width of the Ptr field could be decreased
for all but the largest machines. For example, 128 processor machines only need the Ptr
field to be 7 bits wide, raising the memory limit to a plentiful 2 GB per node.
4.3.1 Global Registers
The global registers in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol are very similar to those
in the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol. The only difference is the addition of the freeListPointer register, which points to the first unused entry in the pointer/link store. This variable is critical since most remote read requests need to enqueue a new sharer using the
pointer/link store entry pointed to by the freeListPointer. Replacement hints also update
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the freeListPointer when returning an entry to the pointer/link store. The complete list of
global registers in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol is shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Dynamic Pointer Allocation Global Registers
Register
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Name
procNum
header
addr
headLinkStart
freeListPointer
swQCount
memoryGlobals

Description
The node number
The FLASH header of the current message
The FLASH address of the current message
Points to the base of the entire directory structure
Pointer to first unused entry in the pointer/link store
The number of taken slots on the software queue
Pointer to a structure with more global values

23
24

h
accessTableStart

Holds the current directory entry
HW firewall support for some OS functions

4.3.2 Message Types
The FLASH implementations of the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol and dynamic
pointer allocation protocol are almost identical in terms of their message types and transaction sequences. The only difference between the two protocols lies in the data structures
they use to maintain the directory, which in turn can effect the number and timing of messages in the memory system. Because the message types are so similar, Table 4.6 shows
only the additional message types used in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol that are
not already shown in Table 4.3. The first message is an artifact of pointer reclamation and
is identical to the MSG_NAK_CLEAR message except for an additional decrement of the
software queue count at the home. MSG_REPLACE is the message type for sending a
replacement hint to a remote node. This message does not exist in the bit-vector/coarsevector protocol because it does not use replacement hints.

Table 4.6. Additional Dynamic Pointer Allocation Message Types
Message Type

Encoding

Lane

MSG_NAK_CLEAR_GET

0x02

Reply

MSG_REPLACE

0x12

Request
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4.3.3 Jumptable Programming
Including support for both cached and uncached operations from the processor, and
both DMA and programmed I/O support for the I/O system, the dynamic pointer allocation protocol has 77 protocol handlers. The 5 additional handlers over the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol include replacement hint handlers and more software queue
handlers stemming from the more complicated invalidation code. The jumptable initiates
speculative memory operations for exactly the same 13 handlers shown in Table 4.4.
4.3.4 Additional Considerations
Section 2.4 discusses the process of pointer reclamation in some detail. Pointer reclamation is necessary only when all the elements in the pointer/link store are being used in
sharing lists. At that point, an element is picked at random from the pointer/link store and
its list is followed back to its initial directory header. Then the entire list is invalidated,
reclaiming all its pointers by placing them back on the free list.
The reclamation implementation on FLASH is done within the context of normal protocol transactions. The only additional feature necessary is the Reclaim bit in the directory
header. The protocol processor sets the Reclaim bit, then sends out normal invalidation
messages to every sharer on the sharing list. Invalidation acknowledgments are collected
as normal. When the last invalidation acknowledgment arrives, normally the protocol
takes some final action like responding with data in DELAYED consistency mode, or decrementing a fence count in EAGER consistency mode. In this case, however, either of
these actions would be improper since the invalidation sequence was not initiated by a
processor, but by the memory system. The NIInvalAck handler is simply modified to
check the Reclaim bit, and if set, silently clear the Pending bit without taking any other
action.
In practice, pointer reclamation is not something to worry about as long as the system
employs replacement hints. By sizing the pointer/link store appropriately, reclamation can
be made an extremely rare event. In the results presented in Chapter 6, pointer reclamation
never occurred.
Aside from pointer reclamation, the other major difference between the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol and the dynamic pointer allocation protocol is the use of
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replacement hints. Replacement hints are necessary to keep the steady bidirectional flow
of list elements to and from the pointer/link store. They are the means by which the
dynamic pointer allocation can retain precise sharing information at large machine sizes.
However, replacement hints present special problems with long sharing lists. For example,
in a 128 processor machine, a particular cache line may be shared by all processors. A
replacement hint arriving at the home node must linearly search through the sharing list
until it finds the requester. This search can consume precious protocol processor cycles for
something which does not have a direct benefit to the running application. A new performance problem has arisen out of the need to avoid pointer reclamation by using replacement hints, and the fact that those replacement hints can result in occupancy-induced
contention and hot-spotting in the memory system at large machine sizes.
The FLASH solution to this problem is to employ a limited search heuristic. Instead of
searching the entire sharing list on every replacement hint, the FLASH implementation
searches only a small, fixed number of sharers. For the protocol results presented in Chapter 6, the maximum number of sharers searched is eight. If the requester is found, the
replacement hint behaves just as it does in a full list search. If, however, the requester is
not found within the first eight sharers, the protocol increments the StalePtrs field in the
directory header. To keep the algorithm stable, when StalePtrs reaches a threshold value
(currently 256) it is reset to 0 and the entire list is invalidated exactly as in pointer reclamation mode above. The performance improvement from using limited pointers is so substantial that it has become the default mode of operation for the dynamic pointer allocation
protocol. For example, at 128 processors FFT runs 70% faster with limited search.
When dynamic pointer allocation can avoid using the pointer/link store, the direct overhead of the protocol is approximately the same as the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.
Pointer/link store operations such as enqueueing a new sharer, searching the list on
replacement hints, and invalidating a long sharing list are much more costly than their bitvector equivalents. In the bit-vector protocol to “enqueue” a sharer just means setting a
single bit. There are no replacement hints to worry about, and an invalidation is sent out
every 8 cycles in the bit-vector protocol versus every 15 cycles in dynamic pointer allocation. Nonetheless, it is the pointer/link store that makes dynamic pointer allocation scalable, and a potentially superior protocol at larger machine sizes.
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4.4 FLASH SCI Implementation
The FLASH SCI implementation is based on the IEEE standard cache coherence protocol. It differs from the standard in a number of ways, most of which enhance protocol performance. Section 2.5 explains why the SCI cache states are maintained in a duplicate set
of cache tags in the memory system, rather than directly in the processor’s secondary
cache. In the FLASH SCI implementation, the duplicate set of tags is one of three main
protocol data structures along with the directory entries and the replacement buffer. This
section discusses those data structures in detail, and the following section provides an indepth analysis of the differences between FLASH SCI and the IEEE standard specification.
Figure 4.6 shows the C data structure for the SCI directory entry. SCI directory entries
are only 16 bits wide—1/4 the width of the directory entries in the previous protocols.
This is a huge savings in terms of memory overhead, and the primary reason that SCI has
the lowest memory overhead of any of the protocols even when including its other distributed data structures. An SCI directory entry maintains only a 2-bit memory state, and a 10bit pointer to the first node in the sharing list.
typedef struct Entry_s {
short unused:4;
short forwardPtr:10;
short mstate:2;
} Entry;
Figure 4.6. C data structure for the directory entry in the FLASH SCI protocol.

In the SCI protocol, the home maintains the directory entries and the requester maintains its own duplicate set of tags. From the simplicity of the directory entry structure it is
clear that the remote nodes shoulder the bulk of the work in the SCI protocol. This distribution of work throughout the machine is the key advantage of the SCI protocol in situations where there is hot-spotting in the memory system. Unfortunately, maintaining the
duplicate set of tags has a much higher overhead than maintaining the simpler directory
entry structure, and this distribution of protocol state is also the key disadvantage of SCI
for small machine sizes. The C data structure for the duplicate set of tags (CacheTag) is
shown in Figure 4.7.
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typedef union CacheTag_s {
LL ll;
struct {
LL replTag:5;
LL nextBuffer:6;
LL end:1;
LL tag:25;
LL backPtr:10;
LL forwardPtr:10;
LL cstate:7;
} ct;
} CacheTag;
Figure 4.7. C data structure for an entry in the duplicate set of tags in the SCI protocol.

This data structure is actually used for both the duplicate set of tags and the replacement
buffer. The replacement buffer holds the CacheTag structures for lines which have been
replaced by the processor cache but have not yet removed themselves from the distributed
sharing list. In the SCI standard, on every cache miss the existing line must remove itself
from the list (an action called roll out) before the newly referenced line is allowed to enter
the sharing list. This is clearly a performance problem. The FLASH implementation uses a
64-entry replacement buffer instead. On cache misses, the CacheTag structure of the
evicted line is copied into the replacement buffer. Then the data for the new line can be
returned to the cache as soon as possible. After the protocol handles the miss, it works on
removing the evicted line from the sharing list. The 64-entry replacement buffer is a
linked list of CacheTag structures that use the nextBuffer field to point to the next entry in
the list. To improve performance, all accesses to the replacement buffer are done through a
128-entry hash table. The hash table may have multiple replacement buffers hanging off
of each bin, again using the nextBuffer field to point to the next entry. The last entry in the
bin has its end bit set. The hash table itself needs more tag bits than the processor cache
does, so those tag bits are kept in the replTag field.
The replacement buffer uses all of the fields in Figure 4.7, while the duplicate set of
tags structure uses only the cstate, forwardPtr, backPtr, and tag fields. However, the duplicate set of tags structure sometimes uses the remaining free bits to store other temporary
state. The meaning of each of the CacheTag fields is as follows:
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• replTag is the extra tag needed for the replacement buffer hash table. The duplicate
tag structure also uses this field to indicate upgrade requests that have not yet
returned from the home.
• nextBuffer points to the next replacement buffer entry in either the free list, or the
hash table bin, depending on where the entry is linked.
• end is set if this replacement buffer entry is the last in the list.
• tag is the duplicate tag from the processor cache for this address.
• backPtr points to the previous node in the sharing list, or to the home node if this is
the first entry in the list.
• forwardPtr points to the next node in the sharing list, or a special null value if it is
the last entry in the list.
• cstate is the cache state of the current line. There are many more than the three
simple invalid, shared, and dirty states. The cstate field corresponds to the SCI
state of the cache line, and there are many different stable and transient states. See
below.
4.4.1 FLASH SCI Cache States
The SCI protocol specification defines 128 cache states. Many of these states are
unused in the specification, and marked as reserved for future use. The FLASH SCI
implementation uses many of the same states defined in the implementation. In addition,
the FLASH implementation adds some new states in the reserved types, and does not use
the remainder of the defined states (similar to most SCI implementations). Table 4.7 lists
the FLASH SCI cache states using the IEEE standard nomenclature, and indicates whether
this is an IEEE standard cache state, or a FLASH-specific one.
Many of the new cache states arise from implementation constraints when writing an
SCI protocol for FLASH. Certain protocol operations must be changed, or cannot be supported altogether on FLASH, so alternate solutions had to invented. The next section
details the differences between the FLASH SCI implementation and the IEEE standard. In
the course of this discussion, many of the unique characteristics of the FLASH SCI implementation manifest themselves.
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Table 4.7. FLASH SCI Cache Statesa
Cache State
CS_INVALID
CS_PENDING_UPGRADE
CS_OD_RETN_IN
CS_PENDING_NOTIFIED
CS_ONLY_DIRTY
CS_QUEUED_DIRTY
CS_PENDING_INVALIDATED
CS_QJ_TO_MV
CS_QJ_TO_QD
CS_HX_notify_IN
CS_OF_NAK_HEAD
CS_PENDING
CS_QUEUED_JUNK
CS_MV_forw_MV
CS_MV_back_IN
CS_MID_VALID
CS_TAIL_VALID
CS_OF_PASS_HEAD
CS_HX_PASS_HEAD
CS_OF_retn_IN
CS_HX_FORW_HX
CS_ONLY_FRESH
CS_TV_back_IN
CS_HX_retn_IN
CS_HEAD_VALID

Encoding
0x00
0x01
0x02
0x04
0x06
0x07
0x08
0x09
0x0a
0x0b
0x0e
0x10
0x11
0x12
0x13
0x14
0x1c
0x1e
0x1f
0x20
0x22
0x24
0x31
0x3a
0x3c

IEEE/FLASH
IEEE
FLASH
IEEE
FLASH
IEEE
IEEE
FLASH
FLASH
FLASH
FLASH
FLASH
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
FLASH
FLASH
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE

a. States not shown are defined or reserved in the IEEE standard, but are unused in
the FLASH SCI implementation.

4.4.2 Differences Between FLASH SCI and IEEE Specification
The following is a list of differences between the FLASH SCI implementation and the
protocol described in IEEE Standard 1596-1992, and the remainder of this section
describes the differences in detail:
• Cache states implemented in duplicate set of tags
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• Removed serialized invalidations
• Implemented a 64-entry replacement buffer and hash table
• Upgrades do not have to first roll out of the sharing list
• Cannot “hold-off” writebacks
• No support for updates
• Cannot retrieve shared data from the processor cache
• Optimize “dirty at the home” cases
• Fewer bits in node IDs, but similar cache states
First, like all commercial implementations, the FLASH SCI implementation does not
implement that SCI cache states directly in the processor cache as described in the standard. In modern microprocessors the secondary cache is under tight control of the processor for timing reasons, and needs to be kept as small as possible for optimal performance.
Furthermore, the secondary cache is typically a backside cache that is accessible only via
the processor, making it impossible for the node controller to directly manipulate the
cache state. From both a cost and implementation complexity standpoint, it is better to
implement the SCI cache states in the memory system. The implication of this for the
FLASH implementation is that the MAGIC chip has to know which cache line is being
replaced on every cache miss. The FLASH system knows this information, even without
replacement hints, because the processor interface indicates which set of the processor
cache is being replaced on every cache read or write miss as part of the header of the message. Because the protocol maintains a duplicate set of cache tags, the replaced set information is all that is necessary to determine the address of the line that is being replaced.
Second, the SCI specification describes a highly serialized process for sending invalidations to a list of sharers. In the SCI specification, when the home node receives a write
request and the line is currently shared, it responds to the writer with permission to write
the line, as well as the pointer to the first node in the sharing list. The write then sends an
invalidation to the first sharer. When the sharer receives the invalidation, it invalidates its
cache and sends an invalidation acknowledgment back to the writer, encoded with the
identity of the next sharer in the list. The writer then continues invalidating the list, with a
round-trip message transaction between itself and every sharer on the list! Clearly, this is
sub-optimal. The FLASH implementation allows each sharer to send the invalidation on to
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the next sharer in the list, with the last sharer sending back a single invalidation acknowledgment. This optimization decreases application write stall times.
Third, the 64-entry replacement buffer minimizes the request latency of cache misses,
allowing cache misses to complete while the line being replaced is rolled out of the list in
the background. The only latency cost of the replacement buffer is a quick check in the
cache miss handlers to see if the replacement buffer is full, or if the address being missed
on is currently in the replacement buffer. If the replacement buffer is full, the request must
be NACKed for deadlock avoidance reasons. If the requested address is already in the
replacement buffer then the request must also be NACKed. This can happen if the line
being requested was recently kicked out of the cache, but has not completely finished rolling out of the sharing list. Allowing the current request to continue would require allowing
a node to appear on the sharing list twice. While this can be done (see the description of
upgrades), it complicates the protocol substantially. The FLASH implementation performs
a quick check of the hash table before allowing cache misses to proceed. In practice, this
check is overlapped with other essential handler operations like loading the directory
entry, particularly in the local handlers. The remote handlers pay a larger latency penalty,
with respect to the previous protocols, for checking these local data structures before issuing the request into the network. Section 6.3 discusses these issues further when comparing the direct protocol overhead of all four protocols across several different protocol
operations.
Fourth, the SCI specification requires all writers to roll out of the list and become the
new head before allowing the write to complete. There are two possible scenarios on a
write request—one where the writer is on the sharing list, and one where it is not. If the
writer is not on the sharing list, then the FLASH implementation follows the SCI standard.
The writer becomes the head of the list and begins the invalidation process. If, however,
the writer is already on the sharing list (the write request is an upgrade), the FLASH
implementation does not require the writer to first roll out of the list. Rolling out of the list
can be a time-consuming operation, requiring two serialized round-trip communications.
Requiring roll out on upgrades adversely affects write performance. The FLASH SCI
implementation removes the roll out requirement and allows the writer to begin sending
invalidations immediately. When an invalidation reaches the writer, it ignores it and
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passes it on to the next sharer in the list. The “trick” needed to allow the same node on the
list twice is a way to encode the first sharer on the list in the duplicate tag structure of the
writer, which is now the new head. Normally the next sharer in the list is encoded in the
forwardPtr field, but that field is already being used because the writer is already in the
sharing list. The FLASH SCI implementation uses the top 10 bits in the duplicate tag
structure (bits normally used only by the replacement buffer) to hold this new forwardPtr
field. This field is valid whenever the cache state is CS_PENDING_UPGRADE. Based on
the type of incoming transaction, the protocol knows which forwardPtr to use to complete
that particular request. Implementing upgrades in this fashion adds complexity to the protocol, but it has the large advantage of removing the roll out requirement and therefore
removing a large performance penalty on upgrades.
Fifth, because the SCI standard implements the cache states directly in the processor
cache, it implicitly assumes that the protocol is also integrated with the cache controller. In
particular, there are some protocol conditions for which the standard requires the cache
controller to “hold off” a writeback of a dirty line until a particular message arrives. In the
FLASH implementation there is no way to hold off writebacks. The R10000 issues a
writeback whenever it needs to, like it or not. So the FLASH SCI implementation lets
writebacks happen and makes some adjustments to the protocol to ensure that it is still
correct in all cases. The end result is that the FLASH protocol exposes itself to a few more
transient cases than can occur in the SCI standard.
Sixth, there are some optimizations in the SCI standard which call for updates. Updates
are used in some systems on write requests rather than sending invalidation messages.
This poses a problem for the FLASH SCI implementation since the MIPS R10000, like
most modern microprocessors, does not allow updates to its caches. Cache lines can only
be “pulled” in by the processor via normal cache miss requests, they may not be “pushed”
in by the memory system. Most modern processors do not support update into the cache
because of the extra complexity involved in the cache control, the desire to keep things
simple for improved cache timing, and because of the non-trivial deadlock avoidance
implications of allowing unsolicited updates from the memory system.
Seventh, FLASH does not support retrieving data from a processor cache if the processor has only a shared copy of the cache line. This limitation is actually a MIPS R10000
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limitation that is also present in other modern microprocessors. Most cache coherence protocols request interventions for a cache line from the processor only if the processor has a
dirty copy of the line. There are some cases in the SCI standard, however, where an
incoming request at a remote node needs to be satisfied with the data from the processor
cache, but that data is in the shared state. Since it is a remote node, the only place the protocol can acquire the data at that node is by retrieving it from the processor cache, but the
protocol cannot do that if the data is only shared. Properly implementing these cases was
challenging in the FLASH SCI implementation. The FLASH implementation needed to
change the state at the processor with the cached data to hold off the requester, and then
send a message to the home node requesting that a data reply be sent to the requester
(which could be the home node itself!). This method works because the home is always
guaranteed to have the latest copy of the cache line when the line is in the shared state.
This solution is clearly not as optimal as being able to fetch the data from the processor
cache, but with the optimal solution not a possibility, this approach works well and does
not greatly alter the underlying protocol.
Eighth, the SCI standard does not include 3-hop cases for dirty remote reads, instead
defining a 4-hop sequence of requester to home, home to requester, request to dirty node,
and dirty node to requester. The FLASH SCI implementation does not deviate from the
specification in most cases, but it does optimize the transactions if the dirty node is the
home node itself. In that case, the protocol retrieves the dirty data from the home node’s
processor cache and replies to the requester with the data. This converts what would have
been a 4-hop case into a 2-hop case. This optimization is important because it is quite
common in many parallel applications to have the home node also be the node that writes
application data structures. FFT and Ocean from the SPLASH-2 suite (discussed in Section 5.1) are two such applications.
Finally, the FLASH directory entry only uses 10 bits to encode the identity of the first
sharer on the list, and the forward and backward pointers in the duplicate tag structure.
The SCI standard calls for 16 bits. This really has no effect other than limiting the machine
size to a smaller number of nodes (1024). As shown in Table 4.7, the cache states used are
similar to the SCI standard states, with a few additions that use reserved encodings in the
standard. FLASH does not use all of the SCI states because some are defined only for
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obscure optimizations, and it must use new states both to circumvent some of the limitations described in this section and also to implement the optimizations described above.
The design goal of the FLASH SCI implementation was to adhere to the IEEE standard
specification as much as possible, while still being able to implement a working protocol
in the context of the FLASH machine environment. Most deviations from the SCI specification are actually optimizations over the standard.
4.4.3 Global Registers
The FLASH SCI protocol adds two global registers to the list used by the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol, using 10 global registers in all. The two new registers are
cacheTagStart and replBufferFreeList. cacheTagStart points to the beginning of the
heavily accessed duplicate tags data structure. replBufferFreeList acts in much the same
fashion as freeListPointer in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol, pointing to the first
unused replacement buffer entry. The entire set of SCI global registers is shown in
Table 4.8.
Table 4.8. SCI Global Registers
Register
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Name
procNum
header
addr
headLinkStart
accessTableStart
swQCount
memoryGlobals
h
cacheTagStart
replBufferFreeList

Description
The node number
The FLASH header of the current message
The FLASH address of the current message
Points to the base of the entire directory structure
HW firewall support for some OS functions
The number of taken slots on the software queue
Pointer to a structure with more global values
Holds the current directory entry
Points to the base of the duplicate tags structure
Points to the first unused replacement buffer entry

4.4.4 Message Types
Like all the FLASH protocol implementations, the SCI protocol uses the same encoding
tricks with its network message types so that GET, GETX, UPGRADE, PUT, PUTX,
UPGRADE_ACK, INVAL, and uncached operations all have the same lower four bits as
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Table 4.9. SCI Message Types and Lane Assignment for Cacheable Operations
Message Type

Encoding

Lane

MSG_WB

0x00

Request

MSG_PASS_HEAD

0x01

Request

MSG_UPGRADE_DELAYED

0x03

Request

PI_DP_INVAL_REQ (0x04)

Request

0x84

Request

PI_DP_GET_REQ (0x06)

Request

MSG_GETX_DELAYED

PI_DP_GETX_REQ (0x07)

Request

MSG_UPGRADE_ACK_DELAYED

PI_DP_ACK_RPLY (0x08)

Reply

MSG_NAK

PI_DP_NAK_RPLY (0x0a)

Reply

MSG_PUT

0x0c

Reply

PI_DP_PUT_RPLY (0x0d)

Reply

MSG_INVAL_ACK_DELAYED

0x0e

Reply

MSG_INVAL_ACK_DELAYED_UPGRADE

0x8e

Reply

PI_DP_PUTX_RPLY (0x0f)

Reply

MSG_PUTX

0x2f

Reply

MSG_FORW_GET

0x11

Request

MSG_FORW_GET_IO

0x39

Request

MSG_MEMORY_GET

0x14

Request

MSG_MEMORY_GETX

0x15

Request

MSG_BACK_PUT

0x16

Reply

MSG_FORW_GETX

0x17

Request

MSG_FORW_GETX_IO

0x87

Request

MSG_PASS_HEAD_ACK

0x18

Reply

MSG_NAK_GETX

0x1a

Reply

MSG_NAK_GETX_IO

0x8a

Reply

MSG_SWB

0x1b

Request

MSG_BACK_PUT_SWB

0x1c

Reply

MSG_BACK_PUTX

0x1f

Reply

MSG_NAK_GET

0x23

Reply

MSG_NAK_GET_IO

0x83

Reply

MSG_NAK_UPGRADE_GETX

0x25

Reply

MSG_NAK_UPGRADE

0x26

Reply

MSG_FORW_UPGRADE

0x28

Request

MSG_NOTIFY

0x29

Request

MSG_REPLACE_NOTIFY

0x33

Request

MSG_NAK_REPLACE_NOTIFY

0x35

Reply

MSG_DEC_SWQ_COUNT

0x37

Reply

MSG_INVAL_DELAYED
MSG_INVAL_DELAYED_UPGRADE
MSG_GET

MSG_PUT_ONLY_FRESH

MSG_PUTX_ONLY_DIRTY
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generated or expected by the MAGIC processor interface. In addition, for cacheable operations, the SCI protocol needs additional message types that implement the 4-hop versus
3-hop cases, and that handle the roll out process. Because the SCI message types differ
enough from the bit-vector message types, the FLASH SCI message types for all cacheable operations are listed in Table 4.9. The table lists only DELAYED mode message
types to conserve space, since the EAGER mode variants have the same encodings as in
the other protocols. Table 4.11 lists the additional SCI message types that can be involved
in rolling out an entry from the distributed sharing list. In all, SCI has 57 defined message
types, excluding support for uncached operations.
4.4.5 Jumptable Programming
Including support for both cached and uncached operations from the processor, and
both DMA and programmed I/O support for the I/O system, the FLASH SCI protocol has
101 handlers. The jumptable initiates speculative memory operations for 14 of these handlers, as shown in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10. SCI Speculative Memory Operations
Handler
PILocalGet
PILocalGetXEager
PILocalGetXDelayed
PILocalPutX
IOLocalGetXDelayed
IOLocalPutX
NILocalGet
NILocalGetXEager
NILocalGetXDelayed
NIMemoryGet
NIMemoryGetX
NIWriteback
NISharingWriteback
NILocalBackPutSWB

Op
Read
Read
Read
Write
Read
Write
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Write
Write
Write

Reason
Data for a local cache read miss
Data for a local cache write miss
Same as above, but DELAYED consistency
A local writeback
Data for a local DMA request
A local writeback from the I/O system
A remote cache read miss, now at the home
A remote cache write miss, now at the home
Same as above, but DELAYED consistency
Cache state at dirty node was shared, get from home
Cache state at dirty node was shared, get from home
A remote writeback, now at the home
Writeback from a read intervention, dirty remote
Same as above, but requester is also the home
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Table 4.11. SCI Message Types and Lane Assignment for Roll Out Operations
Message Type

Encoding

Lane

MSG_REPLACE_ACK

0x02

Reply

MSG_FORW_DEL

0x05

Request

MSG_BACK_DEL

0x09

Request

MSG_PASS_TAIL

0x0b

Request

MSG_BACK_DEL_ACK

0x12

Reply

MSG_REPLACE

0x13

Request

MSG_PASS_TAIL_ACK

0x19

Reply

MSG_FORW_DEL_ACK

0x1d

Reply

MSG_BACK_DEL_HEAD

0x1e

Request

MSG_NAK_BACK_DEL

0x30

Reply

MSG_NAK_PASS_TAIL

0x31

Reply

MSG_NAK_REPLACE

0x32

Reply

MSG_NAK_BACK_DEL_HEAD

0x36

Reply

4.4.6 Additional Considerations
The SCI protocol specification for the most part considers the deadlock avoidance strategy of the protocol an implementation detail. Unfortunately it is one of the most critical
design points of any cache coherence protocol. Even in an environment with separate
request and reply networks, the SCI protocol presents tough deadlock avoidance challenges. As discussed in Chapter 3, there are a few simple rules to deadlock avoidance in a
machine with separate request and reply networks. One of the critical rules, and arguably
the most important, is that reply messages should be sunk—that is, replies should not generate any additional messages. The SCI protocol specification completely ignores that
requirement, even in the most common protocol operations! While it is not impossible to
implement deadlock avoidance while violating this rule, that task certainly becomes more
challenging.
Consider the SCI protocol transactions for the remote read miss to a shared line shown
in Figure 2.14. The requester issues a MSG_GET request to the home, and the home
responds with a MSG_PUT reply. Because the MSG_PUT is a reply, the normal deadlock
avoidance scheme requires that the requester must not send any additional messages. But
the SCI specification requires that the requester issue a MSG_PASS_HEAD request to the
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old head of the sharing list, which then replies with an acknowledgment. From the discussion of the inbox in Chapter 3, it is not guaranteed that incoming replies will find outgoing
request queue space available. This, in turn, requires that the protocol processor must have
some pre-reserved space to set this transaction aside, since simply waiting for outgoing
request queue space to become available can deadlock the machine. The FLASH solution
to this problem is to use the software queue. The problem then becomes one of ensuring
that space is available on the software queue. Checking for existing software queue space
would need to be done at the beginning of every transaction when the cache miss is first
issued at the requester, and adding such checks would impose an unnecessary latency penalty on common protocol transactions. Instead, the FLASH implementation pre-reserves
software queue space specifically for these transactions at boot time. The software queue
count register is not initialized to 0, but to 4, the number of outstanding references allowable from each processor. Even though those slots may never be used, they are marked as
such so that they are always available to handle the deadlock avoidance strategy problems
caused by the SCI protocol specification.
Another deadlock avoidance requirement is that incoming requests can send additional
outgoing requests only after first checking for outgoing request network queue space. If no
space is available, the protocol must convert the incoming request into a reply, usually in
the form of a NAK. The astute reader may have noted that the FLASH SCI invalidation
optimization can potentially violate this deadlock avoidance requirement since the invalidation request in turn sends another invalidation request to the next node in the distributed
sharing list. The FLASH solution is to have each node check for outgoing queue space,
and if none exists, to send an invalidation acknowledgment reply back to the writer,
encoded with the identity of the next sharer in the list yet to be invalidated. At that point it
is up to the writer to continue invalidating the list. The writer is confronted with the problem above of having to convert a reply (the invalidation acknowledgment) into a request
(the next invalidation). If no outgoing request queue space is available the writer takes
advantage of the same pre-allocated software queue space guarantee described above to
set aside the transaction for future processing, completing the deadlock avoidance strategy
for this scenario.
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Finally, the issue of increased protocol processor occupancy stemming from the management of the duplicate tags structure is at the core of the SCI results presented in Chapter 6. Interestingly, the occupancy news for SCI is not all bad. Specifically, SCI only
occurs large occupancies at the requester (for the PI handlers). These are the handlers that
manipulate the duplicate tags data structure. The protocol processor occupancy at the
home node in SCI is actually comparable to the previous protocols and often less than the
COMA protocol, described next. The handlers executed at the home have both low
latency and low occupancy. This, combined with the fact that on retries the SCI protocol
does not ask the home node but instead asks the node in front of it in the distributed linked
list, helps distribute the message traffic more evenly throughout the machine and can
improve overall performance when there is significant hot-spotting in the memory system
of large machines.

4.5 FLASH COMA Implementation
The FLASH COMA protocol is a full-featured COMA-F protocol that provides both
hardware migration and replication of cache lines without requiring programmer intervention. The FLASH COMA protocol uses the same directory organization as the dynamic
pointer allocation protocol—a linked list of sharers maintained at the home for each cache
line. The COMA protocol allocates an additional tag field in the directory header so that
the local main memory may be used as the COMA attraction memory (AM). To make
room for the tag field, some of the entries in the directory header are changed or shortened
from those in the dynamic pointer allocation directory header. The directory header for the
FLASH COMA protocol is shown in Figure 4.8 and each field is described below:
• HeadLink is the pointer to the next element in the linked list of sharers. It points to
an element from the pointer/link store.
• Invalidate is set if the line to be invalidated does not yet reside in the attraction
memory. If the line arrives from a non-master node and Invalidate is set, the line is
not placed in the attraction memory.
• Reclaim is set if the cache line is currently undergoing pointer reclamation. Pointer
reclamation was discussed in Section 4.3.4.
• Amstat is the state of the line currently in the attraction memory at this location.
The possible attraction memory states are described below.
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• AmPending is set to ensure that only one transaction can occur at a time for this
particular attraction memory line, simplifying protocol corner cases.
• Pending is set if the line is in the midst of a protocol operation that could not be
completed atomically by the original request for the line. Common examples
include the collection of invalidation acknowledgments, or retrieving the cache
line from a dirty third node. If the Pending bit is set, all requests for the line are
NACKed.
• T is set if the protocol is in the process of transitioning the master copy.
• WriteLastReq is set if the last request to this cache line was a write.
• IO is set if the only valid copy of the cache line is in the I/O system of one of the
processors.
• Device contains the device number of the I/O device currently requesting this
cache line (if any).
• HomeOnList is set if the home node is sharing the cache line. It acts like the Local
bit in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol.
• List is set if there is any sharing list for this cache line. It serves as a valid bit for
the HeadLink field.
• StalePtrs contains a count of the number of times the sharing list has been
searched on a replacement hint without finding the requester. The StalePtrs field is
only used when COMA is used in conjunction with the limited search heuristic for
replacement hints.
typedef union HeadLink_s {
LL ll;
struct {
LL HeadLink:19;
LL Invalidate:1;
LL Reclaim:1;
LL Amstat:3;
LL Amtag:8;
LL AmPending:1;
LL Pending:1;
LL T:1;
LL WriteLastReq:1;
LL IO:1;
LL Device:2;
LL HomeOnList:1;
LL List:1;
LL StalePtrs:7;
LL RealPtrs:8;
LL Hptr:8;
} hl;
} Header;
Figure 4.8. C data structure for the directory header in the FLASH COMA protocol.
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• RealPtrs contains the count of the number of invalidation acknowledgments the
home expects to receive for this line. It is significant only during a write request
that sends invalidations.
• Hptr is the identity of the first sharer in the sharing list. The first sharer is kept in
the directory header as an optimization.
The most notable differences between the COMA directory header and the dynamic
pointer allocation directory header are the additional fields for manipulating the attraction
memory (Amstat, Amtag, and AmPending) and the reduction in the width of the fields
used to identify processors on the sharing list or maintain counts (Hptr, RealPtrs, StalePtrs). To fit the new attraction memory fields in the directory header, the FLASH COMA
protocol sacrifices some bits from the cache identity and invalidation count fields, limiting
this implementation of COMA to a 256 processor machine.
The Amstat field holds the current state of the attraction memory line that maps to that
location. Table 4.12 lists the 8 possible attraction memory states, and describes the meaning of each state.
Table 4.12. COMA AM State Encodings
State
INVL
EXCLX
SHARMS
SHARM
SHARS
SHAR
EXCLS
EXCL

Encoding
0x0
0x1
0x2
0x3
0x4
0x5
0x6
0x7

Meaning
Invalid, nothing in the AM entry
Data exclusive in cache, with placeholder in AM
Data shared in cache and AM, AM has Master copy
Data not in cache, shared in AM, AM has Master copy
Data shared in cache and AM
Data not in cache, shared in AM
Data is exclusive in AM, cache has same data as AM
Data not in cache, exclusive in AM

The FLASH COMA implementation uses the same pointer/link store employed by
dynamic pointer allocation to manage the sharing list. The data structure used is identical
and is not repeated here. Because COMA uses the same linked list directory organization
as dynamic pointer allocation, it too requires replacement hints to avoid running out of
entries in the pointer/link store. COMA also employs the same limited search heuristic
used by dynamic pointer allocation to bound the list searching time in replacement hint
handlers.
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4.5.1 Global Registers
The global registers used by the COMA protocol are exactly the same as those used by
the dynamic pointer allocation protocol, shown in Table 4.5, and are not repeated here.
4.5.2 Message Types
The FLASH COMA implementation uses message encodings similar to the dynamic
pointer allocation protocol for both uncached and I/O operations. For cacheable operations
the message types for the most common operations are again encoded so that the network
message type has the same encoding as the PI encoding of the same operation. There are a
few additional message types in COMA that deal with moving master copies around the
system, and specifying whether or not data replies are coming from the node with the master copy. For completeness, the entire set of cacheable COMA message types is shown in
Table 4.13.
4.5.3 Jumptable Programming
Including support for both cached and uncached operations from the processor, and
both DMA and programmed I/O support for the I/O system, the COMA protocol has 111
protocol handlers. This is the most of any protocol—10 more than SCI, and 39 more than
bit-vector/coarse-vector. The additional handlers include replacement hint handlers, handlers for the various data reply flavors (from the master or not), handlers for attraction
memory displacements, and many more software queue handlers stemming from the more
complicated deadlock avoidance conditions that arise when maintaining the attraction
memory and master copies. The jumptable initiates speculative memory operations for the
14 handlers shown in Table 4.14.
The jumptable programming in COMA is different from the previous protocols in three
ways. First, speculative reads are initiated for remote cache misses entering the MAGIC
chip via the processor interface. The previous protocols simply forward these remote
request on to the home node. COMA, however, may have the data cached in its local
attraction memory. Therefore the COMA protocol optimistically starts a speculative read
for remote cache misses to minimize the latency of an AM hit. Second, COMA does not
initiate speculative writes on writeback operations from the processor or the I/O system.
Unlike the CC-NUMA protocols, COMA cannot be sure that the local line actually resides
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Table 4.13. COMA Message Types and Lane Assignment for Cacheable Operations
Message Type

Encoding

Lane

MSG_NOP

0x00

Request

MSG_UPGRADE_PUTX

0x01

Reply

MSG_UPGRADE_PUTX_ACKS_DONE

0x02

Reply

MSG_INVAL_ACK

0x03

Reply

PI_DP_INVAL_REQ (0x04)

Request

0x05

Request

PI_DP_GET_REQ (0x06)

Request

MSG_GETX

PI_DP_GETX_REQ (0x07)

Request

MSG_UPGRADE_ACK

PI_DP_ACK_RPLY (0x08)

Reply

MSG_PUTX

0x09

Reply

MSG_NACK

PI_DP_NAK_RPLY (0x0a)

Reply

MSG_UPGRADE_NACK

0x0b

Reply

MSG_ACKS_COMPLETE

0x0c

Reply

PI_DP_PUT_RPLY (0x0d)

Reply

0x0e

Request

PI_DP_PUTX_RPLY (0x0f)

Reply

MSG_RPLCX

0x11

Request

MSG_PUT_RPLC

0x12

Request

MSG_PUTX_RPLC

0x13

Request

MSG_REQ_ACK

0x14

Reply

MSG_REQX_ACK

0x15

Reply

MSG_REQ_NACK

0x16

Reply

MSG_REQX_NACK

0x17

Reply

MSG_OWN_CHANGE

0x18

Reply

MSG_NACKX

0x19

Reply

MSG_NACKX_DATA

0x1b

Reply

MSG_RPLC_ACK

0x1c

Reply

MSG_PUT_NOT_MASTER

0x1d

Reply

MSG_GET_EXCL

0x1f

Request

MSG_GETX_EXCL

0x20

Request

MSG_UPGRADE_EXCL

0x21

Request

MSG_RPLC_NOCACHE

0x22

Request

MSG_NACK_DATA_NOCACHE

0x23

Reply

MSG_INVAL
MSG_UPGRADE
MSG_GET

MSG_PUT
MSG_SHAR_RPLC
MSG_PUTX_ACKS_DONE

in that location in local main memory. COMA may have migrated that line to another
node, and any speculative write could possibly overwrite the contents of a different cache
line. Third, COMA initiates speculative reads on 3-hop cache misses that are dirty at a
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Table 4.14. COMA Speculative Memory Operations
Handler
PILocalGet

Op
Read

PILocalGetXEager
Read
PILocalGetXDelayed
Read
PIRemoteGet
Read
PIRemoteGetXEager
Read
PIRemoteGetXDelayed Read
IOLocalGetXDelayed
Read
NILocalGet
Read
NILocalGetXEager
Read
NILocalGetXDelayed
Read
NIRemoteGet
Read
NIRemoteGetExcl
Read
NIRemoteGetX
Read
NIRemoteGetXExcl
Read

Reason
Data for a local cache read miss
Data for a local cache write miss
Same as above, but DELAYED consistency
Data for a remote read miss, assume an AM hit!
Data for a remote write miss, assume an AM hit!
Same as above, but DELAYED consistency
Data for a local DMA request
A remote cache read miss, now at the home
A remote cache write miss, now at the home
Same as above, but DELAYED consistency
AM read at shared third node to satisfy a read miss
Same as above, but at dirty third node
AM read at shared third node to satisfy a write miss
Same as above, but at dirty third node

remote node. The previous protocols do not perform any memory operations in these cases
because the data is dirty in the processor’s cache. But in COMA the AM may have the
desired data, and in the FLASH machine it is faster to retrieve the data from main memory
than it is from the processor cache. Consequently dirty remote handlers initiate speculative
reads and then check the AM state to ensure that the line can be transferred directly from
the AM. In some cases the AM does not have the latest copy of the data, and COMA has
to issue the processor intervention just as in the previous protocols.
4.5.4 Additional Considerations
The FLASH COMA implementation uses a direct-mapped attraction memory, even
though the processor cache is two-way set associative. As described in Section 2.6, this
simplifies the protocol and decreases its direct overhead since every cache miss needs
only to check one set of AM tags, and there is no need to keep LRU bits to run an AM
replacement algorithm. The downside of a direct-mapped attraction memory is that the
attraction memory needs to be much larger than the two-way set-associative processor
cache to avoid excessive AM conflicts. The FLASH COMA implementation solves this
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problem by allowing the processor to cache data that is not in the local attraction memory.
This, in turn, introduces extra complexity into the protocol that could have been avoided
by using a two-way set-associative attraction memory. A two-way set-associative attraction memory version of the COMA protocol is being developed at the time of this writing.
Further research will examine the tradeoffs of these two attraction memory organizations
on FLASH.
The FLASH COMA implementation operates best with large amounts of reserved
memory. As noted in Section 2.6, large amounts of reserved memory decrease the number
of AM displacements and therefore decrease the message overhead of the COMA protocol. In most of the simulations in Chapter 6, the reserved memory size is half of the local
main memory.
Finally, COMA’s higher latency in the remote processor interface handlers (shown in
Appendix A), and its higher occupancies for network interface handlers, both at the home
and on data replies (also shown in Appendix A), result in much high direct protocol overhead than the previous protocols. Still, COMA may achieve better performance if the AM
hit rate is high enough. This trade-off is at the heart of the COMA results presented in
Chapter 6.

4.6 Protocol Summary
The previous sections have detailed each of the four FLASH protocol implementations
in this study. This section provides a table that summarizes some of the major characteristics of each of the protocol implementations. Table 4.15 shows the number of handlers, the
approximate code size in bytes, whether the protocol has any data structures at the
requester, where invalidation acknowledgments are collected, whether replacement hints
are used, and whether the protocol keeps precise sharing information or not. Table 4.15 is
a useful reference when examining the results presented in Chapter 6.
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Table 4.15. FLASH Protocol Comparison

Protocol
Bit-vector/
Coarse-vector
Dynamic Pointer
Allocation
SCI
COMA

Number
of
Handlers
72

Code
Size
(KB)
31.3

Remote
Data
Structures?
No

Inval
Acks
Home

Replacement
Hints?
No

77

41.6

No

Home

Yes

Precise
Sharing
Info?
No for
> 48P
Yes

101
111

63.8a
90.9a

Yes
Yes

Writer
Home

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

a. This number does not include uncached support, although that is a relatively small amount of code.
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Chapter 5
Simulation Methodology
This chapter describes the simulation methodology used for the protocol comparisons
in this study. Since this research examines the scalability of cache coherence protocols to
128 processor machines, it must simulate applications that can scale to that number of processors. The applications used, the multiple variants of the same application that were
simulated, and the problem sizes of the applications are discussed in Section 5.1. Section
5.2 describes the FLASH simulator, including both the processor model, and FlashLite,
the detailed memory system simulator for the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor. The chapter concludes with a discussion of synchronization in Section 5.3.

5.1 Applications
To properly assess the scalability and robustness of cache coherence protocols it is necessary to choose applications that scale well to large machine sizes. This currently translates to the realm of scientific applications but does not limit the applicability of this study.
As will be shown in Chapter 6, this study finds that protocol performance is important
over a reasonable spectrum of parallel applications, and that the optimal cache coherence
protocol can change with the application or the architectural parameters of the machine.
The applications are selected from the SPLASH-2 application suite [62]. In particular,
this study examines FFT, Ocean, Radix-Sort, LU, Barnes-Hut, and Water. All applications
except Barnes-Hut and Water use hand-inserted prefetches to reduce read miss
penalty [35]. To further improve scalability, the applications use software tree barriers
rather than traditional spin-lock barriers. For some applications this improved performance by over 40% at large processor counts.
So that the applications achieve reasonable parallel performance, their problem sizes
are chosen to achieve a target minimum parallel efficiency at 128 processors. Parallel efficiency is simply defined as speedup divided by the number of processors, and always varies between 0 and 1. An application’s problem size is determined by choosing a target
minimum parallel efficiency of 60% for the best version of the application running the
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best protocol at 128 processors. Table 5.1 lists the problem sizes used for each of the
applications in this study.
Table 5.1. Applications and Problem Sizes
Application
Description
FFT
Radix n Fast Fourier Transform
Ocean
Multi-grid ocean simulation
Radix-Sort
Integer radix sort
LU
Blocked dense lu decomposition
Barnes-Hut N-body galaxy simulation
Water
Molecular dynamics simulation

Problem Size
1M Points
514x514 grid
2M keys
768x768 matrix
16384 bodies
2048 molecules

Of the six applications in Table 5.1, three (Ocean, Barnes-Hut, and Water) are complete
applications and three (FFT, Radix-Sort, and LU) are computational kernels. All of the
applications are highly-optimized so that they can scale to large machine configurations.
The applications are taken from the SPLASH-2 application suite, with a few modifications. The global error lock in the multi-grid phase of Ocean has been changed from a
lock, test, and set structure to a test, lock, test, and set structure. This improved performance by 34% at 64 processors. Radix-Sort uses a tree structure to communicate the ranks
and densities more efficiently than the linear structure in the SPLASH-2 code.
In addition, multiple versions of each application are examined, varying from highlyoptimized to less-tuned versions of each application. Most of the applications have two
main optimizations that are selectively turned off: data placement, and an optimized communication phase. All of the most optimized versions of the applications include data
placement to optimize communication. This study looks at the relative performance of
cache coherence protocols for versions of each of these applications both with and without
data placement. For FFT, Radix-Sort, LU, and Barnes-Hut, it is also possible to run a lesstuned communication phase by changing compile-time constants. Table 5.2 describes the
changes in these un-optimized versions with respect to the base optimized application.
As another architectural variation, the less-tuned versions of the applications are also
run with smaller 64 KB processor caches. Since this cache size is smaller than the working
sets of some of our applications [43], these configurations place different demands on the
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Table 5.2. Description of Less-Tuned Application Versions
Application
Description
FFT
Unstaggered versus staggered transpose phases
Radix-Sort
O(P) global histogram merge phase, versus O(log P)
LU
Explicit barriers between the three communication phases: diagonal
factor, perimeter update, and interior update
Barnes-Hut No re-partitioning between timesteps, each processor owns the same
particles throughout
cache coherence protocols than the large-cache configurations, and lead to some surprising results.
Chapter 6 presents results for the most optimized version of each application, and then
progressively “de-optimizes” the application in a manner similar to the way most applications are optimized. Typically the last thing done for shared memory programs is data
placement, so that is turned off first. After presenting the results without data placement,
results are presented for the application run without both data placement and the optimized communication phase (since it typically does not make sense to perform data placement in the versions with the less-tuned communication phase). Finally the cache size is
reduced to examine the impact that architectural parameter has on the choice of cache
coherence protocol.

5.2 The FLASH Simulator
At the time of this writing there is a 4-processor FLASH machine running in the lab.
The machine is stable and is running the dynamic pointer allocation protocol. When this
research began, however, a FLASH machine did not exist. Moreover, there is still no
FLASH machine larger than 4 processors, and there may never be a 128 processor
machine. Consequently, the results for the performance, scalability, and robustness of
cache coherence protocols presented in Chapter 6 are obtained from detailed simulation.
This section describes the FLASH simulation environment, including both the processor
model described in Section 5.2.1, and the memory system model described in Section
5.2.2.
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5.2.1 Processor Model
Execution-driven simulation is used to produce the results in this study. The processor
simulator is Mipsy, an emulation-based simulator that is part of the SimOS suite [41] and
interfaces directly to FlashLite, our system-level simulator. Mipsy models the processor
and its caches, while FlashLite models everything from the processor bus downward.
In this study Mipsy simulates a single-issue 400 MHz processor with blocking reads
and non-blocking writes. Although the MIPS R10000 is a superscalar 200MHz processor,
the FLASH simulator is run with a single-issue processor model running 4 times faster
than the memory system rather than 2 times faster. This faster speed effectively sets the
average instructions per clock (IPC) to 2.0, approximating the complex behavior of the
R10000 and yielding a more realistic interval between memory references.
Mipsy controls both the first and second-level caches, which are parameterized to
match the R10000. The processor model has split first-level instruction and data caches of
32 KB each and a combined 1 MB, 2-way set-associative secondary cache with 128 byte
cache lines. There is a four entry miss handling table that holds all outstanding operations
including read misses, write misses, and prefetch operations. Though Mipsy has blocking
reads, this study uses prefetched versions of the applications to simulate a more aggressive
processor and memory system. Moreover, all the protocols operate in the relaxed EAGER
consistency mode that allows write data to be returned to the processor before all invalidation acknowledgments have been collected [18]. To run in EAGER consistency mode, all
unlock operations use the R10000 sync instruction to ensure that all previous writes have
completed before the unlock operation. In addition, some flag writes in Barnes-Hut
needed to perform sync operations before the write to the flag.
5.2.2 FlashLite
FlashLite is the lightweight, threads-based, system-level simulator for the entire
FLASH machine. FlashLite uses Mipsy as its execution driven processor model [41] to
run real applications on a simulated FLASH machine. FlashLite sees every load and store
in the application and lets each memory reference travel through the FLASH node, giving
it the proper delay as it progresses. FlashLite allows easy modeling of functional units and
independent state machines that may interact in complex ways.
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Figure 5.1 shows pseudo-code for a simple producer-consumer program written with
the FlashLite threads package. The event-based threads package has three main routines:
advance, await, and pause. In this example the main routine creates the Producer
and Consumer threads, and then waits on the event FinishEvent. Each event is simply a
main() {
create_task(Consumer, ...);
create_task(Producer, ...);
await(&FinishEvent, 1);
printf(“Program finished successfully\n”); // here at time 15
}
void Producer(void) {
pause(10);
advance(&ProducerReady);
await(&ConsumerDone, 1);
advance(&FinishEvent);
}

//
//
//
//

wait 10 cycles
advance Consumer thread
wait for response
advance main()

void Consumer(void) {
await(&ProducerReady, 1); // wait for producer to produce
pause(5);
// wait 5 cycles
advance(&ConsumerDone);
// unblock producer
}
Figure 5.1. FlashLite threads package code example

counting semaphore with an initial eventcount of zero. When a thread wants to wait on an
event, it calls await and passes the count to wait for as the second argument. An await
call will block (de-schedule the active thread) if the eventcount of the specified event is
less than the count passed in as the second argument. When the main thread blocks, either
the Producer thread or the Consumer thread will be run since they are both ready. The
Consumer immediately waits on the ProducerReady event, making the Producer
thread the only ready thread. The Producer thread wants to do 10 cycles worth of work
before notifying the Consumer thread that it is done. The pause call de-schedules the
Producer thread for 10 cycles. There is a single global eventcount for time that is a
standard part of the threads package. Since there are no other active threads at this point,
time is increased by 10 cycles and the Producer thread is scheduled again. This time it
calls advance on ProducerReady which increments its eventcount to 1, and then blocks
on an await call on the ConsumerDone event. Since the Consumer thread was waiting
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for the ProducerReady eventcount to be 1, it is marked as a ready thread at the point of the
advance. However, the Producer thread does not yield control until it calls await.
This is an important and powerful feature of the threads package—all actions inside a
thread are atomic until the thread calls either await or pause. Only on an await or a
pause will a thread yield control to another available thread. This makes it easier to write
critical sections and manage potentially complex thread interactions without giving up any
of the power of parallel threads. To finish our example, the Consumer thread then does 5
cycles worth of work and informs the Producer that it has finished. The Producer
wakes up and informs main that it is finished as well. Finally, the main routine wakes up
and ends gracefully at time 15.
Though the example above is purposefully simple, it is possible to model very complex
interactions quite easily with the threads package. To make it easy to model points of arbitration (like scheduling a shared bus): the internal simulator clock runs at twice the clock
frequency of the system. It is easiest to think of this as running the simulation at half-cycle
granularity (or alternatively as being analogous to two-phase hardware design). All normal system threads call advance, await, or pause on integral cycle counts. If two
threads both want a shared bus on the same cycle, both may signify this with an advance
of some event. Normally an arbiter thread would wake up when this event is advanced and
that arbiter thread would run a scheduling policy to decide which of the two requesters
actually gets the bus. But the arbiter thread cannot run on integral cycle multiples, because
it needs to wait until all possible requests for the bus have been posted to make the proper
scheduling decision, and there is no implicit thread ordering within the same cycle. To
solve this problem, all arbitration threads run on half-cycle multiples. In this manner an
arbiter thread can now see everyone who made requests for the bus on the previous integral cycle, and make an informed decision as to who really gets the bus. After making the
decision, the arbiter thread waits a half-cycle to re-align itself to whole system clocks and
advances the eventcount of the winner.
Accuracy in the simulation environment is critical in assessing the performance differences of cache coherence protocols. This is especially true in the model of the communication controller, in this case the MAGIC chip and in particular, the protocol processor.
For example, rather than simulating the exact execution of the protocol code on the protoChapter 5: Simulation Methodology
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col processor, one could calculate an approximate average protocol processor occupancy
per handler, and then simulate using that fixed occupancy. The normal FlashLite simulation will yield the average protocol processor occupancy for that run. The same simulation
run with that average occupancy in the fixed occupancy version of the simulator produces
a much different result. The results indicate that the fixed occupancy runs can overestimate performance by up to 22%. This result shows that averages are misleading, and that
modeling occupancy properly can reveal hot-spots in the memory system, and result in
more accurate performance comparisons.
FlashLite models everything in the system from the processor bus downward, including
the MAGIC chip, the DRAM, the I/O system, and the network routers. The MAGIC chip
alone is comprised of 14 independent FlashLite threads, as shown in Figure 5.2, capturing
the parallelism within the MAGIC chip as well as the contention both within the chip and
at its interfaces. FlashLite’s parameters are taken directly from the Verilog RTL description of the FLASH machine [23], although the FlashLite thread models do not contain
enough information to be cycle accurate with the Verilog model. The MAGIC chip runs at
100 MHz. The memory system has a bandwidth of 800 MB/s and a 140 ns access time to
the first double word. The network also has a bandwidth of 800 MB/s and a per-hop
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Figure 5.2. FlashLite threads modeling the entire FLASH system. FlashLite’s protocol processor thread is
itself a low-level instruction set emulator (PPsim).
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Table 5.3. MAGIC Latencies (10ns system cycles)
Internal MAGIC Operation
Processor Interface:
Inbound processing
Outbound processing
Retrieve state reply from processor cache
Retrieve first double word of data from processor cache
Network Interface:
Inbound processing
Outbound processing
Inbox:
Queue selection and arbitration
Jump table lookup
Protocol Processor:
Handler execution
MAGIC data cache miss penalty
Outbox:
Outbound processing

Latency
1
4
15
20
8
4
1
2
Varies
29
1

External System Operations
Router:
Network transit, per-hop
Memory System:
Access, time to first 8 bytes

4
14

latency of 40 ns. FlashLite accurately models the network routers, using the hypercube
topology employed by the real machine. The delays through each external interface of the
MAGIC chip are shown in Table 5.3.
The protocol code itself is written in C and compiled and scheduled for the dual-issue
protocol processor. Protocol data is accessed via the 1 MB direct-mapped MAGIC data
cache. The protocol code used in the simulator is the exact code run on the real FLASH
machine, and is the output from the protocol development tool chain detailed in Section
4.1.1. FlashLite’s protocol processor thread is PPsim, the instruction set emulator for the
protocol processor. PPsim emulates the same protocol code, providing cycle-accurate proChapter 5: Simulation Methodology
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tocol processor timing information and precise MAGIC cache behavior. To factor out the
effect of protocol instruction cache misses, a perfect MAGIC instruction cache is simulated in this study, rather than the normal 16 KB MAGIC instruction cache. Due to hardware implementation constraints, the real MAGIC instruction cache is undersized. As the
protocol code sizes in Table 4.15 suggest, even a 32 KB instruction cache would capture
the important handlers sets in all four of the protocols. While SCI and COMA do have
larger code sizes than bit-vector and dynamic pointer allocation, the number of instruction
cache misses can be reduced with a more realistic instruction cache size and with more
aggressive instruction cache packing techniques [57][63].

5.3 Synchronization
The scientific applications in this study initially used LL/SC barriers when the application required a barrier, but the simulations reproduced the well-known result that LL/SC
barriers are not scalable. As an alternative, the applications were re-coded to employ software tree barriers. There is very little difference between LL/SC barriers and tree barriers
on 16 processor systems, but for larger machine sizes the tree barrier code is significantly
faster. For example, in Ocean the tree barrier code is 1.1 times faster on 32 processor systems, 1.3 times faster on 64 processor machines, and an eye-popping 2.9 times faster on
128 processor machines. The results presented in Chapter 6 use software tree barriers to
help the applications naturally scale to 128 processors. This enables the measurement of
the performance impact of the different cache coherence protocols on a FLASH machine
that is fundamentally operating well.
Aside from allowing multiple cache coherence protocols, the flexibility of the MAGIC
chip enables the implementation of efficient synchronization primitives and custom synchronization protocols. Other work has focused on implementing tree barriers using only
MAGIC chips, and implementing a custom scalable lock protocol [22]. As that research
proceeded concurrently with this, the results presented here do not use the special MAGIC
synchronization primitives. Although MAGIC synchronization primitives would slightly
improve the performance of the most-optimized versions of the applications, their affect
on the less-optimized application versions is less clear. Many of those applications have
large read and write stall times which would not be affected by the new MAGIC synchroChapter 5: Simulation Methodology
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nization. However, some of the less-optimized applications so suffer from severe hot-spotting during global synchronization, a condition which could be improved by using
MAGIC synchronization.
From the perspective of this research, it is not critical which scalable synchronization
methods are used as long as the machine is operating well for the most optimized applications. Either method of synchronization would still produce the results in the next chapter
that highlight the differences between the four cache coherence protocols as the machine
size scales, application characteristics change, or architectural parameters are varied.
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Chapter 6
Results
This chapter presents the simulation results of the comparison of the performance, scalability, and robustness of four DSM cache coherence protocols running on the Stanford
FLASH multiprocessor: bit-vector/coarse-vector, dynamic pointer allocation, SCI, and
COMA. Details of the protocols were outlined in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, details of the
FLASH architecture that pertain to protocol development were discussed in Chapter 3,
and the simulation methodology used for these performance comparisons was described in
Chapter 5. Although this chapter does not discuss every simulation result in the study, the
results presented are representative of the entire set and show the range of performance
observed for each of the cache coherence protocols. The full table of results is given in
Appendix B.
Section 6.1 begins by re-stating the research questions explored in this study. Section
6.2 shows performance information for both FLASH and commercially available DSM
machines, making the point that FLASH is performing well, and the cache coherence protocols implemented in software on FLASH’s protocol processor can achieve “hardwarelike” performance. Next, Section 6.3 details the differences in direct protocol overhead for
the four cache coherence protocols. Section 6.4 then discusses the relative message overhead of the four protocols. These two factors play a significant role in the performance
results presented next. Section 6.5 presents the detailed simulation results for each of the
applications and their variants described in Section 5.1. Finally, Section 6.6 summarizes
the main findings of this chapter.

6.1 Key Questions Revisited
The FLASH multiprocessor provides the vehicle for the comparative performance evaluation of DSM cache coherence protocols. Using the FLASH implementation of the protocols, it is possible to quantitatively compare the four protocols and find the answers to
the research questions first proposed in Section 2.7. For convenience, those question are
repeated here:
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• Is there a single optimal protocol for all applications?
• Does the optimal protocol vary with machine size?
• Does the optimal protocol change with application optimization level?
• Does the optimal protocol change with the cache size?
• Can a single architecture achieve robust performance across a wide range of
machine sizes and application characteristics?

6.2 DSM Latencies
The Stanford FLASH multiprocessor implements its cache coherence protocols in software, but it is not a software cache-coherent machine. Rather, FLASH is a hardware
cache-coherent machine with a flexible protocol engine. Sequent takes a similar approach
in the design of their SCI Cache Link Interface Controller (SCLIC) for the NUMA-Q
machine [33]. The SCLIC contains a pipelined protocol engine that can operate on one of
twelve independent hardware tasks and receives instructions from an on-chip 16 KB program store. Although the SCLIC is programmable, it is not as flexible as MAGIC's protocol processor as it supports only single cache coherence protocol and has limits on the
number of outstanding messages per node.
These architectures do not implement the coherence protocols on the main compute
processor as in software cache-coherent machines. Instead, like all hardware cache-coherent machines, they have node controllers that handle communication both within and
between nodes. FLASH's node controller, MAGIC, is carefully designed to keep the data
transfer paths in hardware and only implement the control logic in software. Thus FLASH
maintains several advantages of software cache-coherent machines, but operates at the
speed of hardware cache-coherent machines.
In fact, as Table 6.1 shows, FLASH operates faster than many other hardware cachecoherent DSM machines. Table 6.1 shows read latencies in nanoseconds for FLASH and
commercially available DSM machines at the time of this writing. The table shows three
read times: a local cache read miss, a remote read miss where the data is supplied by the
home node, and a remote read miss where the data must be supplied by a dirty third node.
The latter two cases involve network traversals where the average number of hops is
assumed for a 32 processor machine, except in the case of the HAL machine which
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assumes its maximum configuration of 16 processors. All times assume no contention and
are measured in nanoseconds from the time the cache miss first appears on the processor
bus to the time the first word of the data reply appears on the processor bus. All data is
supplied

by

the

machine’s

designer

via

personal

communication

or

publication [1][6][11][33][59], except for the Sequent NUMA-Q which is estimated from
published papers and information on the World Wide Web.1
Table 6.1. Read Latencies of Current DSM Machinesa

Machine
Protocol
DG NUMALiine
SCI
FLASH
Flexible
HAL S1
BV
HP Exemplar
SCI
Sequent NUMA-Q SCI
SGI Origin 2000
BV/CV

Local Read
(ns)
165
190
180
450
~200-300
200

Remote Read
Clean at Home
(ns)
2400
960
1005
1315
~4000
710

Remote Read
Dirty Remote
(ns)
3400
1445
1305
1955
~5800
1055

a. Remote times assume the average number of network hops for 32 processors (except for Hal-S1 which
only scales to 16 processors). The number of processors per node, or clustering, varies across the machines
from 1 processor (FLASH), to 2 processors (SGI Origin 200), to 4 processors (DG NUMALiine, HAL S1,
Sequent NUMA-Q) to 8-16 processors (HP Exemplar). The local read time is the time for any of the processors within a cluster to access their local main memory.

The FLASH times shown are for the dynamic pointer allocation protocol, but the read
latencies do not vary much from protocol to protocol. The main point here is that despite
running its protocols in “software”, FLASH has comparable read latencies to commercially available hardware cache-coherent machines. Only the SGI Origin 2000 has consistently better remote read latencies, and it is the highest performing DSM machine
currently available. The strong baseline performance of FLASH is an important component of this study. If FLASH were running in a realm where node controller bandwidth
was consistently a severe bottleneck, then the performance of the cache coherence protocols would be determined almost entirely by their direct protocol overhead. In a more balanced machine like FLASH, direct protocol overhead is only one aspect of the protocol
comparison, and other aspects of the comparison like message efficiency and protocol
1. Because the Sequent machine uses a remote access cache (RAC), it is particularly difficult to discern the true remote read latencies.
Published accounts of NUMA-Q performance always quote “observed latencies” which include hits in the RAC.
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scalability features come into play. The results in Section 6.5 will show significant performance differences between the cache coherence protocols due to all of these protocol
characteristics.

6.3 Direct Protocol Overhead
To help understand the performance results presented in Section 6.5, it is first useful to
examine what happens on a cache read miss under each protocol. Figure 6.1 shows the
protocol processor latencies and occupancies for two common read miss cases: a local
read miss, and a remote read miss satisfied by the home node. Although there are other
read miss cases, the ones shown in Figure 6.1 are representative and bring out the salient
points in this discussion. The remote read miss in Figure 6.1 is separated into the portion
of the request handled at the requester on the way to the home (the second group of bars),
the portion of the miss handled by the home itself (the third group), and the reply portion
of the miss handled back at the requester (the fourth group). Latency is defined as the time
from the beginning of the miss handler until the time the protocol processor sends the outgoing request or reply. Occupancy is defined as the time from the beginning of the handler
to the end. Latency and occupancy are often different because each protocol strives to
send the outgoing message as soon as possible to minimize overall request latency, and
finishes up its bookkeeping operations after the message is sent.
Note also that the latency in Figure 6.1 is not the overall end-to-end miss latency, but
rather just the handler component (path length) of the miss. The overall miss latency also
includes fixed MAGIC interface delays, the memory access (if required, and the memory
latency is the critical path rather than the handler latency), and in the case of a remote
miss, the network traversal itself. In fact, in FLASH, local read miss handlers with latencies of 9 or 10 protocol processor cycles result in precisely the same overall local read
miss latency because performance is limited by the memory access operating in parallel
with the miss handler and not the handler component of the miss.
Figure 6.1 shows that the latency for the local read miss case is about the same in all the
protocols. SCI has the highest latency because as part of its deadlock avoidance scheme it
must check for space in the replacement buffer before allowing the request to proceed.
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Figure 6.1. FLASH protocol latency and occupancy comparison. Latency is the handler path length to the
first send instruction, and occupancy is the total handler path length.

Similarly, the latencies incurred at the home for the remote read case and the latencies
incurred at the requester on the read reply are all approximately the same.
The real latency difference appears in the portion of the remote read miss incurred at the
requester. The bit-vector and dynamic pointer allocation protocols do not keep any local
state for remote lines so they simply forward the remote read miss into the network with a
latency of 3 protocol processor cycles. COMA and SCI, however, do keep local state on
remote lines, and consulting this state results in a significant extra latency penalty. For
COMA this extra latency is the result of performing a directory lookup to check the tag of
the attraction memory (AM) and determine whether the remote block is cached in the
local AM. Of course, if the block is present in the AM, COMA makes up for this extra
latency by satisfying the cache miss locally and avoiding an even more costly remote
miss. For SCI this extra latency comes from having to check that the replacement buffer is
not full (just as in the local read miss case) and also ensuring that the requested block is
not currently in the replacement buffer trying to complete a previous cache replacement.
So although both COMA and SCI incur larger latencies at the requester on remote read
misses, this is the cost of trying to gain an advantage at another level—COMA tries to
convert remote misses into local misses and SCI tries to keep a low memory overhead and
reduce contention by distributing its directory state.
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The latency differences between the protocols are small compared to the occupancy differences shown on the right-hand side of Figure 6.1. In the local read case, bit-vector,
COMA, and dynamic pointer allocation have only marginally larger occupancies than
their corresponding latencies. But SCI incurs almost five times the occupancy of the other
protocols on a local read miss. The same holds for the remote read case at the requester—
SCI again suffers a huge occupancy penalty. In addition, both SCI and COMA have much
larger occupancies than bit-vector and dynamic pointer allocation at the requester on the
read reply, although in this case COMA has the highest controller occupancy. But interestingly, at the home node, SCI’s occupancy is near the occupancies of bit-vector and
dynamic pointer allocation and slightly less than COMA's occupancy of 20 protocol processor cycles. The reasons behind the higher occupancies of SCI and COMA at the
requester are discussed in turn, below.
SCI’s high occupancy at the requester is due to its cache replacement algorithm. As discussed in Chapter 4, SCI does not use replacement hints, but instead maintains a set of
duplicate cache tags. On every cache miss, whether local or remote, SCI must roll out the
block that is being displaced from the cache by the current cache miss. After first handling
the current miss to keep its latency as low as possible, SCI begins the roll out of the old
block. During roll out SCI performs the following actions:
• extracts the cache “way” indication from the incoming message header
• reads the old tag information from the duplicate tags structure
• builds the new tag structure for the cache line being currently requested
• writes the new tag information into the duplicate tags structure
• converts the tag index of the line being rolled out into a full physical address
• checks the old tag state and begins a distributed replacement sequence
• hashes the old tag into the replacement buffer for future retrieval
All of this work adds up to the large occupancies incurred at the requester in the first
two cases in Figure 6.1. The 23 cycle occupancy at the requester on the reply stems from
the way SCI maintains its distributed linked list of sharing information. After the data is
returned to the processor, the requesting node must notify the old head of the sharing list
that it is now the new head, and the old head updates its backward pointer to the requester.
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The process of looking up the duplicate tag information to check the cache state, and then
sending the change-of-head message accounts for the additional occupancy on the read
reply. The results in Section 6.5 will show that this high occupancy (particularly on
requests) is difficult to overcome at small processor counts, but at larger processor counts,
especially in the presence of hot-spotting, incurring occupancy at the requester rather than
the home can help balance the load in the memory system and result in lower synchronization times and better overall performance.
COMA incurs 10 cycles of occupancy above and beyond its latency for the portion of a
remote read miss handled at the requesting node. Besides the normal update of its AM
data structures, COMA has to deal with the case of a conflict between the direct-mapped
AM and the 2-way set associative processor secondary cache, adding some additional
overhead to the handler. A COMA protocol with a 2-way set associative AM would not
incur this particular overhead, but it would have its own additional costs in both latency
and occupancy. For the remote read case at the home, COMA’s occupancy is only four
cycles more than that of dynamic pointer allocation. The extra occupancy stems from
COMA updating the master indication and a few extra state bits in the directory entry.
The largest controller occupancy for COMA, however, is incurred at the requester on
the read reply. COMA immediately sends the data to the processor cache, incurring only
one cycle of latency, but then it must check to see if any AM replacements need to be performed, and if so, send off those messages. Because this is the case of a reply generating
additional requests, careful checks have to be made in terms of software queue space to
avoid deadlock. In addition, AM replacements may contain data. Since this handler is
already a read reply with data, the handler may need to allocate a new data buffer for the
AM replacement. Once the AM replacement is sent, the handler must then write the current data reply into the proper spot in the AM. Although this particular case incurs high
occupancy in COMA, the good news is that it is not incurred at the home, and it occurs on
a reply that finishes a transaction, rather than a request which can be NAKed by the home
and retried many times, incurring large occupancy each time.
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6.4 Message Overhead
While the direct protocol overhead described above is handler-specific, protocol message overhead is application-specific. In particular, message overhead is strongly dependent on application sharing patterns, and specifically on the number of readers of a cache
line in between writes to that line. Nonetheless, the message overhead does follow a trend
across all the applications and their variations. The average message overhead, normalized

Avg. Message Overhead

to the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol, is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2. Average message overhead (normalized to the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol) across all the
applications in this study.

There are several points of interest in Figure 6.2. First, in uniprocessor systems, both
bit-vector and SCI have the same message overhead (1.0). But COMA and dynamic
pointer allocation both have an average message overhead of 1.3. This extra overhead is
caused by replacement hints. COMA and dynamic pointer allocation use extra replacement hint messages from the processor to keep precise sharing information, while bit-vector and SCI do not. This increase in message overhead at small processors for dynamic
pointer allocation and COMA begins to reap benefits at 64 processors when the bit-vector
protocol transitions to a coarse-vector protocol and no longer maintains precise sharing
information. At 64 processors, coarse-vector has a coarseness of two and on average sends
3% more messages than dynamic pointer allocation. At 128 processors and a coarseness of
four, coarse-vector sends 1.47 times more messages than dynamic pointer allocation.
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COMA maintains about a 1.3 times average message overhead over bit-vector/coarsevector until the machine size reaches 128 processors. One of the main goals of the COMA
protocol is to reduce the number of remote read misses with respect to a NUMA protocol
like bit-vector. A by-product of this goal is a reduction in message count. The fact that
COMA’s message overhead remains higher than bit-vector/coarse-vector for all but the
largest machine sizes foreshadows somewhat the COMA results in Section 6.5. There is a
small dip in COMA’s message overhead at 8 processors where average message overhead
drops to 1.1 times the bit-vector protocol. Section 6.5.2.3 will show that COMA performs
best with small processor caches at small machine sizes. Its lower message overhead at 8
processors stems from that behavior.
SCI’s message overhead is always higher than the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.
This is not as damaging a statement as it is for COMA, which relies on a reduction in message count. For scalable performance SCI is willing to tradeoff message efficiency for
scalability and improved memory efficiency. At small processor counts, SCI’s average
message overhead increases from 1.3 at 8 processors to 1.44 at 32 processors. Because
SCI maintains precise sharing information, its message overhead begins to drop as the
coarseness of the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol increases.
Specific results for relative message overhead across the protocols will be given in each
application section in Section 6.5 where it is necessary to explain the performance differences between the protocols.

6.5 Application Performance
Most of the graphs in this section show normalized execution time versus the number of
processors, with the processor count varying from 1 to 128. For each processor count, the
application execution time under each of the four cache coherence protocols is normalized
to the execution time for the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol for that processor count. In
other words, the bit-vector/coarse-vector bars always have a height of 1.0, and shorter bars
indicate better performance. Sections 6.5.1 through 6.5.6 present the results for each application and their variations discussed in Section 5.1.
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6.5.1 FFT
Because FFT is a well-understood application, the results for each of the four application variations discussed in Section 5.1 are presented here as a case study. For the other
applications, results are shown only for the variations that highlight protocol issues not
present in FFT, or add some new insight into the scalability or robustness of cache coherence protocols. Section 6.5.1.1 presents the results for the most-tuned version of
prefetched FFT. Section 6.5.1.2 discusses the same application but without explicitly placing the data so that all writes are local. Section 6.5.1.3 presents the results for a less-tuned
version of FFT without both data placement and a staggered transpose phase. Finally, Section 6.5.1.4 shows the same less-tuned version of FFT simulated with 64 KB processor
caches.
6.5.1.1 Prefetched FFT
Figure 6.3 shows the results for prefetched FFT. The results indicate that the choice of
cache coherence protocol has a significant impact on performance. For example, at 32
processors bit-vector is 1.34 times faster than SCI, and at 128 processors dynamic pointer
allocation is 1.36 times faster than coarse-vector.
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Figure 6.3. Results for prefetched FFT.
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In FFT the main source of stall time is read stall time during the transpose phase. When
data is placed correctly, the requester reads data that is either clean at the home node or is
dirty in the home node’s cache. All read misses are therefore simple 2-hop misses, even in
SCI. Actually, the case where the data is dirty in the home node’s cache is one of the cases
optimized in the FLASH SCI implementation, converting the normal SCI 4-hop read miss
into a much less costly 2-hop miss. These read misses occur during a regular, heavily
structured communication phase and are prefetched to help reduce read latencies.
For machine sizes up to 32 processors both the bit-vector and dynamic pointer allocation protocols achieve perfect speedup. Their small read latencies and occupancies are too
much to overcome for the SCI and COMA protocols, both of which are hurt by their
higher latencies at the requester on remote read misses, their larger protocol processor
occupancies, and their increased message overhead. The relative performance of both SCI
and COMA decreases as the machine scales from 1 to 32 processors because the amount
of contention in the system increases and these higher occupancy protocols are not able to
compensate. Since this version of FFT has very structured communication and data placement, requests are already evenly distributed throughout the system and SCI does not gain
any additional performance advantage from its distributed queueing of requests. With 1
MB processor caches, prefetched FFT shows almost no cache block re-use for communicated data, and its caching behavior is dominated by coherence misses. COMA’s AM hit
rate (the percentage of remote reads satisfied locally) is less than 1.5% for all processor
counts.
Surprisingly, the optimal protocol for prefetched FFT changes with machine size. For
machine sizes up to 32 processors, bit-vector is the best protocol, followed closely by
dynamic pointer allocation. But at 64 processors, where the bit-vector protocol turns
coarse, things begin to change. The relative execution times of the other protocols begin to
decrease to the point where dynamic pointer allocation is 1.36 times faster, SCI is 1.09
times faster, and COMA is 1.05 times faster than coarse-vector at 128 processors.
At machine sizes larger than 48 processors, the bit-vector protocol becomes coarse,
with a coarseness of two at 64 processors and four at 128 processors. When a cache line is
written, the coarse-vector protocol must now conservatively send invalidations to each
node represented by a bit being set in the coarse-vector, and expect invalidation acknowlChapter 6: Results
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edgments from those nodes as well, regardless of whether or not that node is actually sharing the cache line. Because coarse-vector is keeping imprecise sharing information, it
simply does not know the true sharing state of any individual processor.
The performance impact of this conservative sending of invalidations is at its peak in
FFT. FFT is structured such that any time a cache line is written during the transpose
phase, there is always exactly one sharer. This means that to maintain coherence, a protocol needs to send only one invalidation per write. Dynamic pointer allocation, SCI, and
COMA all maintain precise sharing information at all machine sizes, so they indeed send
only one invalidation per write for FFT. But the coarse-vector protocol sends a number of
invalidations equal to its coarseness—two at 64 processors and four at 128 processors.
These extra invalidations and invalidation acknowledgments result in significant message
overhead. Figure 6.4 shows the message overhead versus processor count for prefetched
FFT under each of the protocols.
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Figure 6.4. Relative protocol message overhead for prefetched FFT.

Figure 6.4 brings to light two interesting points. First, COMA and dynamic pointer allocation send 1.25 times the number of messages as bit-vector and SCI for a uniprocessor
machine! These extra messages are due solely to replacement hints. COMA and dynamic
pointer allocation use replacement hints, while bit-vector and SCI do not. Second, while
the bit-vector protocol sends the fewest messages for machine sizes between 1 and 32 processors, it sends the most messages for any machine size larger than 32 processors. At 64
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processors coarse-vector sends 1.4 times more messages than dynamic pointer allocation,
and at 128 processors coarse-vector sends 2.78 times more messages than dynamic pointer
allocation. Even though the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol handles each individual
message efficiently (with low direct protocol overhead), at large machine sizes there are
now simply too many messages to handle, and performance degrades relative to the other
protocols that are maintaining precise sharing information.
Note that while message overhead is the reason for the performance degradation of the
coarse-vector protocol, it is not the sole determinant of performance. At 128 processors
the bit-vector protocol sends 2.0 times more messages than COMA but COMA enjoys
only a modest 5% performance advantage. In applications like this most optimized version
of prefetched FFT with good data placement and very little hot-spotting in the memory
system, message overhead tends to be the most critical determinant of performance at
large processor counts. However, at small machine sizes or in the presence of significant
hot-spotting in the memory system at larger machine sizes, the importance of message
overhead diminishes, as the reader will see.
6.5.1.2 Prefetched FFT without Data Placement
To examine the effect of protocol performance on less-tuned applications, the optimized
FFT of the previous section is successively de-optimized in the next 3 sections. The first
step of that process is removing the explicit data placement directives from the optimized
code. The results for prefetched FFT without explicit data placement are shown in
Figure 6.5.
Qualitatively, for machine sizes up to 64 processors, the results for FFT without data
placement are similar to the optimized results in Figure 6.3. Bit-vector and dynamic
pointer allocation perform about equally well, and SCI and COMA cannot overcome their
higher direct protocol overhead. The performance of SCI and COMA relative to bit-vector
is slightly worse than in optimized FFT. This is due to an increase in the average protocol
processor utilization from 30% for the optimized FFT to over 40% for this version without
data placement. The lack of careful data placement results in fewer local writes, more handlers per miss, and therefore busier protocol processors. In addition, because data has not
been carefully placed, communication is not as regular and there is some hot-spotting in
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Figure 6.5. Results for prefetched FFT with no data placement.

the memory system. These factors punish the protocols with higher direct memory overhead, and SCI and COMA therefore perform worse in this less-tuned version. COMA
does not gain any relative performance advantage from the lack of data placement. Discussion of this phenomenon is deferred until the next section.
Although the results for machine sizes up to 64 processors are similar, the results at 128
processors are drastically different. First, and most importantly, there is now over 2.5
times difference between the performance of the best and the worst cache coherence protocol. At 128 processors, coarse-vector is now considerably worse than the three other
protocols—dynamic pointer allocation is 2.56 times faster, SCI is 2.34 times faster, and
COMA is 1.83 times faster. The root of the performance problem is once again increased
message overhead, as coarse-vector sends over 2.3 times as many messages as dynamic
pointer allocation. Without data placement this message overhead is causing more performance problems because the extra messages are contributing to more hot-spotting at the
communication controller. The performance of coarse-vector is hurt further because the
extra network congestion and message overhead cause the MAGIC output queues to fill.
At 128 processors and a coarseness of four, every coarse-vector write handler must send
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four invalidations. Unless there are four free slots in the outgoing network request queue,
the write handler suspends itself to the software queue where it will eventually be rescheduled to try again. Although this case can occur in the optimized version of FFT as
well, only 4.7% of the handlers executed were this particular software queue handler.
Without data placement, however, this handler accounted for 14.8% of all handler executions.
The results for large machine sizes are a little more interesting than simply noting that
coarse-vector is getting worse. Careful examination reveals that SCI is also getting better!
At 64 processors dynamic pointer allocation is the best protocol, and is 1.26 times faster
than SCI. At 128 processors, however, dynamic pointer allocation is only 1.09 times faster
than SCI. SCI is improving because of its built-in resilience to hot-spotting by spreading
the requests for a highly contended line more evenly throughout the machine. This effect
can be seen quantitatively by comparing both the average protocol processor utilization
across all the nodes and the maximum protocol processor utilization on any one node. At
128 processors, dynamic pointer allocation has an average protocol processor utilization
of 16.6% and a maximum of 30.7%. It is clear that there is some hot-spotting with
dynamic pointer allocation. SCI, on the other hand, has an average protocol processor utilization of 30.1% and a maximum utilization of 35.4%. Although the average utilization is
higher, and accounts for the fact that dynamic pointer allocation still outperforms SCI, the
gap between the average utilization and the maximum utilization is considerably less for
SCI. At large processor counts SCI is finally beginning to reap the benefit of its distributed
protocol state. Section 6.5.4 shows an even more impressive result for SCI in the face of
significant hot-spotting.
6.5.1.3 Prefetched FFT without Data Placement or a Staggered Transpose
The performance impact of the cache coherence protocol is also pronounced in an even
less-tuned version of prefetched FFT without data placement and where the transpose
phase has not been staggered. The results for this version of FFT are shown in Figure 6.6.
Since this less-tuned application spends more time in the memory system, the choice of
cache coherence protocol again has a large impact on performance. At 128 processors the
dynamic pointer allocation protocol is 1.75 times faster than the coarse-vector protocol,
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the SCI protocol is 1.21 times faster, and COMA is 1.18 times faster. With this version of
FFT, message overhead is still the main contributor to the performance difference between
the protocols. At 64 processors coarse-vector is sending 1.18 times more messages than
dynamic pointer allocation, and at 128 processors it jumps to 2.19 times more messages.
The principal difference between the previous version and this is that coarse-vector does
not perform as badly at 128 processors in this version. Only 10.7% (versus 14.8%) of the
protocol handlers are the software queue handlers for the invalidation continuations.
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Figure 6.6. Results for prefetched FFT with no data placement and an unstaggered transpose phase.

Surprisingly, for all machine sizes, even without data placement COMA does not perform as well as expected. Given COMA’s ability to migrate data at the hardware level
without programmer intervention, conventional wisdom would argue that COMA should
perform relatively better without data placement than with data placement. Unfortunately,
for both the previous version of FFT without data placement and this less-tuned version
without data placement, COMA performs worse than it does for the most optimized version of FFT with explicit data placement.
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The even more surprising statistic is that the COMA attraction memory hit rate is much
higher in the versions of FFT without data placement, yet COMA’s relative performance is
worse. For the most optimized version of FFT, the percentage of remote reads satisfied
locally is less than 2.5% for all machine sizes. As mentioned in Section 6.5.1.1, FFT is
dominated by coherence misses and has very few capacity or conflict misses to bolster the
AM hit rate. For the less-tuned version of FFT without data placement, at 8 processors,
COMA locally satisfies 46% percent of the remote read misses, yet the bit-vector protocol
is still 1.45 times faster. As the machine size scales for FFT the percentage of remote read
misses goes up, offering potential benefit for COMA—but the absolute number of remote
read misses decreases with increasing processor count because of the increased total cache
size in the system. So for FFT, COMA achieves the best AM hit rate at 8 processors, but
any advantage in latency reduction is mitigated by COMA’s higher direct protocol overhead. The average protocol processor utilization for COMA at 8 processors is 38%, versus
15.7% for the bit-vector protocol.
6.5.1.4 Less-Tuned FFT with 64 KB Processor Caches
Since large processor caches seem to mitigate any potential COMA performance advantage, the same version of prefetched FFT shown in Figure 6.6 is simulated with a processor secondary cache size of 64 KB. With smaller caches there is more cache-block re-use,
and also far more conflict and capacity misses. In such situations COMA is expected to
thrive. The results for the 64 KB cache run are shown in Figure 6.7.
Surprisingly, COMA’s performance is much worse than expected despite AM hit rates
for remote reads around 70% at small machine sizes, and 45% at the largest machine sizes.
At 64 and 128 processors the coarse-vector protocol is 2.39 times and 2.34 times faster
than COMA, respectively. But note that the coarse-vector protocol is also over 2.64 times
faster than dynamic pointer allocation. The main performance culprit here is replacement
hints. Both COMA and dynamic pointer allocation use replacement hints to maintain precise sharing information. Even though COMA is expected to perform well with small
caches, the same small caches give rise to a large number of replacement hints. Replacement hints invoke high-occupancy handlers that walk the linked list of sharers to remove
nodes from the list. The combination of large numbers of replacement hints and highChapter 6: Results
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Figure 6.7. Results for prefetched FFT with no data placement, an unstaggered transpose phase, and 64 KB
processor caches.

occupancy handlers leads to hot-spotting effects at the home node. Table 6.2 shows the
average protocol processor utilization across all nodes and the maximum protocol processor utilization on any one node for this version of FFT at 128 processors and 64 KB
caches. From Table 6.2 it is easy to see that under COMA and dynamic pointer allocation
most node controllers are idle but some are being severely hot-spotted. The coarse-vector
and SCI protocols have much less variance between the average and the maximum protocol processor utilization and not surprisingly they achieve the best performance.
At 128 processors, SCI is the fastest protocol in the 64 KB cache run, running 1.22
times faster than coarse-vector despite the higher utilization numbers in Table 6.2. Once
again, coarse-vector is penalized by increased message overhead, sending 1.52 times as
many messages as SCI. Interestingly, the SCI and dynamic pointer allocation protocols
send the same number of messages, clearly demonstrating that message overhead is not
the final word on performance since SCI performs over 3.2 times faster. SCI performs
replacements just as COMA and dynamic pointer allocation do, but it performs a distrib-
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uted list replacement, and does not suffer from the same hot-spotting problems shown in
Table 6.2.
Table 6.2. Hot-Spotting in FFT at 128 Processors, 64 KB Caches
Protocol
bit-vector/coarse-vector
COMA
dynamic pointer allocation
SCI

Avg. PP Utilization
25.8%
14.1%
5.3%
35.8%

Max. PP Utilization
34.9%
58.9%
57.6%
50.1%

6.5.2 Ocean
Ocean is a latency-sensitive application that exhibits a nearest neighbor sharing pattern.
An optimized, prefetched version of Ocean scales well to 128 processor machines using a
514 by 514 grid. The protocol performance for this optimized version of Ocean is discussed in Section 6.5.2.1. At this problem size Ocean is very sensitive to the performance
of the memory system. When the same version of Ocean is run without explicit data placement or with smaller 64 KB processor caches, the application no longer scales to 128 processors. Sections 6.5.2.2 and 6.5.2.3 examine the results for these less-tuned Ocean
applications only for machine sizes up to 64 processors.
6.5.2.1 Prefetched Ocean
Figure 6.8 shows the protocol performance for prefetched Ocean. Again, for machine
sizes up to 32 processors the bit-vector and dynamic pointer allocation protocols perform
about the same, but the higher overhead SCI and COMA protocols lag behind. At 32 processors, the bit-vector protocol is 1.25 times faster than SCI and 1.22 times faster than
COMA. Ocean is a very latency-sensitive application and the higher remote read miss
penalties of SCI and COMA are primarily responsible for their performance loss. COMA’s
attraction memory hit rate is not high enough to overcome its larger remote read latency.
Under COMA, Ocean’s AM hit rate for remote reads is between 9% and 12% for machine
sizes up to 32 processors, and between 5% and 8% for the larger machine sizes.
At large machine sizes the overhead of COMA and SCI both increase sharply. At 128
processors, dynamic pointer allocation is 1.22 times faster than coarse-vector, 1.78 times
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Figure 6.8. Results for prefetched Ocean.

faster than COMA, and 2.06 times faster than SCI. In this optimized version of Ocean the
performance problem at large processor counts is message overhead for SCI and a combination of low AM hit rate and protocol overhead-induced hot-spotting for COMA. SCI
sends 2.9 times the number of messages as dynamic pointer allocation, and more surprisingly, 1.6 times more messages than the coarse-vector protocol with its imprecise sharing
information.
Part of the problem with SCI can be attributed to its distributed replacements, as Ocean,
with its large number of private arrays, is notorious for its processor cache conflicts. In
SCI, each cache replacement is a four message sequence rather the single replacement hint
message in either COMA or dynamic pointer allocation. Even on a uniprocessor, SCI’s
replacement overhead is higher than the other protocols because maintaining the replacement buffer is a more complicated operation than handling a replacement hint. This is why
even at 1 processor, bit-vector is 1.14 times faster than SCI. The other problem for SCI is
its lack of forwarding. On a remote read miss, if a block is dirty in one of the processor
caches, the home node returns the identity of the dirty cache to the requester and the
requester must re-issue the read request to the dirty node. In the other three protocols the
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home node forwards the original read request directly to the dirty node. The result is a “4hop” read miss in SCI rather than the “3-hop” misses of the other protocols. If the home
node itself has the dirty data, then the FLASH SCI implementation handles that case in 2
hops, in the same manner as the other protocols. This was one of the FLASH-specific SCI
optimizations discussed in Section 4.4.2. This optimization is critical—for SCI at 128 processors 67% of all remote reads are satisfied from the dirty processor cache at the home.
A final note of interest from Figure 6.8 is that at 64 processors the coarse-vector protocol is still the optimal protocol, running 1.10 times faster than dynamic pointer allocation.
In FFT, the increased message overhead of coarse-vector caused its performance to
degrade at 64 processors and dynamic pointer allocation was the best protocol. The difference here is that Ocean exhibits nearest-neighbor sharing patterns. This behavior maps
well onto the coarse-vector protocol because the nodes represented by a single bit in the
coarse-vector are neighbors, and thus the fact that coarse-vector has to send invalidations
to all the nodes represented by a single bit in the coarse-vector does not imply that the protocol is doing any “extra” work. That is, the protocols with precise sharing information
have to send the same number of invalidations. Consequently, the message overhead of
bit-vector/coarse-vector increases more slowly with machine size. At 128 processors
dynamic pointer allocation finally becomes the best protocol, because coarse-vector is at a
coarseness of four, and sending four invalidations is no longer the right thing to do. This
example illustrates how application-specific sharing patterns can affect which protocol is
best, or change the crossover point in performance between two protocols.
6.5.2.2 Prefetched Ocean without Data Placement
Although COMA’s AM hit rate for the optimized Ocean was still low at around 10%, it
is much higher than the hit rate for optimized FFT. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that
the AM hit rate will increase for a version of Ocean without explicit data placement, and
that this in turn will improve the relative performance of the COMA protocol. Figure 6.9
shows the results for the version of Ocean without data placement. Clearly, COMA is not
performing better; in fact, it is performing relatively worse than before. The bit-vector
protocol is 1.18 times faster than COMA at 8 processors, 1.49 times faster at 16 processors, and 2.34 times faster at 32 processors. However, the intuition about AM hit rates is
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Figure 6.9. Results for prefetched Ocean with no data placement.

correct. Although the AM hit rate for remote reads decreases with machine size due to
increased total cache size in the system, it is an impressive 70% at 8 processors, 58% at 16
processors, and 39% at 32 processors.
It is most surprising that at 8 processors, with a 70% AM hit rate, COMA still does not
outperform bit-vector or dynamic pointer allocation. The reason is not message overhead
either, since at 8 processors COMA actually sends the fewest messages of any of the protocols. The performance loss stems simply from COMA’s larger protocol processor occupancy. It is not even occupancy-induced hot-spotting—at 8 processors the average
protocol processor utilization is 54.7% and the maximum is 56.5%. In comparison, bitvector has an average utilization of 22% and dynamic pointer allocation has an average
utilization of 31%.
6.5.2.3 Prefetched Ocean without Data Placement with 64 KB Processor Caches
Since COMA’s AM hit rate is already high with no data placement, COMA should perform even better with smaller processor caches that have the effect of increasing both
capacity and conflict misses. Figure 6.10 shows the results for such a run with a 64 KB
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secondary cache. At 8 processors COMA is now the best protocol! COMA is 1.23 times
faster than the bit-vector protocol, 1.31 times faster than dynamic pointer allocation, and
1.87 times faster than SCI. The AM hit ratio for remote reads is a whopping 89%. Note
from Figure 6.10 that COMA successfully reduces the read stall time component of execution time, and thereby improves performance.
But even though the AM hit ratio remains high at 85% for 16 processors and 84% for 32
processors, COMA’s overhead begins to increase with respect to the bit-vector protocol,
because as in FFT, with smaller caches come replacement hints and with larger machine
sizes comes occupancy-induced hot-spotting at the node controller. Nonetheless, COMA
remains the second-best protocol as the machine size scales. Dynamic pointer allocation
and SCI are also suffering from the increased replacement traffic, but COMA is still
reducing the read stall time component while the other protocols have no inherent mechanisms to do so. Unfortunately, as the machine size scales, COMA’s synchronization stall
time increases—an indication that its extra direct protocol overhead is causing occupancy-
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Figure 6.10. Results for prefetched Ocean with no data placement and 64 KB processor caches.
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Our small cache results have shown that replacement hints are clearly a bad idea with
small processor caches. It is possible to turn replacement hints off at small processor
counts, even for the protocols that “require” replacement hints. Limited experiments running COMA without replacement hints with small processor caches show a moderate performance improvement of between 5% and 10% for 8 and 16 processor machines.
Unfortunately, at large machine sizes, replacement hints really are required to prevent the
machine from being in a constant state of pointer reclamation and achieving even poorer
performance than with replacement hints. This is the price the protocols with precise sharing information pay to keep their message overhead low.
6.5.3 Radix-Sort
Radix-Sort is fundamentally different from the other applications in this study because
remote communication is done through writes. The other applications are optimized so
that write traffic is local and all communication takes place via remote reads. In RadixSort, each processor distributes the keys by writing them to their final destination, causing
not only remote write traffic, but highly-unstructured, non-uniform remote write traffic as
well. Consequently, the relative performance of the cache coherence protocols for RadixSort depends more on their write performance than their read performance. Radix-Sort is
known to have poor scalability above 64 or 128 processors [26] even for the most optimized version of the code. Since most of the less-tuned versions of Radix-Sort do not
achieve any sort of scalability, only two versions are examined in this study, an optimized
prefetched version, and the same version without data placement.
6.5.3.1 Prefetched Radix-Sort
The results for Radix-Sort are shown in Figure 6.11. The poor performance of COMA
immediately stands out from Figure 6.11. At 32 processors the bit-vector protocol is 1.78
times faster than COMA, and at 64 processors the coarse-vector protocol is 2.14 faster
than COMA. Even though the use of a relaxed consistency model in this study eliminates
the direct dependence of write latency on overall performance, the effect of writes on both
message traffic and protocol processor occupancy is still present—and in COMA it is the
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Figure 6.11. Results for prefetched Radix-Sort.

fundamental reason for its performance being the poorest of all the protocols for RadixSort.
There are two main reasons for increased write overhead in the COMA protocol [50].
First, only the master copy may provide data on a write request. This simplifies the protocol, but it means that on a write to shared data the home cannot satisfy the write miss as it
can in the other protocols, unless the home also happens to be the master. More likely, the
master will be one of the remote sharers, and the home must forward the write request
ahead to the remote master. This results in “3-hop” write misses in COMA compared to
“2-hop” misses in the other protocols. Second, Radix-Sort generates considerable writeback traffic because of its random write pattern. This also results in a large number of dirty
displacements from COMA’s attraction memory. Unlike the writebacks in the other protocols, COMA’s dirty displacements require an acknowledgment so the displacing node
knows that another node has accepted master ownership of the block. Both the additional
hop on writes and the additional acknowledgments increase COMA’s message overhead
with respect to the other protocols. At 32 processors COMA sends 1.66 more messages
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than the dynamic pointer allocation protocol, and at 64 processors that number jumps to
2.05 times the number of messages.
At 64 processors, Radix-Sort is performing well (over 65% parallel efficiency) under all
protocols except COMA. But at 128 processors, the higher message overhead and the
write occupancies of the coarse-vector protocol also degrade its performance considerably. For the COMA and coarse-vector protocols the speedup of Radix-Sort does not
improve as the machine size scales from 64 to 128 processors. But under dynamic pointer
allocation and SCI, Radix-Sort continues to scale, achieving a parallel efficiency of 52%
at 128 processors under dynamic pointer allocation. Dynamic pointer allocation is 1.32
times faster than the coarse-vector protocol at 128 processors, and SCI is 1.11 times faster.
6.5.3.2 Prefetched Radix-Sort without Data Placement
Figure 6.12 shows the results for the same version of Radix Sort in the previous section,
but without explicit data placement. As expected, this version of the application does not
scale as well as the optimized version. For dynamic pointer allocation the parallel efficiency is above 60% at 32 processors, 52% at 64 processors, and only 34% at 128 processors. In comparison, the parallel efficiency of the optimized version was 52% at 128
processors. The quantitative results follow the same trends as FFT when transitioning
from the optimized code to the version without data placement: the protocols with higher
direct protocol overhead perform relatively worse at small processor counts, and the lack
of careful data placement can lead to hot-spotting at larger machine sizes.
At 64 processors, COMA shows its lack of robustness in the face of hot-spotting. While
both SCI and COMA have large direct protocol overhead (especially on writes), COMA
achieves only 16% parallel efficiency, while SCI achieves a respectable 52% (the same as
dynamic pointer allocation). The saving grace for SCI is that while it has high direct protocol overhead, it intrinsically avoids hot-spotting. Its average protocol processor utilization
is 44.6% with a maximum of 47.4%. COMA, on the other hand, has an average protocol
processor utilization of 18.6% and a maximum of 59.7%! Unfortunately COMA has the
deadly combination of higher direct protocol overhead and a lack of any hot-spot avoidance mechanism. The result is that dynamic pointer allocation is 3.3 times faster than
COMA at 64 processors.
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Figure 6.12. Results for prefetched Radix-Sort with no data placement.

6.5.4 LU
The most optimized version of blocked, dense LU factorization spends very little of its
time in the memory system, especially when the code includes prefetch operations. For
LU then, explicit data placement is not a critical determinant of performance. The results
of this study agree—there is so little difference in the impact of the choice of cache coherence protocol on performance between these two versions that only the results for the
most optimized version are discussed here in Section 6.5.4.1. However, the performance
results get much more interesting for the less-tuned version of LU and when the processor
cache size is reduced to 64 KB. Those experiments are discussed in Sections 6.5.4.2 and
6.5.4.3, respectively.
6.5.4.1 Prefetched LU
The results of the impact of the cache coherence protocol on the performance of
prefetched LU are shown in Figure 6.13. As the figure clearly shows, LU scales well to
128 processor machines, and there is very little memory system stall time. Only at 128
processors does LU accrue any significant read stall time, with COMA spending 15% of
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Figure 6.13. Results for prefetched LU.

its time stalled on reads, and the other protocols approximately 6%. With the exception of
COMA at 128 processors (where dynamic pointer allocation runs 1.23 times faster than
COMA), the choice of cache coherence protocol makes little difference for optimized,
prefetched LU.
6.5.4.2 Prefetched LU without Data Placement and with Full Barriers
The version of LU shown in Figure 6.14 does not have data placement and uses full barriers between phases of the computation. Unlike the previous version of LU, there are significant differences in protocol performance at 128 processors. At 128 processors this
version does not achieve 60% parallel efficiency as the most optimized version of the
application does, but the SCI protocol does achieve 40% parallel efficiency and increasing
the processor count is still improving performance. This application is a dramatic example
of how SCI’s inherent distributed queuing of requests can improve access to highly contended cache lines and therefore improve overall performance. As Figure 6.14 shows, at
128 processors, synchronization time is dominating this version of LU, and the lack of
data placement results in severe hot-spotting on the nodes containing highly-contended
synchronization variables. Again, the protocol processor utilizations shown in Table 6.3
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Figure 6.14. Results for prefetched LU with no data placement, and full barriers between the three communication phases.

show the effect of the SCI protocol in the face of severe application hot-spotting behavior.
While SCI has a much higher average protocol processor utilization, the maximum utilization on any node is drastically smaller, and the variance between the two is by far the lowest of any of the protocols. The result is that despite having the largest message overhead,
SCI has the least synchronization stall time and is the best protocol at large machine
sizes—2.25 times faster than the coarse-vector protocol at 128 processors.
Table 6.3. SCI’s Aversion to Hot-Spotting at 128 Processors
Protocol
bit-vector/coarse-vector
COMA
dynamic pointer allocation
SCI
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Avg. PP Utilization
1.7%
4.9%
2.2%
22.0%

Max. PP Utilization
85.1%
69.5%
60.9%
32.2%
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6.5.4.3 Less-Tuned LU with 64 KB Processor Caches
The results for the same version of LU from the previous section, but with smaller
64 KB processor caches are shown in Figure 6.15. Like the other small cache configurations, dynamic pointer allocation and COMA suffer the overhead of an increased number
of replacement hints. Replacement hints exacerbate the hot-spotting present in an application since they on average return more often to the node controller which is being most
heavily utilized. The bit-vector protocol, with its lack of replacements, is the best protocol
up to 64 processor machines. At 32 processors it is 1.21 times faster than dynamic pointer
allocation, and at 64 processors it is 1.5 times faster than dynamic pointer allocation.
COMA outperforms dynamic pointer allocation here because it is benefiting from high
AM hit rates, even though they decrease with increasing processor count. At 16 processors
the AM hit rate for remote reads is 80%, and at 128 processors it is 52%.
The SCI results are again the most interesting. For all but the largest machine size, bitvector is about 1.2 times faster than SCI. Again, at small cache sizes SCI’s distributed
replacement scheme has both high direct protocol overhead and large message overhead.
SCI’s message overhead is consistently 1.4 times that of bit-vector/coarse-vector at all
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Figure 6.15. Results for prefetched LU with no data placement, full barriers between the three communication phases, and 64 KB processor caches.
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machine sizes. But at 128 processors, despite its message overhead, SCI is by far the best
protocol (over 1.6 times faster than the others) because of its inherent resistance to hotspotting.
6.5.5 Barnes-Hut
Barnes-Hut is an n-body galaxy simulation that scales well to large numbers of processors given a large enough problem size. In these experiments, the bit-vector/coarse-vector
protocol achieves 58% parallel efficiency at 128 processors when simulating 16384 bod-
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ies. The full results for Barnes-Hut are shown in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16. Results for Barnes-Hut.

All the protocols perform quite well below 64 processor machine sizes, achieving over
92% parallel efficiency in all cases, with the exception of COMA’s 82% parallel efficiency
at 32 processors. The only sizable performance difference for these small machine sizes is
at 32 processors where dynamic pointer allocation is 1.14 times faster than COMA. In this
case, COMA is adversely affected by hot-spotting at one of the node controllers. While the
average protocol processor utilization is 8.4% for COMA at 32 processors, the most
heavily used protocol processor has a utilization of 42.3%. A significant fraction of the
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read misses (37%) in Barnes-Hut are “3-hop” dirty remote misses—a case where COMA
has a higher direct protocol overhead than the other protocols—and the AM hit rate of
30% is not enough to balance out this overhead increase.
At larger machine sizes, load imbalance becomes the bottleneck in Barnes-Hut, and
application synchronization stall times dominate the total stall time. The bit-vector/coarsevector is by far the best protocol at both 64 and 128 processors. Unlike the previous applications, Barnes-Hut has many cache lines that are shared amongst all of the processors.
Long sharing lists help the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol because there is a larger
chance that it will not be sending unnecessary invalidations on write misses. Long sharing
lists also hurt dynamic pointer allocation and COMA, because replacement hints have to
traverse a long linked list to remove a node from the sharing list, resulting in a high occupancy protocol handler. This can degrade performance by creating a hot-spot at the home
node for the replaced block. SCI is indirectly hurt by long sharing lists for two reasons:
invalidating long lists is slower on SCI than the other protocols due to its serial invalidation scheme, and cache replacements from the middle of an SCI sharing list have higher
overhead than a replacement from a sharing list with two or fewer sharers.
6.5.6 Water
The final application examined in this study is Water, a cutoff-radius n-body application
from the field of computational chemistry. The protocol performance results for the most
optimized version of Water are shown in Figure 6.17. Like Barnes-Hut, Water has long
sharing lists, which hurt the performance of dynamic pointer allocation and COMA at the
largest machine sizes.
The results in Figure 6.17 show that at small machine sizes Water does not do a lot of
communication and all the protocols perform equally well. But at 32 processors and
above, the presence of long sharing lists begins to affect COMA and dynamic pointer allocation. At 64 processors the coarse-vector protocol is 1.21 times faster than COMA and
1.14 times faster than dynamic pointer allocation. At 128 processors SCI is the fastest protocol, achieving 3.2% better performance than the coarse-vector protocol even though it
sends 1.83 times more messages (the most of any protocol). Again, SCI’s even message
distribution reduces contention and therefore memory system stall time.
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Figure 6.17. Results for Water.

The results for the version of Water without data placement are not qualitatively different from the optimized version of Water above. For completeness, these results are
included in Table B.1. in Appendix B.

6.6 Application Summary
The results presented in this chapter answer the research questions first proposed in
Section 2.7 and repeated in Section 6.1 at the start of this chapter. Is there a single optimal
protocol for all applications? No. In fact, there are cases where each of the four cache
coherence protocols in this study is the best protocol, and there are cases where each of the
four protocols is the worst protocol. Does the optimal protocol vary with machine size,
application optimization level, or cache size? Surprisingly, the answer is yes. The optimal
protocol changes as the machine size scales, as the application optimization level varies,
or as the size of the processor cache changes—even within the same application. Several
themes have emerged to help determine which protocol may perform best given certain
application characteristics and machine configurations.
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First, the bit-vector protocol is difficult to beat at small-to-medium scale machines
before it turns coarse. It is so efficient that only COMA, which can convert remote misses
into local misses, ever beats the bit-vector protocol below 32 processors, and even then it
only occurred in this study for some 8-processor machines configured with small processor caches. For the large cache configurations, dynamic pointer allocation typically performs about as well as the bit-vector protocol for these small machine sizes. SCI on the
other hand, always performs poorly at low processor counts, regardless of the processor
cache size or application characteristics. Relative to bit-vector and dynamic pointer allocation, the large direct protocol overhead and message overhead of SCI yield uncompetitive
performance for small machine sizes.
Second, with small processor caches where COMA is expected to perform better, it suffers the same fate as dynamic pointer allocation—small processor caches translates to
large numbers of replacement hints. With small processor caches the protocols without
replacement hints (bit-vector/coarse-vector and SCI) generally outperform the protocols
with replacement hints.
Third, although the bit-vector/coarse-vector, dynamic pointer allocation, and COMA
protocols on average all incur less protocol processor occupancy than the SCI protocol,
SCI incurs occupancy at the requester rather than the home. This occupancy at the
requester is the result of SCI maintaining its most complex data structures, the duplicate
tags and the replacement buffer, at the requester. The advantage of keeping this distributed
state is the ability to form a distributed queue for highly-contended lines and more evenly
distribute the retried requests throughout the machine. For applications which exhibit significant hot-spotting behavior at large numbers of processors, SCI may be the most robust
protocol.
Fourth, for applications with a small, fixed number of sharers (e.g., FFT and Ocean)
running on machines with large processor caches, the dynamic pointer allocation protocol
performs well at all machine sizes, and is the best protocol at the largest machine sizes
because replacement hints do not cause performance problems with small sharing lists.
For these same applications at large machine sizes, the coarse-vector protocol usually performs poorly because of increased message overhead due to its lack of precise sharing
information.
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Fifth, the COMA protocol can achieve very high attraction memory hit rates on applications that do not perform data placement, but its higher remote read miss latencies and
generally higher protocol processor occupancies often remain too large to overcome. With
large processor caches and the most optimized versions of the parallel applications, the
attraction memory hit rates are extremely poor because the large caches remove most
capacity and conflict misses, and the optimized applications incur cache misses only for
true communication misses for which COMA is of no use.
Finally, increased message overhead is often the root of the performance difference
between the protocols at large machine sizes. However, this is not always the case. While
message overhead is a key issue, other effects such as hot-spotting or an abundance of
high-occupancy protocol handlers are usually more important to overall performance. In
the absence of these other effects (usually in optimized applications) message overhead is
a key determinant of performance. But when hot-spotting or high-occupancy handlers are
present, these effects dominate. This explains why SCI, which shows an aversion to hotspotting, can be the best protocol at 128 processors for less-tuned applications despite the
fact that it has the largest message overhead.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions, Related Work, and Beyond
This implementation-based, quantitative comparison of scalable cache coherence protocols is made feasible by taking advantage of the flexibility of MAGIC, the node controller
of the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor. While holding constant both the application and
the other aspects of the FLASH architecture (microprocessor, memory, network, and I/O
subsystems), the FLASH machine can vary only the cache coherence protocol that runs on
its programmable protocol processor. Four such cache coherence protocols have been
designed and implemented for the FLASH machine: bit-vector/coarse-vector, dynamic
pointer allocation, SCI, and COMA. This study details the design of each of these four
popular protocols, and compares their performance and robustness on machine sizes from
1 to 128 processors.
The results demonstrate that protocols with small latency differences can still have large
overall performance differences because controller occupancy is a key to robust performance in CC-NUMA machines. The importance of controller occupancy increases with
machine size, as parallel applications hit scalability bottlenecks as a result of hot-spotting
in the memory system or at the node controller. The protocols with the highest controller
occupancies typically perform the worst, with the notable exception of SCI. At small processor counts SCI, with its high controller occupancy, does indeed perform badly. But at
large processor counts SCI is sometimes the best protocol despite its large controller occupancy, because it incurs that occupancy at the requester rather than home, thereby avoiding the performance degradation that hot-spotting is causing in the other home-based
protocols.
Surprisingly, this study finds that the optimal protocol changes as the machine size
scales—even within the same application. In addition, changing architectural aspects
other than machine size (like cache size) can change the optimal coherence protocol. Both
of these findings are of particular interest to commercial industry, where today the choice
of cache coherence protocol is made at design time and is fixed by the hardware. If a customer wants to run FFT with a 16-processor machine, the right protocol to use is bit-vec-
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tor/coarse-vector. But if that same customer later upgrades to a 128-processor machine to
run FFT, bit-vector/coarse-vector would be the worst protocol choice.
In the end, the results of this study argue for programmable protocols on scalable
machines, or a newer and more flexible cache coherence protocol. For designers who want
a single architecture to span machine sizes and cache configurations with robust performance across a wide spectrum of applications using existing cache coherence protocols,
flexibility in the choice of cache coherence protocol is vital. Ideas for the alternative direction of designing a single, more robust protocol are discussed in Section 7.2.

7.1 Related Work
Early work in directory cache coherence protocols focused on designing directory organizations that allow the memory overhead to scale gracefully with the number of processors. Fruits of this research were the coarse-vector, dynamic pointer allocation, and SCI
protocols examined in this dissertation. In addition, there were some other significant protocols developed during this period.
Weber developed the concept of sparse directories [61], which is a technique to reduce
the number of directory entries by caching only the most recently used entries. Prior techniques to reduce the size of the directory focused on changing only the format or width of
the directory entries themselves. The sparse directory technique could easily be applicable
to any of the protocols discussed in this dissertation, although these protocols already have
acceptable memory overhead levels.
Chaiken et al. developed the LimitLESS protocol [10] that keeps a small, fixed number
of pointers in hardware (one in their implementation) and then traps to software to handle
any exceptional cases. The advantages of this scheme are low memory overhead and simpler control logic since the node controller handles only the trivial protocol cases. The disadvantage of this protocol is that it must interrupt the compute processor to handle the
exceptional cases. For good performance this requires both that the exceptional cases are
rare, and that the compute processor has low interrupt overhead, something that is not typical of current microprocessors. Still, at a high level, the LimitLESS protocol shares the
same design philosophy as the MAGIC chip: keep the complicated protocol logic under
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software control. The difference being that the MAGIC approach is a co-processor implementation that performs the data movement in hardware and eliminates the need to send
interrupts to the main processor, with the goal of better overlapping communication with
computation.
After the advent of these directory-based coherence protocols, several researchers
attempted to compare their performance. Stenstrom and Joe performed a qualitative and
quantitative comparison of the bit-vector and original hierarchical COMA protocols [53].
Unlike the performance comparison in this dissertation, their study was based on highlevel descriptions of the protocols, and it is not clear if the direct protocol overhead of the
protocols they examined accurately reflects any implementation of those protocols. However, the main contribution of the paper is that a hybrid CC-NUMA/COMA protocol,
COMA-F (the COMA protocol examined in this dissertation) outperforms the original
hierarchical COMA protocol.
Singh et al. also compared the performance of CC-NUMA and COMA machines, but
they compared actual implementations of each architecture [46]. The CC-NUMA machine
in their study was the Stanford DASH multiprocessor (running a bit-vector protocol) and
the KSR-1 COMA machine. Using many of the original SPLASH applications [47], the
authors found that the working set properties of scalable applications were such that
COMA did not benefit much from its automatic replication, but instead got benefits primarily from its migration of data. The results of this study agree—COMA shows gains
only in situations where applications do not perform data placement, and COMA can
migrate the data to the processor that needs it. However, this study has shown that the lack
of data placement is a necessary condition, but not a sufficient one, since even without
data placement the direct protocol overhead of COMA is often too large to overcome.
Singh et al. could not directly compare the performance of the two protocols in terms of
execution time because of the problems cited earlier in this dissertation with respect to
comparing protocols across vastly different architectures.
Both Soundararajan et al. [51] and Zhang and Torrellas [65] compared a flat COMA
protocol to a Remote Access Cache (RAC) protocol where each node reserves a portion of
main memory for the caching of remote data. As in this study, Soundararajan et al. used
the Stanford FLASH multiprocessor as the vehicle for protocol comparison, although that
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study examined only 8-processor machines and focused more on the performance of multiprogrammed workloads and the operating system than on scalable parallel applications.
Both Soundararajan et al. and Zhang find that the RAC protocol outperforms the COMA
protocol, and for the same reason: the latency penalty (direct overhead) of COMA is too
high.
Lovett and Clapp implemented an SCI protocol for the Sequent STiNG machine that
has some similar properties to the FLASH SCI protocol [32]. Both protocols shorten the
width of the bit-fields in the SCI directory, include support for critical word first data
return, and eliminate the need for a network round-trip per invalidation. In addition, the
Sequent machine combines the SCI protocol with a RAC that caches remote data. From
[32] it is difficult to determine the actual remote latencies in the machine because the
authors always cite “observed” remote miss latencies (counting hits in the RAC), making
a direct comparison of their SCI to FLASH SCI difficult. Lovett and Clapp admit that the
machine sizes they designed for were small enough for a straight bit-vector protocol. They
allude to a study they conducted that showed that their SCI performance was always
within 8% of what the bit-vector performance would have been. No further details are
given. The results of this dissertation contradict the latter claim, as bit-vector is often 1.3
to 1.8 times faster than SCI on FLASH, especially at small processor counts.
Falsafi and Wood constructed R-NUMA, a reactive hybrid protocol that tries to combine the advantages of page-based CC-NUMA and COMA protocols by dynamically
choosing the best protocol on a per-page basis [16]. Although R-NUMA sometimes performed better than the CC-NUMA or COMA protocol, it also performed as much as 57%
worse. Because the experimental system was more loosely-coupled and had a sharing
granularity of a page versus a cache line, it is not obvious how these results apply to finergrained, tightly-coupled systems. Still, the notion of dynamically choosing the best protocol on a per-block basis is one that remains potentially appealing in any environment with
programmability in the node controller. This is one of the topics discussed in Section 7.2.
The importance of controller occupancy to overall system performance in DSM
machines was first introduced in Holt et al. [25]. The authors find that for tightly-coupled
machines controller occupancy is a much more important determinant of performance
than network latency, even in the absence of latency-hiding mechanisms like prefetching,
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which consume bandwidth to hide latency. Further, they find that for many applications
the effects of controller occupancy are not diminished simply by running a larger problem
size. Like having too few address bits, having high controller occupancy is something
from which an architecture may never recover. While the focus of [25] is on a range of
viable architectures, this dissertation focuses on tightly-coupled machines and how varying the cache coherence protocol within that domain can affect overall machine performance. The results of this study show that occupancy variations stemming from the choice
of cache coherence protocol can have dramatic affects on system performance even within
tightly-coupled architectures.
Reinhardt et al. [40] later examined implementations of DSM on loosely-coupled systems and find again that high controller occupancy (though never named as such) limits
the performance of loosely-coupled DSM systems. Not surprisingly, the authors conclude
that the more loosely-coupled systems provide an alternative to tightly-coupled machines
only for applications that have very little communication.
Another axis in research on the comparison of cache coherence protocols is whether the
protocols are invalidation-based or update-based. Each protocol presented in this dissertation is invalidation-based, although that decision has more to do with the underlying architecture than the cache coherence protocol. As discussed in Section 4.4.2, most modern
microprocessors do not allow unsolicited updates into their caches, making it impossible
to implement update protocols at the cache level. There have been many invalidation versus update studies [19][56][58] and most find that update helps with synchronization but
causes excess traffic when there is locality in the write stream. With the trend toward
longer cache lines to amortize the cost of accessing memory (and remote memory), invalidation-based protocols have prevailed. However, many architectures do provide special
hardware support for synchronization operations in an attempt to gain back some of the
advantages of update-based protocols.
Another recent topic of interest is adding so-called “migratory optimizations” to protocols [12][13][52]. The idea being that in certain applications data is written by one processor and then is first read and then written by another processor. Under typical protocols,
the second processor would read the data and get a shared copy, and then the following
write would cause more system traffic by the need to invalidate all other sharers and return
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exclusive ownership of the data. With the migratory optimization, the initial read would be
returned in the exclusive state so that the subsequent write is simply a cache hit and causes
no additional traffic. This works well in some applications, but in others it is the wrong
thing to do. The migratory optimization is orthogonal to the results presented in this dissertation, and could be applied to any of the four protocols.
Finally, Falsafi et al. [15] suggest that application-specific protocols may have performance benefits. As detailed in Chapter 3, writing cache coherence protocols is challenging
and the designer needs to understand the lowest-levels of the machine’s architecture to get
it right without deadlocking the entire machine. The belief expressed in this dissertation
agrees that flexibility is important, but envisions a set of protocols being designed by
experts and offered by the system, rather than a situation where users write applicationspecific protocols.

7.2 Future Work
Like other aspects of memory system design, each cache coherence protocol in this
study has its drawbacks. The bit-vector protocol has unacceptable memory overhead and
the width of its directory entry becomes unwieldy as the machine size scales. Coarse-vector remedies those problems, but its imprecise sharing information leads to increased message traffic in many applications. Dynamic pointer allocation relies on replacement hints
that contribute to hot-spotting in some applications and adversely impact performance
with small processor caches. COMA incurs extra latency overhead when data blocks do
not reside in the AM, and has large protocol processor occupancies, making it especially
vulnerable to hot-spotting at large machine sizes. SCI has high controller occupancy at the
requester, and is not a good protocol choice at small machine sizes.
A question that comes out of this work is whether a hybrid protocol can be synthesized
based on these results that always performs optimally. More practically, perhaps a hybrid
protocol can be designed that does not always perform optimally, but is always close to
optimal and has much better robustness across a wide range of machine sizes and architectural parameters than the protocols discussed in this study.
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This study has shown that certain protocol characteristics are appealing, and that architects would prefer a protocol that incorporates most or all of the following characteristics:
• low direct protocol overhead (both latency and occupancy)
• precise sharing information
• forwarding (3-hop versus 4-hop misses)
• inherent hot-spot avoidance mechanisms
• reduction in remote miss latency
Unfortunately, designing a single optimal protocol for all applications and machine
sizes is difficult. Each protocol in this study has at most three attributes from the above
wish list. The desire for higher-level protocol characteristics like SCI’s inherent hot-spot
avoidance or COMA’s reduction in remote miss latency make the first requirement of low
direct protocol overhead significantly more challenging. Some early results with a RAC
protocol on FLASH [51] indicate that it can achieve a reduction in remote miss latency
with direct protocol overhead that is not as low as bit-vector, but that is “low enough”.
Unfortunately, for some applications the higher remote read latencies of the RAC protocol
(resulting from having to check the RAC before forwarding a remote miss into the network) can cause it to suffer performance degradation similar to the COMA protocol.
Again, designing a single protocol that is robust in all cases is a difficult task.
The coarse-vector results with large processor caches clearly show that maintaining precise sharing information is important to keep message overhead low at large machine
sizes. But keeping precise sharing information has costs—replacement hints in dynamic
pointer allocation and roll outs in SCI consume both controller bandwidth and network
bandwidth, and in applications where there is high stress on the memory system, they can
significantly degrade performance.
One vision of the future is a system where the user, or even better, the compiler, chooses
what is likely the best protocol from a set of system-provided protocols based on the characteristics of the particular application being run. The application summary at the end of
Chapter 6 is a good starting point for this type of system. This is a more pragmatic
approach that does not attempt to solve the difficult problem of finding a single optimal
coherence protocol.
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One possible hybrid approach is to combine the direct protocol overhead advantages of
bit-vector at small machine sizes with the hot-spot avoidance mechanisms of SCI. There
are three steps in this approach. First, keep some protocol state at the requester so that bitvector can collect invalidation acknowledgments at the requester (like SCI) rather than the
home node. This change can reduce hot-spotting at the home node, and can marginally
improve write latencies. Second, use MAGIC-based synchronization protocols for locks
and barriers to remove some of the hot-spotting present on those variables at large
machine sizes. Third, take advantage of extra virtual lanes in the network to eliminate
NACKs from the protocol. Each of these changes would enhance the bit-vector protocol,
but they do nothing to eliminate the necessity of transitioning to the coarse-vector protocol
at large machine sizes.
Another approach is to dynamically switch between protocols on a per-block basis,
along the lines of the way R-NUMA chooses between CC-NUMA and COMA protocols
on a per-page basis. For some cache lines the bit-vector protocol may be best, while others
may need to run the dynamic pointer allocation protocol. The research problems here are
in determining which protocol is right, detecting when to switch from one protocol to
another, and implementing the protocol change in an efficient manner. The danger is that
these schemes can get quite complex very quickly, and without careful attention in the
implementation, complexity can lead to reduced performance.
The good news is that flexible machines like FLASH provide a new environment for
the construction of robust hybrid cache coherence protocols. Multiple system-provided
protocols, hybrid protocols, or dynamically switching between protocols on a per-block
basis are likely too complicated for fixed hardware implementations. However, such
schemes become possible on architectures where the communication protocols are programmable, and may lead to more robust, scalable parallel systems.
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Appendix A
Example Protocol Handlers
This appendix details specific protocol handlers from each cache coherence protocol in
this study. The protocol handlers are chosen to highlight the salient features of each protocol and to facilitate the comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of each protocol.

A.1 Bit-vector/Coarse-vector Handlers
The biggest advantage of the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol is its simplicity. The
only data structure maintained by the protocol is the directory entry itself, and common
protocol operations change only the Vector field of the directory entry. Figure A.1 shows a
portion of the PILocalGet handler for the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol. Recall that
PILocalGet is the handler that services local cache read misses (instruction misses,
data misses, prefetches, and load links).
The code in Figure A.1 makes heavy use of macros for two reasons. The first is that the
simulation environment can compile the handler for the simulator using the normal C
compiler, and the simulator will model the effects of the cache coherence protocol at a
high level of abstraction. Handlers compiled with this approach are called C-handlers.
The same handler code can also be compiled by PPgcc to produce the real protocol code
and data segments, as described in Section 4.1. FlashLite, the FLASH simulator, can also
run this protocol code via an instruction set emulator for the protocol processor called
PPsim. The trade-off between C-handlers and PPsim handlers is the classic speed versus
accuracy trade-off. The C-handlers have the advantage of faster simulation time, but do
not yield accurate protocol processor timing, cache behavior, or instruction count. PPsim
simulation is slower, but provides accuracy for those same metrics. The macros allow the
protocol handlers to be written with high-level commands like CACHE_READ_ADDRESS,
which reads a cache line from the MAGIC data cache, while abstracting away the fact that
the low-level code is slightly different for C-handlers and PPsim handlers.
The second reason macros are used heavily is important only for PPsim handlers, and
that is performance optimization. Since PPgcc produces the protocol code run on the real
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void PILocalGet(void)
{
long long headLinkAddr;
long long myVector;
headLinkAddr =
FAST_ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll));
myVector = (1LL << (procNum/COARSENESS));
CACHE_READ_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
// Assume the best case here
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_CACHELINE;
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Pending)) {
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Dirty)) {
// Clean or Shared
ASSERT(!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.IO));
PI_SEND(F_DATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, F_DEC);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Vector) |= myVector;
}
else {
// Dirty
ASSERT(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.RealPtrs) == 0);
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.IO)) {
ASSERT(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Vector) != procNum);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_NODATA;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = MSG_GET;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.dest) =
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Vector);
NI_SEND(REQUEST, F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_NOSWAP);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Pending) = 1;
}
else {
// Dirty in IO system (more code here)
}
}
CACHE_WRITE_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
}
else {
// Pending (more code here)
}
}
Figure A.1. The PILocalGet handler for the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.

machine, it is desirable to make that code as optimized as possible. For some common
operations the designer can save cycles by writing the operation directly in assembly language, or by writing it in C, but in a very stylized manner that is known to compile into
efficient code. In those situations, that code sequence becomes a macro. An example is the
FAST_ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR macro, which calculates the address of the
directory entry from the incoming message address. This macro is carefully coded at the
C-level to remove a masking step that would be present in a more naive coding.
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The PILocalGet handler is optimized for the common case where the cache line is clean
in main memory, or is shared by any number of other processors. In either of these cases,
main memory has a valid copy of the line, which is being fetched by a speculative read
from the inbox. The handler code begins by converting the message address into the
address of the directory entry, then reading the entry from the MAGIC data cache. The
result of the cache read is returned in a global register (hence HANDLER_GLOBALS)
reserved to hold the current directory entry. The remainder of the handler checks various
bits of the directory entry and then takes the appropriate action. In the best case, the line is
not Pending, nor is it Dirty. In this case the handler simply executes a PI_SEND, returning
the cache line to the processor. The send instruction in the protocol processor includes
various flags which are set inside the PI_SEND macro. In this case, these flags tell the
outbox that the message has data associated with it, that it should free the data buffer, and
that the PI should decrement its fence count register when the send is complete.
Note the use of ASSERT statements in the protocol handlers. Assertions can be used in
both C-handlers and PPsim handlers to ensure that the protocol is in a valid state. Assertions are invaluable debugging tools, both in FlashLite and on the real hardware. In the
simulator, failed assertions cause the application to halt and dump useful state. For the real
hardware, assertions are typically not compiled into the protocol code for performance
reasons. However, assertions are extremely useful on the real machine when debugging
system failures.
In the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol even the uncommon cases are fast. In the case
where the line is not Pending, but it is Dirty, the handler is only slightly more complicated.
In this case the handler has to send a MSG_GET request to the dirty node. To accomplish
this, the handler changes the message length, the message type, and the message destination, and then issues an NI_SEND. The NI_SEND macro has similar flags to the
PI_SEND macro, with the main differences being the addition of a lane flag, and the lack
of flags for control of interventions and the fence count. After the send, the handler sets
the Pending bit in the directory entry, and writes the entry back to the MAGIC data cache.
To really appreciate the efficiency of the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol one needs to
see the final, scheduled protocol code for the real machine. Figure A.2 shows the same
portions of PILocalGet shown in Figure A.1. The critical path through the handler is
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PILocalGet:
addi
srl

$8,$0,1
$5,$18,4

# 1st half of myVector computation
# $18 == address, shift right 4

add
sllv

$9,$19,$5
$8,$8,$16

# add result to base of directory store
# myVector (1 << procNum), $16 == procNum

addi
ld

$11,$0,8192
$23,0($9)

# compute LEN_CACHELINE value
# load the directory entry (2 delay slots)

nop
insfi

$17,$11,12,13

# insert message length speculatively

nop
nop

# 2nd load delay slot -- still waiting
# for the load of the directory entry

bbs32
andfi

$23,31,$L164
$5,$23,0,47

# branch on Pending
# mask out Vector field (for Dirty case)

bbs32
nop

$23,30,$L165

# branch on Dirty

nop
nop

# delay slot, about to fall into the
# Clean/Shared case, can’t send yet

or
send

$23,$23,$8
$17,$18,23

# OR myVector with the Vector field
# send PUT to PI

switch
sd

$17
$23,0($9)

# load header of next message
# writeback directory entry

ldctxt
nop

$18

# load address of next message
# latency: 9 cycles, occupancy 11 cycles

$23,28,$L168
$2,$0,6

# Dirty case, test I/O bit
# create MSG_GET opcode

$L165:
bbs32
addi
nop
nop

# This is falling through to the
# Dirty, non-I/O case

insfi
sll

$17,$2,0,13
$5,$5,28

# Set the message length and type
# 1st half of setting dest=Vector

orfi
insfi

$23,$23,63,63
$17,$5,28,39

# Set Pending bit in directory entry
# 2nd half of dest=Vector

switch
send

$17
$17,$18,4

# load header of next message
# send MSG_GET to NI

ldctxt
sd

$18
$23,0($9)

# load address of next message
# latency: 13 cycles, occupancy 14 cycles

Figure A.2. The scheduled assembly language for the portions of the PILocalGet handler in Figure A.1.
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the loading of the directory entry and the branches on the possible states. The
FAST_ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR macro results in a 2-cycle sequence of shifting
the incoming address and adding it to a global register that is initialized to the base address
of the directory store. The CACHE_READ_ADDRESS macro results in the load of the
directory entry from the cache. Since loads have two delay slots in the protocol processor,
other potentially useful work is pushed up to make sure the common case is as fast as possible. The handler sets the length to LEN_CACHELINE, anticipating that the line will be
clean or shared in main memory.
The version of PILocalGet shown in Figure A.2 has a coarseness value of one.
When computing the bit-vector value to logically OR into the Vector field of the directory
entry, the protocol handler must divide the processor number by the coarseness value and
use that result as the amount to shift left a “1”. The protocol handler, however, does not
perform a division. Since coarseness is a power of two and is known at compile time, the
protocol handler simply performs a shift right. Furthermore, this does not impact the performance of PILocalGet since the shift right adds only one additional instruction, and
there are many empty slots between the load of the directory entry and its eventual use.
Since all protocol handlers that read the directory entry have this same sequence of
instructions, having a coarseness value greater than one has very little impact on the direct
overhead of the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.
After the two load delay slots, the handler performs the branch tests for Pending and
Dirty in consecutive cycles. The protocol processor has squashing branches, meaning any
branch or jump in the delay slot of a taken branch is squashed, but other instructions are
always executed. The ability to execute branches in consecutive cycles is a critical feature
of the protocol processor, and one that helps to reduce request latency and protocol processor occupancy in branch-laden protocol code.
After the test against Dirty, the handler only needs to send a PUT message to the PI. The
handler must wait one cycle since the first cycle after the Dirty branch is in the delay slot
of the branch and any instructions there would be executed even if the branch were taken.
The handler does not need to set the message type to PUT because the encodings were
carefully chosen so that the incoming GET message from the PI has the same encoding as
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the outgoing PUT message. So, in the ninth instruction packet, PILocalGet sends its
result to the PI.
If protocol processor latency is defined as the number of cycles to the first send
instruction, PILocalGet has a latency of 9 cycles in this case. However, the handler has
not yet run to completion. The setting of the Vector field, and the writeback of the directory entry take an additional two cycles. If protocol processor occupancy is defined as the
number of cycles from the start of the handler to the end, PILocalGet has an occupancy
of 11 cycles in this case.

A.2 Dynamic Pointer Allocation Handlers
Figure A.3 shows the same two cases for the PILocalGet handler that were shown in
Figure A.1. Because of the Local bit in the directory header, there is very little difference
between this code and the bit-vector/coarse-vector code for this handler. A more illustrative handler is the NILocalGet handler, responsible for handling remote read misses.
The C code for the most common case, where the cache line is either clean at the home or
shared by some number of processors, is shown in Figure A.4.
Since NILocalGet must read the directory entry, it begins the same way PILocalGet begins, by converting the address in the message into the address for the directory
entry, and reading the directory entry through the MAGIC data cache. Again, the handler
is optimized for the common case and the message type and length are speculatively set so
that they are correct for returning a cache line of data to the requester. After similar checks
against the Pending and Dirty bits, the code diverges from its bit-vector/coarse-vector
counterpart. Because dynamic pointer allocation maintains the first remote sharer in the
directory header, the NILocalGet routine must check the HeadPtr bit to see if there is
already a valid sharer in that location. If HeadPtr is not set, then the protocol handler sends
the expected MSG_PUT response to the requester, inserts the requester (the src field in the
message) into the Ptr position in the directory header, sets the HeadPtr bit to valid, and
writes back the directory header.
If HeadPtr is already set, then the protocol handler must use the pointer/link store and
add an element to the linked list of sharers. This is the job of the EnqueueNewSharer
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void PILocalGet(void)
{
long long headLinkAddr;
headLinkAddr =
FAST_ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll));
CACHE_READ_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
// Assume the best case here
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_CACHELINE;
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Pending)) {
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Dirty)) { // Clean or Shared
ASSERT(!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.IO));
PI_SEND(F_DATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, F_DEC);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Local) = 1;
}
else {
// Dirty
ASSERT(!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.List));
ASSERT(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.RealPtrs) == 0);
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.IO)) {
ASSERT(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.HeadPtr));
ASSERT(!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Local));
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_NODATA;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = MSG_GET;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.dest) =
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Ptr);
NI_SEND(REQUEST, F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_NOSWAP);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Pending) = 1;
}
else {
// Dirty in IO System (more code here)
}
}
CACHE_WRITE_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
}
else {
// Pending (more code here)
}
}
Figure A.3. The PILocalGet handler for the dynamic pointer allocation protocol.

subroutine, which removes the head of the free list, sets its Ptr field to the requester, sets
its Link field to the current HeadLink in the directory header, and sets the HeadLink field
to point to this new pointer/link element. But before the handler can call EnqueueNewSharer, it first has to ensure that space is reserved on the software queue, for deadlock
avoidance reasons. Since in the worst case EnqueueNewSharer may find that the free
list of pointer/link elements is empty, it may need to initiate pointer reclamation. Recall
that pointer reclamation invalidates entire cache lines, and as described in Section 3.4,
invalidation is a process that may require software queue space. Thus, the protocol handler
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must check to see if the software queue is full, and if so it must NACK the request as part
of the deadlock avoidance strategy. Nuances of protocols such as this come to light only
when the protocol is actually implemented for a real machine, and the implementationbased comparison of four such protocols is one of the intriguing facets of this work.

void
NILocalGet(void)
{
long long headLinkAddr;
headLinkAddr =
FAST_ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll));
CACHE_READ_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_CACHELINE;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = MSG_PUT;
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Pending)) {
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Dirty)) {
// Clean
ASSERT(!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.IO));
if (!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.HeadPtr)) { // First sharer
NI_SEND(REPLY, F_DATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP);
ASSERT(!HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.List));
ASSERT(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.RealPtrs) == 0);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Ptr) =
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.src);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.HeadPtr) = 1;
}
else {
// Already at least one remote sharer
if (SWInputQueueFull()) {
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.ll) ^= (MSG_NAK ^ MSG_PUT);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_NODATA;
NI_SEND(REPLY, F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP);
return;
}
REALPTRS_INC(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h));
NI_SEND(REPLY, F_DATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, 0);
EnqueueNewSharer();
}
}
else {
// Dirty (more code here)
}
CACHE_WRITE_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
}
else {
// Pending (more code here)
}
}
Figure A.4. The NILocalGet handler for the dynamic pointer allocation protocol.
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A.3 SCI Handlers
Unlike the previous two protocols, SCI keeps protocol state at the requester, in the form
of the duplicate set of tags and the replacement buffer. Both SCI and the previous protocols keep protocol state at the home node, in the form of the directory entries. Keeping
state at the requester can be advantageous in terms of better distributing the load in the
memory system, but it can also impose a performance penalty when remote requests destined for the home node must first check the local state before issuing into the network.
For example, in the previous two protocols the PIRemoteGet handler that is dispatched
for remote cache read misses has a latency of 3 protocol processor cycles. The same handler in the SCI protocol has a latency of 13 protocol processor cycles.
Figure A.5 shows the C-version of the SCI PIRemoteGet handler. The common path
through the handler first checks that there is room in the replacement buffer, ensures that
this particular address is not already in the hash table, and then forwards the read request
on to the home node. These actions incur a protocol processor latency of 13 cycles. The
PIRemoteGet handler is nowhere near completed, however. There is a final call to
RolloutDuplicateTags which handles the duplicate tags data structure manipulations. The old cache line is copied out of the duplicate tags structure, and the newly
accessed cache line is inserted in its place. Then, based on the state of the old cache line, a
distributed roll out transaction may be initiated. If so, the entire data structure is placed in
a replacement buffer and entered into the hash table so that the roll out may complete at
some point in the future. All of this duplicate tag manipulation takes time and therefore
consumes protocol processor cycles. Note that this roll out process is not affecting the
latency of the request since the cache miss was forwarded on to the home node before the
roll out procedure began. This process does, however, have an impact on protocol processor occupancy. The protocol processor is tied up handling the duplicate tag structure and
cannot handle additional requests until the handler completes.
The issue of increased protocol processor occupancy is at the core of the SCI results
presented in Chapter 6. Interestingly, the occupancy news for SCI is not all bad. Specifically, SCI only occurs large occupancies at the requester (for the PI handlers). These are
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void
PIRemoteGet(void)
{
long long
PTRDECL(CCSWQueueRecord)

temp;
swRec;

// See if replacement buffer is full
if ((HANDLER_GLOBALS(replBufferFreeList.ll) == 0) &&
((HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.misc) &
PI_MISC_FIELD_FORMER_STATE_MASK) != SYSSTATE_INVALID)) {
NULL_SEND(5);
//Build SW Queue Record
PTR_AS_LL(swRec) = GetNextSWQueueRecord();
CACHE_WRITE(PTR(swRec)->header,HANDLER_GLOBALS(header));
CACHE_WRITE(PTR(swRec)->Qheader.address,
HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr));
temp = SWQPC(SWRemoteGetRetry);
CACHE_WRITE(PTR(swRec)->Qheader.handler, temp);
SWQSchedule(PTR_AS_LL(swRec));
}
else {
if (!HashCheck()) {
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = MSG_GET;
NI_SEND(REQUEST, F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_NOSWAP);
RolloutDuplicateTags(NULL_PTR_LINK, NULL_PTR_LINK,
CS_PENDING);
}
else {
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.ll) ^=
(PI_PROC_GET_REQ ^ PI_DP_NAK_RPLY);
PI_SEND(F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, F_DEC);
RolloutDuplicateTags(NULL_PTR_LINK, NULL_PTR_LINK,
CS_INVALID);
}
}
}
Figure A.5. The PIRemoteGet handler for the SCI protocol.

the handlers that manipulate the duplicate tags data structure. The protocol processor
occupancy at the home node in SCI is actually comparable to the previous protocols and
often less than the COMA protocol, described next. As an example, examine the NILocalGet handler shown in Figure A.6. At the home node, the SCI protocol simply checks
the memory state, optionally switches the head of the linked list to the new requester, and
replies to the request. The handlers executed at the home have both low latency and low
occupancy. This, combined with the fact that on retries the SCI protocol does not ask the
home node again but instead asks the node in front of it in the distributed linked list, helps
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void
NILocalGet(void)
{
long long
headLinkAddr, memoryAddress;
long long
shiftAmount, mbResult, tempBufferNum;
long long
myHeader, myState, tagAddr, elimAddr;
CacheTagEntry oldTag;
headLinkAddr =
FAST_ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll));
CACHE_READ_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
shiftAmount = (HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll) &
(LL)((HEAD_LINKS_PER_ENTRY-1) * cacheLineSize)) /
(cacheLineSize / (1LL << HEAD_LINKS_PER_ENTRY));
myHeader = ((HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll) &
(HEADLINK_MASK << shiftAmount)) >> shiftAmount);
myState = myHeader.hl.mstate;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_CACHELINE;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = MSG_PUT_ONLY_FRESH;
if (myState == MS_HOME) {
NI_SEND(REPLY, F_DATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP);
myHeader.hl.mstate = MS_FRESH;
}
else if (myState == MS_FRESH) {
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.dest) = myHeader.hl.forwardPtr;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.ll) ^=
(MSG_PUT ^ MSG_PUT_ONLY_FRESH);
NI_SEND(REPLY, F_DATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, 0);
}
else if (myState == MS_GONE) {
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.dest) = myHeader.hl.forwardPtr;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_NODATA;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = MSG_NAK_GET;
if (myHeader.hl.forwardPtr != procNum) {
NI_SEND(REPLY, F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP);
}
else { // more code for handling dirty local case
}
}
else {
// more code here for handling I/O case
}
myHeader.hl.forwardPtr = HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.src);
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll) = (HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll) &
~(LL)(HEADLINK_MASK << shiftAmount)) |
(myHeader.ll << shiftAmount);
CACHE_WRITE_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
}
Figure A.6. The NILocalGet handler for the SCI protocol.
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distribute the message traffic more evenly throughout the machine and can improve overall performance when there is significant hot-spotting in the memory system of large
machines.

A.4 COMA Handlers
The protocol handlers that are most different in COMA are the handlers for remote
cache misses. COMA, like SCI, has remote miss handlers that check protocol state at the
requester, while in bit-vector/coarse-vector and dynamic pointer allocation remote misses
are simply forwarded to the home node. COMA also has more work to do on the data
reply handlers, since it must send the data both to the processor and the attraction memory,
maintain the attraction memory tags and state, and handle any attraction memory displacements generated by the data reply. In the previous protocols, these data reply handlers are
among the shortest in terms of both protocol processor latency and occupancy. In COMA,
the latencies are still low since the handlers immediately send the data to the processor,
but the occupancies are much higher. Example protocol handlers for each of these two
cases are discussed below.
Figure A.7 shows the COMA PIRemoteGet handler, which is responsible for handling processor cache read misses to remote cache lines. This handler begins exactly like
the PILocalGet handler in COMA and the other protocols, since COMA is assuming
the line is gong to be in the local attraction memory even though it is a remote address.
After reading the directory header, the handler compares the tag in the directory entry with
the tag of the cache miss address. If the tags match, then it is an AM hit, and the handler
simply responds with the data from the speculative read initiated by the inbox. This is the
good case for COMA since it just responded to a remote read miss in 10 cycles, over 8
times faster than a remote read miss in the previous protocols.
If the tags do not match, then the PIRemoteGet handler suffers an AM miss, and the
line is forwarded to the home just as in the previous protocols. It is clear from this handler
why it is important that conflict or capacity misses dominate if COMA wants to achieve
good performance. In those cases, remote data is likely to be found in the attraction memory and therefore fall into the AM hit case above. But if cold misses or coherence misses
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void
PIRemoteGet(void)
{
long long headLinkAddr;
headLinkAddr =
ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll));
CACHE_READ_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr.ll, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_CACHELINE;
if (COMPARE_AMTAG_TO_ADDR_TAG(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll))) {
// AM read hit
PI_SEND(F_DATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, F_DEC);
// changed state from AM-only to AM and cached
MAKE_CACHED(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Amstat));
}
else { // AM read miss
if (HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.AmPending)) {
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = PI_DP_NAK_RPLY;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_NODATA;
PI_SEND(F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, F_DEC);
return;
}
if (!SWInputQueueFull())
IncSWQueueCount();
else {
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = PI_DP_NAK_RPLY;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_NODATA;
PI_SEND(F_NODATA, F_FREE, F_SWAP, F_NOWAIT, F_DEC);
return;
}
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.AmPending) = 1;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) = MSG_GET;
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.len) = LEN_NODATA;
NI_SEND(REQUEST, F_NODATA, F_KEEP, F_NOSWAP);
if (HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Amstat) == EXCLX) {
// Code to force a writeback from the processor
// cache for a conflicting line in the AM
}
else {
NULL_SEND();
}
}
CACHE_WRITE_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
}
Figure A.7. The PIRemoteGet handler for the COMA protocol.

dominate, then the data will not be in the AM, and the COMA protocol will have needlessly delayed the forwarding of the request to the home node while it checked its local
AM. Even after the tags miscompare, COMA must perform a few additional checks
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before forwarding the request to the home node. Similar to the replacement buffer in SCI,
COMA needs to check to ensure that there is no other outstanding transaction on that particular AM line. COMA must also check for software queue space because it may need
that software queue space in the eventual data reply handler. If either of these conditions is
not met, the handler must NACK the request back to the processor rather than forwarding
it to the home. The end result for a read miss that goes remote is a PIRemoteGet latency
of 16 cycles, as compared to 3 cycles in the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.
An example of a COMA data reply handler is NIRemotePut, shown in Figure A.8.
The very first instruction of the handler is a send to the processor interface, so the handler has a latency of only one cycle. However, the remainder of the handler deals with putting the data into the AM and the possible displacement of an attraction memory line to
make room for the new data reply. The displacement process is very involved and depends
first on whether this PUT message is from the master or not, and then on the particular
AM state of the line being replaced. The handler must check the AM state and then based
on the state issue either a replace or replace exclusive message. Because this is the NIRemotePut handler and MSG_PUT is a reply, the deadlock avoidance rules do not allow
this handler to send any outgoing network messages. Unfortunately, that is precisely what
it has to do in the AM displacement case. The software queue bails out the protocol in this
case, since software queue space was reserved initially by the PIRemoteGet handler as
shown in Figure A.7. Still, after NIRemotePut decides it needs to replace the line, it
incurs extra overhead because it has to check the outgoing queue request space and proceed if there is enough space to send the replacement message, or suspend to the software
queue if there is not enough outgoing queue space.
In addition, the NIRemotePut handler is sending these replacement messages with
data, unlike the replacement hint messages in the dynamic pointer allocation protocol. To
get the data, the handler must first allocate a new data buffer, since the one with the original data reply is being used to send the data back to the processor. Once a buffer has been
allocated, the handler must initiate a memory read to load the contents of the AM line
being displaced. Once the read is initiated, the handler can issue the send to the network
and finish up the state manipulations. The remaining bookkeeping is the changing of the
AM tag to the tag for the new data reply, setting the new AM state appropriately, decreAppendix A: Example Protocol Handlers
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void NIRemotePut(void)
{
long long
msgType;
PI_SEND(F_DATA, F_KEEP, F_NOSWAP, F_NOWAIT, F_DEC);
headLinkAddr =
ADDRESS_TO_HEADLINKADDR(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll));
CACHE_READ_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr.ll, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.AmPending) = 0;
msgType = HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType);
if (!((HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.msgType) ==
MSG_PUT_NOT_MASTER) &&
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Invalidate))) {
if (!COMPARE_AMTAG_TO_ADDR_TAG(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll))) {
... large piece of code not shown. Handler checks
... the AM state here and decides whether to
... issue MSG_RPLC_NOCACHE or MSG_RPLCX messages
... to displace the existing AM cache line and
... make room for the data returned by this PUT.
... The handler must check for outgoing queue
... space or it has to suspend to the software
... queue. If displacing it also has to allocate
... a new data buffer, initiate a memory read and
... handle the possible displacement of a master copy.
HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Amtag) =
AddrToTag(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr));
if (msgType == MSG_PUT) {
INSERT_STATE_SHARMS;
}
else {
INSERT_STATE_SHARS;
}
MEMORY_WRITE_USE_NODE_FIELD(HANDLER_GLOBALS(addr.ll),
HANDLER_GLOBALS(header.nh.bufferNum));
}
else { // tag match
if (msgType == MSG_PUT) {
if (SHARS_SHAR(HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.hl.Amstat))) {
INSERT_STATE_SHARMS;
}
}
DecSWQueueCount();
}
}
else { // MSG_PUT or Invalidate bit not set
DecSWQueueCount();
}
NULL_SEND();
CACHE_WRITE_ADDRESS(headLinkAddr, HANDLER_GLOBALS(h.ll));
}
Figure A.8. The NIRemotePut handler for the COMA protocol.
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menting the software queue count (and therefore freeing the slot), and freeing the data
buffer. This extra protocol overhead only affects the occupancy of the handler, but it can
be significant. While these handlers have occupancies of 3 cycles in the bit-vector/coarsevector and dynamic pointer allocation protocols, the NIRemotePut occupancy for the
COMA protocol is typically about 48 protocol processor cycles.
COMA’s higher latency in the remote processor interface handlers (like PIRemoteGet), and its higher occupancies for network interface handlers, both at the home (not
shown) and on data replies (like NIRemotePut), result in much high direct protocol
overhead than the previous protocols. Still, COMA may achieve better performance if the
AM hit rate is high enough. This trade-off is at the heart of the COMA results presented in
Chapter 6.
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Appendix B
Table of Results
This appendix includes Table B.1., the full table of results of the experiments described
in Chapter 5, from which selected results were given in detail in Chapter 6. For each application, each protocol, and each processor count, the table records the execution time (Ex),
the parallel efficiency (PE), and the message overhead (MO). The execution time and the
message overhead are normalized to the bit-vector/coarse-vector protocol.
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Ex

1.00
1.02
1.02
1.09

1.00
1.02
1.01
1.09

1.00
1.02
1.01
1.09

1.00
1.03
1.01
1.08

Prot

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

MO

Ex

PE

8
MO

Ex

16

32

64

PE MO Ex
PE MO Ex
PE MO Ex
Prefetched FFT
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.74 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.25 1.22 0.82 1.34 1.31 0.76 1.45 1.32 0.74 1.58 1.17 0.65 0.98 0.96
1.00 1.25 0.99 1.01 1.13 0.99 1.00 1.15 1.00 0.97 1.19 0.84 0.89 0.71 0.74
1.00 1.00 1.16 0.92 1.07 1.23 0.87 1.13 1.34 0.78 1.28 1.14 0.71 0.81 0.92
Prefetched FFT with no Data Placement
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.73 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.25 1.36 0.62 1.12 1.44 0.59 1.23 1.49 0.59 1.37 1.39 0.53 1.16 0.55
1.00 1.25 0.95 0.88 1.08 1.01 0.84 1.10 1.06 0.82 1.12 0.97 0.76 0.86 0.39
1.00 1.00 1.21 0.75 1.06 1.30 0.70 1.13 1.33 0.70 1.16 1.22 0.65 0.90 0.43
Prefetched FFT with no Data Placement and an Unstaggered Transpose
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 1.00 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.73 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.25 1.45 0.58 1.13 1.59 0.50 1.24 1.64 0.46 1.38 1.39 0.43 1.16 0.84
1.00 1.25 0.95 0.87 1.08 0.99 0.80 1.10 1.00 0.74 1.13 0.89 0.67 0.85 0.57
1.00 1.00 1.24 0.73 1.06 1.39 0.61 1.13 1.47 0.55 1.16 1.40 0.46 0.89 0.82
Prefetched FFT with no Data Placement, an Unstaggered Transpose, and 64 KB Processor Caches
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.70 1.00 1.00 0.62 1.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.57 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.34 1.18 0.61 0.82 1.25 0.52 0.79 1.45 0.43 0.78 2.39 0.25 1.00 2.34
1.00 1.29 1.01 0.70 1.07 1.15 0.55 1.06 1.70 0.36 1.09 2.66 0.22 0.94 2.64
1.00 1.00 1.37 0.55 1.10 1.47 0.46 1.10 1.52 0.43 1.10 1.13 0.55 0.96 0.82

PE

1
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MO

0.37 1.00
0.16 0.73
0.14 0.66
0.49 0.66

0.34 1.00
0.41 0.67
0.60 0.47
0.45 0.51

0.23 1.00
0.43 0.61
0.60 0.42
0.59 0.46

0.58 1.00
0.62 0.50
0.81 0.36
0.69 0.42

PE

128
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1.00 1.00 1.00
1.05 1.00 1.35
1.03 1.00 1.35
1.17 1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.04 1.00 1.45
1.01 1.00 1.45
1.24 1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.02 1.00 1.42
1.01 1.00 1.42
1.04 1.00 1.00

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

MO

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

PE

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.02 1.00 1.35
1.03 1.00 1.35
1.14 1.00 1.00

Ex

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

Prot

1
PE

MO

Ex

16

32

64

PE MO Ex
PE MO Ex
PE
Prefetched Ocean
1.00 1.12 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.00 1.00 1.11 1.00 1.00 0.80
1.06 1.08 1.24 1.10 1.00 1.16 1.22 0.93 1.16 1.43 0.57
1.01 1.14 1.22 1.03 1.08 1.12 1.10 1.04 1.07 1.08 0.76
1.12 1.14 1.03 1.16 1.06 1.08 1.25 1.02 1.17 1.66 0.55
Prefetched Ocean with no Data Placement
1.00 0.82 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.58
1.18 0.73 0.90 1.49 0.59 1.00 2.34 0.38 1.34 2.03 0.30
1.05 0.81 1.19 1.05 0.82 1.14 1.13 0.76 1.12 0.96 0.62
1.42 0.68 1.18 1.80 0.54 1.32 3.63 0.27 2.19 0.98 0.69
Prefetched Ocean with no Data Placement and 64 KB Processor Caches
1.00 0.61 1.00 1.00 0.57 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 0.39
0.81 0.79 0.77 1.01 0.59 0.78 1.12 0.46 0.82 1.28 0.32
1.06 0.59 1.31 1.09 0.53 1.27 1.20 0.42 1.30 1.55 0.25
1.52 0.50 1.37 1.35 0.52 1.24 1.46 0.42 1.32 1.36 0.36
Prefetched Radix-Sort
1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.79
1.23 0.86 1.67 1.37 0.77 1.60 1.78 0.56 1.69 2.14 0.38
1.00 1.04 1.16 1.00 1.04 1.09 1.02 0.97 1.02 0.98 0.81
1.04 1.04 1.02 1.20 0.90 1.12 1.37 0.74 1.13 1.25 0.66

Ex

8

Table B.1. Full Results

Ex

PE

MO

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1.00 1.00 0.39 1.00
1.74 1.52 0.26 1.04
0.85 0.76 0.52 0.61
0.91 0.90 0.45 0.64

1.00
0.73
1.08
1.17

1.00
1.23
0.92
1.17

1.00 1.00 0.42 1.00
0.99 1.46 0.29 0.73
0.86 0.82 0.52 0.55
1.37 1.69 0.28 1.59

MO

128
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1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.09
1.00 1.00 1.09
1.01 1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.10
1.00 1.00 1.10
1.01 1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.14
1.00 1.00 1.14
1.01 1.00 1.00

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

MO

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

PE

1.00 1.00 1.00
1.02 1.00 1.46
1.01 1.00 1.46
1.04 1.00 1.00

Ex

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

Prot

1
PE

16

32

MO Ex
PE MO Ex
PE MO Ex
Radix-Sort with no Data Placement
1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.74 1.00 1.00
1.39 0.62 1.29 1.76 0.49 1.43 1.88 0.40 1.48 3.23
1.02 0.83 1.17 1.10 0.78 1.12 1.19 0.63 1.06 0.98
1.32 0.66 1.20 1.41 0.62 1.22 1.33 0.58 1.14 1.01
Prefetched LU
1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00
1.02 0.94 1.56 1.02 0.91 2.11 1.05 0.82 2.26 1.06
1.00 0.95 1.13 1.00 0.92 1.20 1.01 0.86 1.20 1.00
1.01 0.95 1.40 1.01 0.92 1.79 1.02 0.85 1.91 1.02
Prefetched LU with no Data Placement
1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00
1.00 0.94 0.73 1.02 0.89 1.22 1.06 0.80 1.43 1.08
1.00 0.94 1.06 1.00 0.91 1.09 1.01 0.84 1.11 1.01
1.02 0.92 1.08 1.02 0.90 1.23 1.03 0.83 1.43 1.02
Prefetched LU with no Data Placement and with Full Barriers
1.00 0.88 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 1.00 0.73 1.00 1.00
1.01 0.87 0.75 1.04 0.81 1.22 1.14 0.64 1.28 1.21
1.01 0.87 1.08 1.01 0.83 1.07 1.03 0.71 1.08 0.99
1.03 0.86 1.12 1.03 0.82 1.20 1.05 0.71 1.51 1.00

Ex

8
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MO

Ex

PE

128
MO

0.58 1.00 1.00 0.16 1.00
0.48 1.51 0.88 0.18 1.07
0.59 0.86 0.54 0.29 0.51
0.59 1.85 0.45 0.36 2.05

0.76 1.00 1.00 0.55 1.00
0.70 1.51 1.31 0.42 1.45
0.75 0.98 0.96 0.57 0.74
0.75 1.49 0.95 0.58 1.49

0.77 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00
0.73 1.94 1.19 0.49 1.44
0.77 0.99 0.96 0.60 0.68
0.76 1.72 0.97 0.60 1.42

0.50 1.00 1.00 0.27 1.00
0.16 1.29 1.24 0.22 0.92
0.52 0.89 0.81 0.34 0.66
0.52 0.93 0.87 0.32 0.73

PE

64
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Ex

1.00
1.01
1.00
1.03

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Prot

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

BV/CV
COMA
DP
SCI

8

16

32

64

PE MO Ex
PE MO Ex
PE MO Ex
PE MO Ex
PE MO
Prefetched LU with no Data Placement, with Full Barriers, and with 64 KB Processor Caches
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 1.00 0.77 1.00 1.00 0.67 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00
1.00 1.32 0.99 0.84 0.74 1.01 0.77 0.84 1.13 0.60 0.85 1.29 0.41 0.89
1.00 1.32 1.03 0.80 1.21 1.04 0.75 1.20 1.21 0.56 1.21 1.50 0.35 1.06
1.00 1.00 1.18 0.71 1.39 1.17 0.68 1.42 1.20 0.57 1.49 1.16 0.47 1.41
Barnes-Hut
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00
1.00 1.26 1.01 0.97 1.49 1.04 0.93 1.68 1.13 0.82 1.76 1.20 0.70 1.13
1.00 1.26 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.36 0.99 0.94 0.90 1.11 0.75 1.14
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.39 1.03 0.95 2.16 1.01 0.92 1.20 1.12 0.75 1.95
Water
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.81 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.77 1.00
1.00 1.51 1.00 0.82 1.56 1.02 0.79 2.01 1.08 0.74 2.15 1.21 0.64 2.10
1.00 1.51 1.01 0.81 1.64 1.01 0.79 1.60 1.05 0.77 1.66 1.14 0.68 1.52
1.00 1.00 1.02 0.80 2.74 1.03 0.78 2.68 1.03 0.78 2.44 1.06 0.73 2.15
Water with no Data Placement
1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 1.00 0.78 1.00
1.00 1.55 1.01 0.83 1.51 1.01 0.82 1.42 1.84 0.44 2.47 1.60 0.49 1.93
1.00 1.55 1.00 0.84 1.58 1.00 0.82 1.52 1.02 0.80 1.52 1.07 0.73 1.38
1.00 1.00 1.01 0.83 2.56 1.01 0.82 2.52 1.03 0.80 2.40 1.01 0.77 2.20

1

Table B.1. Full Results

PE

MO

1.00 0.56 1.00
1.15 0.48 1.28
0.96 0.58 0.90
1.18 0.47 2.45

1.00 0.56 1.00
1.41 0.40 1.74
1.29 0.43 1.18
0.97 0.57 1.83

1.00 0.58 1.00
1.10 0.53 1.03
1.29 0.45 1.07
1.25 0.47 3.11

1.00 0.17 1.00
1.09 0.16 0.82
1.05 0.17 0.78
0.62 0.29 1.44

Ex
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